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Holland City Sets.

-

MULDER,

L.

Flxter, proprietor,

bought River

of

bOCftb JOTTINGS.

street

Fair next week.

-M.

II UNTLEY, A., Praotloal MachinistMill and
i
Engine Repairs a specialty. Shop on Seventh street near River.

Head

HUNTLEY, JAH., Archlisct^Bnllder end Con-

this issue.

1

MICH

Publhlier.

street

River

Term*

manufacturer of Staves

and Hsadlngs.•White and Black Ash BolU

PUBLISHED EVERY BATURDAV AT

HOLLAND,

OLLAND CITY STAVE FACTORY. Joseph

f

Subscription:

09

0
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-
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N. M.

luesday evening, by Rev.

This city to Benton Harbor. The

in

land

List of letters remaining in the post
ofllce at

Holland,Sept.

Gordon

Sc

heme.

The Grand Rapids Board

of

Trade

iX

S.

Tower, W.

C.

W.

Serck,

a

free ride.

The captain easily manufacturersof that thriving city bechampion “hust- gin to find that a town depending entirely on railroads never can become
more than a big village, and that if

takes the belt as the

1889: Sis

12th,

Brink, Mr. J. Price, Chas.

A Co’s

The Canal

NtelTens,Mr. David Crousmier to Miss, will be here next week, when the Cap- agitating the canal project from the
Mary Dill, both of Grand Rapids.
Valley City to Lake Michigan. . The
tain promises to give the people of Hoi

Hope College opens next Wednes-

YSTONE PLANINO MILL, J.

Kleyn, day, September 18.
Iv Proprietor,Arohlteotend Builder,dealer iu
•1.50 i>er year if paid in advance ; $2.00 Lumber, Lath, Shingles,and Brlok. Sixth street.
Ladies read Mrs. I). M. Gee
if paid at six months.
PHOENIX PLANINO MILL, B. L. Scott, Pro- business local in this issue.
r-, . Pri9tori dealer in lumber, lath, shinglesand
Rates of advertising:
brick. River street
IT-

NO. 33

Married:— At the residence of Mi\ steamer J. B. Gordon will come to Hoi
and Mrs. P. A. Moes, in this city, last land, and be put on a new line from

'

KiekintveUFs ad.

Mrs.

wtory on

-

14, 1889.

ler” of the city.

Truax.

The

preliminaryorganizationof a they wish to live in the largest city In
new bank, was made, in this city, on Michigan, some means must be devised
made known
Monday. It will be organized under to obtain lake transportation.
on application.
The Chinese family at the Opera An alarm of lire was sounded ThursnPHECAPPON A BEHTSOH LEATHER CO.,
the
State banking law, with both the
day morning about 10 o’clock. After
At a meeting of the members of the
1 tanners.of Hemlock HiauihterSole, Harness. House this evening, Friday.
commercial
and savings departments. board, held this week, the matter was
hunting
around
for
a
while,
the
hose
Qraln,Calf and Kip. Office, Grand Rapids.
--The first number of the Fair Daily companies concluded that the alarm A number of the business men of Hol- discussed.Since the meeting the folrPAKKEN & DE SPEbDER, Manufacturersof
will
be published next Tuesday. .
1
CarrlMes.
Wagons,
Cutters,
Sleighs.
Sole
was a false one, and returned to their land, together with representative citi- lowing letter from Mr. H. Walsh, of
Attorneys and Jastioes.
owners of IXL Patent Wagon. Special attention
lire halls.
zens of Fillmore, Zeeland, Holland and tills city, has been publishedin the city
TAIEKEM A. Q. J., Attorney at Law. Collect
Colleo Ions to Horseshoeing and Repairing.River street
Born:— To Mr. aud Mrs. JolnrVenl
i ----- -*• ---Olive townships, are interested in the papers. We are pleased to know that
promptly attondsd to. Offlo*, Vsn der
\7 AN RAALTE, B., dealer In Farm Implements Schure last Wednesday, a baby girl. /
VSen’i block. Eighth itroet
All those who have subscribed to enterprise.It is expected that the inv and machinery.Oor. River and Ninth Sts.
we have enterprising men, like Mr.
the Grace Episcopal Church building
ITtAIRB ANKfl. L, Justiceof the Peace, Notary
stitution
will
be
ready
for
business
by
Walsh,
who keep the interests of ouc
-T Public aud Peualoo Claim Agent, Rirer St. TI7ILM8. P Pump manufacturer, and dealer The Florence Lytell Theatre Com- fond are earnestly requested to pay Mr.
»* in AgriculturalImplemenU of all kinds. pany at the Opera House every night
November 1st.
city l>efore the public.
near Tenth.
South River street
Martin the amount due, at once, as
next week.
1)087. J. C Attorney and Counaellor at Law.
Holland, Sept. 11.
the society needs money to liquidateits
Whlfewnslicd.
Merchtit
Tailors.
Office: Post'a Block, corner Eighth and
aria It.Sliyh, Chairman. Grand JiaoRirer atreeta.
Next
week
the News will be printed indebtedness.
gBUSSE BROS.. Meruhant Tailors.
The Holland*CityBaseball Club deids,
JL
Saturdaymorning, instead of Friday
Bakeries.
Owing to the delay iu receiving iron feats the Grand Haven Club for
Dear
Sir:—
We
notice
In today’s
afternoon.
the Championship of the
Moat Markets.
I)LOM, C., Jr., dealer in Bakers' Goods, Conto complete the bridge across Black
Grand
Rapids
papere
that
your
citizens
---fj
AJ facUonery, Foreign Fruits. Tobacco aud
rvE KRAKER A DE KOSTEB, dealers in all
Cigara. Blom a new block, Eighth street.
The Holland City baseball club has river, it became necessary to build a
are again agitating the canal project
LJ kinds of Fresh aud Salt Meats, River street.
accepted a challenge to play the Cedar temporary bridge. The work was lin- A’he members of the Holland City and that all your efforts are directed to
pITY BAKERY, J. Pfaaiuk & Bro., Proprietors,
\J FreahBreadau'lBakers' Goods, Confection- yAN DER VEBRB, WILLIAS, Flret Ward Springs club.
ished Monday, and teams can now baseball club had no idea, when they Grand river. The report says “three
ery, etc , Eighth street.
cross with perfect safety.
went to Grand Haven, last Tuesday, to United States engineershave reported
hLni““tgh""Vi1,ncXh?,.“"u
-----The local scribe was presented with
Bank.
play the club of that city a match game against the attempt to deepen Grand
Photographer.
The Sunday School scholarsof the of baseball,that they would wrest the
a monster onion this week. . He uses it
TTOLLAND CITY BANK, foreignand domestic
river and that you must therefore conGrace Episcopal Church will picnic at championshipof Ottawa County from
Photog
|
XI exchange bought and sold. Collections I A FAYETTE, J., Photographer.
The best for a paper
struct outside the river banks.” Please
work and the lowest prlIces. Gallery, 2nd
promptly attended to. Eighth street.
Macatawa Park to-day, Saturday.The their opponents. They went, however,
door east of the City Hotel.
look at a map of Kent and Ottawa
A baby boy arrived at the horn!
ome 0jfl Lizzie Walsh will leave the dock for
Barbers.
with the intention of doing'Uieir best, counties and make your canal outside
Phjblclans.
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Luce, in this Ithe Park at 9 a. m. to accommodate
and they played the best game of the of Grand river from Grand Rapids to
T) AUMOARTEL, W.. TonsortalParlors,Eighth
l/REMEHH,
H..
PhyHclwi*nd
Surgeou
Cit>
’ 00 September 10th.
J those who desire to attend.
Xl and Cedar streets. Hair dressing promptly
season, completelyshutting out Grand
Jenisonville.You will find that the
IV
- deiioe
deiioo on Twelfth street, con er of Market.
--- *•*
attended to.
Office at the drug store of H. Bremers. Office
Haven, the score standing 13 to 0. Dr. distance from Jenisonvilleto Grand
The number of scholars in the pubOn
Saturday,
Oct.
3rd,
the
Ottawa
hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and from £ to 6 p m.
Bools and Shoes.
lie schools of the city is 818, an increase
County Building and Loan Association Wetmore, of this city, acted as umpire, Haven in a direct line is about twenty.ud gave
IT ELDER. J. D., the cheepest place in the city JJABB8.J ^A.. PhyaloUn and^urgeon. Office of about lifty over last year.
will open a new series. Persons desirthree miles; to follow the bends of the
XL to buy Boots and Bhoes, River street.
---- —
of Eighth and Fish streets, In the house former! v
ing to take shares in this prosjierous
river it will be over thirty miles. The
by L Sprietsema.Office Hours: 9 to ' The regular meeting of John Kra•yAN DUREN BROS., doale-s in Boots and occupied
Drove Twcy^K^Hii^llle.. distance from Jenisonvile to Black lake
10 a m., and 3 toSp. tn.
institution
should
do
so
at
once.
The
v Shoes. A large assortment always on hand
mer Camp, S. O. V., will be held next
Eighth street.
present series will l>e closed soon.
Real Estate Agency.
Walter Bilmigs, arfold pioneevwho at Holland is seventeen miles and this
Wednesday evening, Sept. 18th.
Clothing.
started out/two years ago from the can be shortened by using Black river,
\7AN WERT, T. R., Proprietor Holland Real
The Mabel Bradshaw landed twe/tyProperty of all kiuds
The Holland City Baseball Club will
Lake Shore to drive through Kansas, so that the distancewill be about oneIJOBMAN. J. W., Merchant Tailor, kreps the ’xiught. sold orA«9DC7four Grand Rapids passengers,from
exchanged.
largest stock cf Cloths aud Ready made
half that by Grand river. This is a
play the Robinson club, at the fair
Clothing in the city. Eighth street.
Chicago, Wednesday morning. They Nebraska and other western states, has matter well worth vour consideration.
Salooas.
grounds, this afternoon, Saturday.
arrived home again. He is the same
The route to this place would be ditook the 5 a.m. train and got to the
170R8T. W., Tailor. RenoratlDg and repairing
inimitable Walt, and looks hale and rect and about on a line with the CL k
V clothinga specialtycheap aud good. River I FROWN, P., dealerin liquorsand cigarsof all
Valley City before breakfast, and $4.00
street
1) kinds. Eighth street near River.
Hon. G. J. Diekema has pu
hearty, having thoroughly enjoyed his W. M. railway. The land is well
each ahead on the ride by boat, instead
t^EERY, MICHAEL, dealerln Wines, Liquors. the residence now occupied by Prof.. of rail.
sojourn there. He drives the same adapted for a canal and water can be
Commission Merchant.
found to supply it. Our lake has twenty
O and Cigars. Saloon in First Ward, three G. P. Hummer, on Twelfth street.
horse that took him on a western tour four feet of water in front of the city
doors east of City Hall.
— -- -*•
DBACH, W. H , Commission Merobant, and
X> dealer In Grain, Flour and Prodnce. Higheet
O. Brkyman & Son, the jewelers, some five years ago, aud during this to the piers. Outside the pier heads
Second Hand Store.
It has been exceedinglywarm this
market price paid for vrheet Office in Brick
have now a first-classwatchmaker, absence he has driven him between 10,- there is not a better entrance on the
store, ooroer Eighth and Fish streeta.
great lakes. Between the piers we
IF OSMAN, A. B.. proprietor of Second Hand week, especially for September, the
Mr. Fred. Pitcher, formerly of Hart- 000 and 12,000 miles. Mr. Billings will have had a partial dredging made this
I> Stor.’, and dealer iu Stoves, Tinware, etc., thermometer ranging in the eighties.
Eighth street.
Drugs and Medicines.
remain in Michigan until spring and season, and Col. Ludlow. United
ford, in their employ. Mr. Pitcher is
----.J
then
journey westward again, and in States engineer in charge of Michigan
pENTRAL DRUG 8TOKF.,H. Kremers, M. D.,
WatcheH and Jewelry.
Mr. Adrian Ver Schure 1 has a good workman, and if there is any\J Proprietor.
the
meantime
will regale his friends harbors, informs me under date of
thing wrong with your watch, he can
XF REYMAN, OTTO. Watchmaker,Jeweler, and bought the house and lot, on Twelfth
Aug. 0, 1889, that he expects to finish
with
descriptions
of his wanderings.rvOESBUBG. J. O.. Dealer in Drug» atd Me«UdT*rln
fancy K0049- Oorner Market Street, formerly occupied by Mr. C. De repair it, so that it will keep good time.
this dredging from pier to pier, early
X-r elnee, •Paints and Oils, Brusheo, Toilet and Eighth
streets.
Ibimwvnt
---- —
next season.
Article*and Perfnm* s, Imported Havana. Key
Jonge.
Weat, and Domestie Cigars.
WTEVENSON, C. A., successor to H. WykPlease give this carefulconsider atlon,
The warehouse of the Bradshaw &
^ huysen, Jeweler and Optician,Eighth ktreet
bring it before vour Board of Trade
A
Reminder.
Waters
Transportation
Co.
is
nowin
CCHOUTEN, F. J., M. D., proprietorof First oppositeWalsh's drug store
Who wants to buy a newspaper,and
im
" d let me hear from you at your earO Ward Drug Store. Prescriptionscarelully
make
a barrel of money. The Coo|>ers- charge of Simon Bos, who will attend
liest convenience.
compounded day or night. Eighth street.
Mlscellaueous.
Don’t
forget the Tribune when you
I am respectfully,
ville Ob*frm\ an independentorgan, is to all freightfor shipment by the Mabel
T17AL8H, HRBKR, Druggist and Pharmacist;
n. Walsh.
Bradshaw. Farmers who desire to have a news item. If your wife whips
vf a full stock of goods appertaining to the IFE8T, MRS. R. B., has a very fine line of for sale.
business.
you, let us know it and we will set you
------ship their produce by the steamboat,
Pcmonul News.
VTATES A KANE, druggists and booksellers Cedar streeU
Gkrrit Pessink has sold his interest Vm feel assured that it will be promptly right before the public. If you have
X Stock always fresh and complete, cor Eighth pkE KEYZER, C., Newspaper and Pt-riodical in the bakery business to his brother. attended to.
company, tell us, if you are not
and River streets
X/ SubscriptionAgsncy. Leave order for anv
ashamed of your visitors. If a youngWill De Boe, the slack wire walker,
publicationin U. 8 or Canada with him at P O. John Pessink. who will hereafterconster arrives at your house and de- is in the city visitingIds parents.
Dry Goods and Groceries.
7
The
Florence
Lytell
Theatre
Co.,
duct the business.
will play at the Opera House every mands food aud raiment, let us know.
Ex-Mayor De Roo returned from Chi:Z7 Eighth and Cedar street.
Next week the fifth annual fair of night of fair week, giving a new drama If you have a social gathering of a cago on the Mabel Bradshaw Wednesnoor A KRAMER, dealer In Dry Goods. No- Vf ULDRR, J. B., Subscription Agent for all the South Ottawa and West Allegan each evening. The troupe is a first- few friends,bring around a big cake, day morning.
L> Hots, Grooeries,Flour, Feed, etc., Eighth Ivl American and Foreign Newspaiiersand Agr'l Society will be held in this city. class one, placing in all the large six or seven pies and a ham, not necesMr. Henry Geerlings returnedto the
treet next to Bank.
Magaxlnes.Office. De Qrondwet building.
Look out for rain.
cities. Reserved seats tickets on sale sarily to eat, but as a guarantee of MoCormickTheological Seminary.Chip RANDALL. 8. R .dealerIn Department Goods
at 0. Breyrnan& Son’s. Popular prices good faith. You needn’t bother to in- cago, last Monday.
\J and proprietor of Holland City Bsxsar,
Eighth street
The Chicago and West Mich. R'y of admission.
vite us as it may !>e a little cool foy our
Prof. J. B. Nykerk, who has been In
will run an excursion to Grand Rapids
wardrobe.—Grand Haven Tribune.
TkE JONGH. C., dealer in Dry Goods, Groceries,
F. St A. M.
Chicago
the past week, returned to this
HaU and Caps. Boots and Shoes,etc.,Tenth
from this city to-morrow,Sunday.
MRR* Frank Sctilkoel, tier Maggie
The same good advice applies to the
A ,*t,9«?.lar Communication of Unm Lodor,
•troetopp. Union School building.
city last Wednesday.
Van Ry. eldest daughter of ('apt. B. readers of the News. We would aleo
M 1,1,1 ^ h#ld at Masonic Hall train will leave at 11 a.
TVB VRIES, D., dealerin General Merchandise. Holland. Mich at 7 o'clock on Wednesday evening", Jan 10 Feb. 18, March 13. April 10, May
w
---- “"t" Y Van R-v< <,ied at her father’s residence include the weddings.Whenever one Mrs. D. M. Gee and family returned
and Prodnce. Fresh Eggs and Dairy ButIS, June 12. July 10, August 7, Sopt. 4, Oct 2
ter always on hand. River street, oor. Ninth.
Mr.
Gkrrit
Smeenge
and Mrs. g.l in this city last Weduesdav. The de- happens at your house, bring us a big home last Tuesday evening, from their
Nov. 8. Dec. 4. St. John's days June 2! and
G. La^ple, W M
Muyser, of this city, were married last Iceased was 28 years of age,’ and leaves watermelon and a Ikfx of cake. We extended eastern tour.
CTKKETEE, BA8TIAN, generaldealer In Dry December
O Goods and Groceries,Flour and F’eed. The O Brktman. Seep.
Wednesday afternoon. Rev. N. M. /her husband,who resides in Chicago, will then descril)e the bride “as the
Mrs. John Woltman tame from Chiflnest stock of Crockery In the city, cor . Eighth
Steffens performed the ceremony. to mourn her loss. The funeral oc- loveliest of her sex’’; aud the groom as cago Wednesday to attend the funeral
and River streets.
K. O. T. M, .
v curred
/
of Mrs. Frank Schlege).
“a paragon of manly qualities."
TTAN DER HAAK, H , general dealer In fine Crescent Tent. No. 68, meets'. 1« K O T. M.
Hallat^OOpm., on Monday night next All
II. Boone’s Maggie B. was tod
----------- \/t? ^
v Groceries,etc. Oysters in season
’ “
Eighth
Mr. E. N. Carrier, representingthe
street
Sir Knights are cordiallyInviUd to attend
CheapestLife In-uraoceOrder known. Full or the flyers in the 2:30 class at South 1 Mr. (.’has. H. J Aeom’s has ptfrbhaged
River Street VleiorU>h»!A Masonic Home Association, was in the
yAN PUTTEN. a. A SONS, General Dealers in particularsgiven on application.
Haven Thursday, taking the race in Jtl'e Bho nix hotel property.He took 1 oscity a few days this week.
Y Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats and W A. Holley. Commander
1 lie long- talked-of baseball game beA
three
straight heats. Best time. 2:3'i. ^ session of the hotel on Thursday. Mr.
Caps, F’lour, Provi-lone,etc. River street.
Geo. E. Hunt, R K
veen the businessmenof Eighth Mrs. T. Woltman, and daughter.
Jacobus has many friends in this city,
T17 ISE, J dealer in NoUons and F'anoy Goods,
Iis J. P. Kceir, of Chicago, are in the
Mr. (’. De Kky/.er is subscription and all unite iu wishing him success in
v Y
Alio Hair Work. Eighth street op|ptlte
reet and those of River street, was
City Hall.
CITY
ty
visitingrelativesand friends.
agent for newspapers. If you desire to his new venture. It is certain that Mr. •laved
the fair grounds last Monday
...at.....
ahuuuh.v
subscribe for any newspaper in the IT. and Mrs. Jacobus will make a flr8t-/a^erDoon'The River street nine sueMisses Aide and Minnie Alberti, who
PRODUCE, ETC.
Furniture.
(Correctedevery I'riday by E. J Harrinyton.) 8. or Canada, call on him at the post class house of the Phu-nix. ,
‘’^ded in conqueringtheir opponents, ve been visiting in Chicago the past
office.
VIBYER, BROUWER A CO., Dealersin all
f|w weeks, returned on the Bradshaw
WHOLESALE.
RETAIL
^ the 8(‘orc bei,,K 18 10 7’ at the close Of
ITi kinds of Furniture, Curtains. Wall Paper
Ihk
ice house’ property,/af tfo the seventh inning:
ednesdav.
Carpets,Picture Frames, etc , River street.
SuX.\\v$!Wto,\^lS.\:.,‘.i5,4totoS2,S
We were shown a curiositythis week head of the lake has been purchasedbv
—
r. S. M. Zwemer, student at the
yERBBEK, W„ dealer in Furniture, Wall
Jacob Van Putton 1.i ‘
hivkh stheet. kiohtii htiifet.
in the shape of an apple blossom, which
Paper, PictureFramea, HouseholdDecora- OqIodsH
Onions ..
.'lew Brunswick.N. J., Seminary, has.
v^n
P
d
A<lrla,'
a™ 11111 1> ;Ih,woiih,hi,.».»
tions and Noveltl.-s. Eighth street
Potatoes
25o Potatoes.
was picked from a tree, which was Van Putten. It will be used in con,H‘—
t >eb in the city this week, representing
loaded with fruit, on Dr. Mabbs’ place nection with the butter tub factory. I. Hannon, ....... -111. Hottln.
....... t e Arabian Mission.
Flour|Mlll8.
GRAIN. FEED, ETC.
at
,
Some of our enterprising young men *. Mlnenor.rf ........A. Van der Hill. cf.. .!l
Correctedevery Friday by W. H. Beach
D.Hloni.Hh ...........MF.GIInion*. lit ....... 2
Mr. Henry Martin and daughter,
TITALSH DF. ROO A CO., Manufacturersrf
WHOLESALE.
RETAIL.
must prepare to erect a irew building,
u”' * ...... '• 21) ....... o
T«...Bol,er Flour’proprietorsof Standard Roll- Buckwheat ..........SOclBnokwheat ........ooc
The steamer Mabel Bradshaw ran
•A- riling)
..... ijJ. Van I’ulU if.
.....
Miss Emilie, returned from LaPorte,
erMllle. Dally capacity,300 barrels. and go into the ice business this win- ! l*. ik* N't-i.'-.Tf.' ...." II. K Icy n If.,
Bran, too lbs ...... flQo|Bren, |1 lOOlbs ...... 70c
(lid., Friday, where they have been vis- — ay, P cwt .. .il.00B&rley, 9 100 lbs.. *1.25 into South Haven Friday moruing, and
Cloven eed, $! bu .W.OO.Oioverseed,bu .#5.C0 brought several fast horses to the city
Hardware.
iting the past week.
Corn Meal, ton $17 .00 Core Meal (Mbs. #0.95
Corn, .helled ........88c Corn, shelled... ...,. 50c that will compete in the races at the
The Workman furniturefactory is
lillOHll) 1’Ml. (J
Mr. P. II. McBride accompanied his
Tlour ..............$4. 60 Flour ............. #5 no
fair next week.
now running night and day, and is far
F. Cornm'l lOOlbsil 25 F. C'ornml V 10Ubs#i .40
daughter, Miss Leila, to Olivet, on
Feed, V ton ....... #16.00Feed, $ cwt. ....... #0 05
)ver on the Wolverineshore of La
behind on its orders for goods. Who
Wednesday. The latter intends to take «
A raker’s dozen of married ladies,
17 AN DER VEEN, E., dealer In stoves, bardMlidlings’v'lOO ibsMJOo Mhldlisgi fl 1W
said furniture cannot be sold, unless Michigan is a well-known resort call
a college course at Olivet.
Data old ............ ^0 Oata, new.] ......... 2Hc representingthe First Ward of the
made
- ......
in Grand
. ..... unjiiun. With
Rapids?
im the
me 0ttawft ,ieacl|i and up Black Rive
Oata, new ........ 20@22c Oata, old .............32o
Miss Christina Yaupell is in St.
city, picniced at Ottawa Beach last
r7® ..................880 Ky® ..................GOc
same railroadrates, water transporta-801116 distance is a place called MaraPearl
Barley
ViOOtbi.
#4
LLouis
visiting her sister, Mrs. Van
Hotels.
Pearl Barley 100lba.#5 Thursday.It goes without saying that
Timothy seed ...... #1.76 Timothy aeed ...... #2.00
lions, cheajierlabor and less expensive tawa 1*eac|band back of this is a lake
luwenturg.
She left by the
Wheat, white ........ 78c Corn ear .............50c they enjoyed a good time.
pITY HOTOL, Geo. N. Williams, Proprietor. RedFnltx
grounil plant, Holland is » better point »f Minort fifty acres in area that U
........... 78e
Ishaw
Monday
evening.
V^Tbe oniy Arst-class hotel in the city. Is lo- Lancaater Red ....... 78o
for mamifapt.irimr
manufacturing than the big city creatingsome consternation.Wells T
cated in the bustuecscenter of the town and baa
The Chicago k West Michigan R’y for
New Wheat .........78c
on# of the largest and b*vt sample rooms in the
B. Sizer, the stationeryand newsman, Mr8’ P* 1,fanBtle,d and daughter
on the Grand.
will sell tickets to Detroit Sept. 17 to

-
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Stole. Free has in connection with the hotel.

JARKSOUSE, David L. Bayd; Proprietor.Has
h. been thoroughly ronovated and newly for.
Terms moderate. Cor, Fish and Ninth

A

Livery snd Sale Stables.

HA?5tla0f0N,f
nmj*

Mafictorles, MIHs, Shops, Elc.

^ANlJv

27 for only $5.75, the

-

-

.

—

Buy Douglas’ $2.00 Boy’s shoe, the
best article for bov’s wear in the market. For sale at Van Duren Bros, tf
Oysters.

Wage*’ and Carriage Manuficand blackimitb shop. Also manufac- • I am now ready to supply can ovscofOx Yoke# River street.
ters to all those desiring tnem. Guar.

CITY BREWERY,

(^’d'rSh^^eU

Wery

A. Seif, Proprie-

4,000

h*"*1*'

^

-

J

-

anteed first-class.

_
Two

C.Blom, Ju.

doors east of Post Office.

#

The

has a cottage at Ottawa Beach, and he j5ellie’ wl,° ,lttd 1)66,1 visitinK MrsChicago exposition is now open. says there is great excitementover the I
,,ee Jennie Pfanstiehl, at

JuKene

The display of valuable paintings and happenings at this lake. "Mr. sizer YId Mbwiou’ returaed bome ^k^66*1,
statuary in the art department is said says it is called Kelley’s Lake, and that ! l Prosecuting attorney Lillie andSherto be the best ever made. All the other there is no bottom to it, or, at least, J Vaupell were in town on- Monday,
departmentsare excellent.This is the none has ever been found, and no one Ihe8e officials hunt together, and they
Ottawa Beach, on Thursday. About last exposition in Chicago, until the big has ever yet seen or caught a fish there. 'Ire making it exceedingly lively for
seventy-fivepersons made up the par- fair in 1892. We advise all our read- Tliis has appeared so odd that every lawbreakers, in Ottawa County,
ty, and all had a good time.
ers, who can do so, to take a trip to the one who goes there takes a “try,” and
f Rev. Kruidenierand wife will leave
— —
Garden City, on the Mabel Bradshaw, all meet with the same startling
Grand Haven on the last day of SepMrs. M. Bbbtsch has an advertiseand see this exposition.
The bait is always eaten off the
tember going to Philadelphia, Passaic,
ment in this issue which the ladies
and not infrequently is the hook i„
N. J., and other places for a visit until
should read. She has a tine line of
Captain Peter Pfanstikiil visited taken. Mr. Sizer vouches for this *to
Oct. 10, on which day they sail from
milliner}, fancy goods, tloaks, and
Chicago this week. While there he for he says he has tried and failed
New Y'ork for the Netherlands aud
jackets, at her millinery store.
made arrangements by which the self.—
from there go to Egypt.

-

tory

a^D

round trip, which

We have lust received a full line of also includes admission to the grand
Detroit White Lead Works, ready International Exposition.
mixed paints,which are the best in the
market, including house, floor and carThe Universalist church society,of
riage
J. O. Doesburq.
Grand Rapids, enjoyed an excursion to

paints.

Proprietorol Holland
and Exchange Stable. General
, framing done, oor. Market and Seventh etreeta.

,

Head) -Yladc Paints.

i
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

A TURBULENT WORLD.
IMPORTANT HAPPENINGSOP THE
DAY TOLD BY TELEGRAPH.

other night. He had nred a razor, morphine, and a pistol in committingsuicide, swallowing the poison, gashing his
|
throat, and shooting himself. Lente inI
Henry W. Genet died at his house, herited a fortune and sunk the money in
speculating,together with the money of
102 West One Hundred and Twenty- his mother and sister.
fourth street, New York, from cancer of
Jefferson Hogue, a while man,
I

necessary preparations.He is a religions
fanatic, but believes voluntarystarvation is not wrong. He will leave quite a
valuable property to the poor.

the mouth. He was prominent in New
York politicsduring the Tweed regime
and was known os “I'riuco Hal.”

At Johnstown,Pa., over

$1,500 has

been subscribed to push the suit against

the South Fork Fishing Club for responsibility for the rectnt disaster. The

Foreign and Domentlc Intelligence Tram* suit will be pushed ns rapidlyas possible.
xnltted by Wire— A Kaleldo«cope of InterThe Douglas Axe Manufacturing Comeating Occurrence*— Political, Criminal,
pany, with an office at Boston and a facAccidental,and Induatrlal.
tory at Douglas, Mass., h:;s been bank-

AN ENORMOUS LOSS.
The Dam Age by the Antwerp Fire May Reach
85,000.000 Franci.

rupted by its Trensuier,Dennison Dana,
who bos disappeared. He bad been in
the employ of tho company thirty years,
and has cairied off a large amount of
money.

Estimates of tne loss by the recent
Extensive forest fires are raging in
fire at Antwerp range from
000, 000 to
portions of Maine.
35,000,000 francs. X o public buildingwas
Although there is but little money in
injured.The tire still smolders over a
sight except that received from the State
large nrea, which is surrounded by n cordon of troops. Tho firemen are working appropriation,the school directors of
2.'),

night and day pouring floods of water up-

on the rains. Ten persons who ventured
too near the ruins mot with accidents,due to the occasional explosion of cartridges. Some steamers in
the dry docks arc badly damaged about
the decks. Mr. Corvilain,the proprietor
of the cartridgefactory,is charged with
homicide by imprudeuce. His defense is

___

POLITICAL PORRIDGE.

fire

__

Berlin.

It ia reported from

West

staff offi-

Selkirk,

Man-

itoba, that several sailboats,containing

a number of mill hands and Rev. Mr.
McHaffie, a minister,were capsized in a
gale on Lake Winnipeg. Two bodies
aged 25, has been jailed at Fort Smith, Lave been washed ashore.
The death of Mrs. Ellen M. Gifford
Ark., on a charge of bigamy. Two girls,
causes
upward of $100,000to go to Yale
neitherover 10 years of ago, appeared
and swore that be married them last win- College, agreeably to the terms of her
ter. Hogue acknowledgesIhut he mar- late husband.
ried them, und nlso that bo has another
The visible supply of grain afloat and
wife living at Eureka Springs, Ark., and
in store, as reported by the New York
the officers say that ho has still two
Produce Exchange,is: Wheat, 14,0!)8,032
others.
H. H. Rouse, J. W. Shivers, and bushels, a decrease of 287, (i84 bushels;
corn, 12, 0110, 698 bushels, an increase of
John Shivers were killed by lightning
335,1 14 bushels; outs. 6,111,257 bushels,
near Albany, Georgia. They were on a decreaseof 11I.401 bushels.
their way to market with cotton,
Burglars entered the hardware store
and took refuge under a tree Irom of W. C. McLeod at Woodstock, Out.,
a heavy shower. Near Hardaway
a railway bridge was struck by lightning, and captured $450 in cash nnd $35,000 in
and six men who had sought shelter under notes.
it wore killed.
R. G. Dun «t Co.’s weekly review of
trade says:
S. L. Ensley nnd S. T. Fowler, minItenl improvementla aeon In abnost every deers, were crushed to death by a fall of
railment of business. With eacli week it beslate nnd coal in the Simmons Creek mine comuH more certain that tho crops of the year
will In- large, anil of laU> the nows from abroad
near Princeton.W. Yu.
ba< clearly indicated a larger foreign demand,
Sam Foster is dying near Hillsboro, while such speculationas might arrestthe outward movement of grain and provisions has
Texas, from a gunshot wound inflicted by
thus far been prevented.In cotton, on tbs
bis 7-year-oldsou. Foster, in a drunken other band, the present scarcityrules the prtos

Johustowu, Pa., borough have decided to
open the schools on tho 3l!th of SeptombeV, and hope to raise funds enough to
keep them open for a term of eight
months. Considerable money is expected
in response to tho appeal recently made rage, bad knocked bis wife down, and the
for help, however. For many years tho child, thinking he had killed its mother,
schools here have been kept open for u shot him. _ __
term of nine mouths.

A New York dispatch says: Conoriginated in tho petroleum
sheds and caused the explosion in the gressman Samuel Sullivan Cox is dying
cartridge factory. Largo subscriptions
at bis home, 13 E. Twelfth street. Some
to the relief fond have been received.
King Leopold beads the list with 12,000 days ago he was confined to bis bed by
-isaSC". Jlsiiof fatss *sd prfi'uriuAuccn as attack of what he supposed to bo
have been given in Brussels, Paris, and malarialfever. This rapidly developed
into acute pneumonia,which has defied
the best medical skill. His physician has
BURIED AND BURNED.
given up all hope and announcesthat the
days of the statesmanhumoristcun be
Eleven Miners Meet a HorribleDeath Under- namberod on the fingers of one bund.
ground.
The Hon. R. B. Dun, ex-Presidentof
Eleven men were killed in the While
the Maine Central Railroad, has died at
Ash Mine, near Golden, Col. They were
Waterville,Me.
working in a drift 780 feet under ground
that the

and namqd his

h:s firat order
cers.

As the

re'-ult

of State conventions the

following tickets have been placed in the
field by the parties

named:

In spite of bright prospects as to the coming
crop. The prevailingopinion is that all danger
of monetary stringency is over for the year.
The reports from various' citiesare unusually
satisfactory,
indicatingat every point either improvementor conllmianeo of previous activity
where the expansion of trade had been greatest.
At Chicago sales ami collectionsare up to the
average, and the supply of money is ample for
the demand. At Omaha and bt. I’aul heavy
business continues,and at Kansas City there is
an increase, with money at all these point* in
fair supply and collections
fair. The demand is
brisk at Milwaukee,but the supply ample.

Iowa Groenbackers— Governor, S. B. Downing
Detroit collectionsare bettor and
Lieutenant Governor, Ezra Drownall ; Male SuCleveland there
perintendent, Harriet J. Bellauger; Supreme businessincreasing.
Pittsburgh and
Judge (fullterm), M. H. Jones; Supreme Judge is great activity.
Philadelphia
improvement
continues
in the
(vacancy).L. H. Weller ; Railroad Commissioner,
Iron business,and glass is fairly active, as are
L. H. Griffith.
liquors, drugs., and chemicalsat Philadelphia.
Massachusetts Prohibitionists—Governor,Dr.
John Blackmer. of Springfield ; Lieutenant Gov- At Boston,wool is selling freely, largely of
Montana and Ohio fleece,at some concessions in
ernor. B. F. Sturtevant.of Jamaica Plains.
prices, but more confidenceis felt. Leather is
Pennsylvania Democrats—Edward A. Bigler,
in active demand, and boots and shoes are
of Clearfield County, for State Treasurer.
New York Prohibitionists—Secretaryof State, steady, with the factorieswell supplied with
orders
until October. The improvementin Iron
Jesse H Griffin ; Comptroller,
Rand ; Tr« a iand steel Is general at Philadelphia and Pittserer, J. W\ Bruce; Attorney-General,C. A. Hari
State Engineer, A. J. Kenyou; Judge Court or burg. During tho last week there has been
great activity and a general advance In stocks.
Appeals,W. J. Farrington.
Washington Bepublicans— Governor. ex-Gov. Both In im]>ortsand exports the increaseover
last year continues enormous, and the rate of
largest bar of gold ever cast in E. P. Ferry, of Seattle; Lieutenant-Governor, foreignexchange has advanced to 488, the Bank
Charles E. Langton, of Okanooau; Secretaryof
the world was turned out at tho Helena State, Allen Weir, of Port Townsend; Treas- of Fmgland holding the minimum at 4 per cent.
urer, A. A. Llnsley,of Union Ridge; Auditor,T. The general level of prices of commoditiesis a
(M. T.) Assay Office the other day. It
shade lower than Sept. 1. The business failM. Keed, of Olympia ; Attorney-General, W. C.
of ures number 201, ns compared with a total of
weighs 500 pounds and is worth $100,000, Jones, of Spokane Falls; Superintendent
211 the previous week, and 2J0 the week before
and will be exhibited at the Minneapolis Public Instruction, R. V. Bryan, of Cliehalls
For the corresponding week of last year
Land Commissioner,W. T. Forrest, of Lewis; that.
Exposition.
Congressman, John L. Wilson, of Spokane the figures were 224.
;

At

At

At

-

:

tnd 800 feet from the shaft. The drift
Tuns near an old abandoned shaft, in
which there was some fifty feet of water,
which finally burst through into the

drift where the men were working. Shortly afterward fire broke out
in the mine on the 285-footlevel, which
is jnst above the water's edge. The mine
has been blocked for the purpose of

WESTERN HAPPENINGS.

The

;

smothering the flames. All hopes of reTen cars were wrecked, a brakeman
covering the bodies of the men are now
abandoned. The victims are John Mnr- killed, and several persons injured near
pby. William Collins, Jack Coilins, Enterprise,Ohio, by a collision on the
Joseph Butler, Joseph Allen, William Chicago and AtlanticRoad.

Bowden, David Lloyd, John Morgan,
At Liukville,Oregon, tire broke out
Henry Baseman, Richard Rowe and one
back of n saloon and in two hours the
whose name is unknown.
whole business part of the town was in
GOOD SUPPLY OF SWINE.
ashes. The loss will beat least $100,000,
and jierhaps $200,000. There was no loss
The Hog Product Likely to Exceed That of of life. Ben Monroe, a barkeeper, was
Last Year.
severely burned. The town was swept
The following report appears in the clean from the bridge to the telegraph
Fanners' Review:
office, which was saved by bard work.
The reports of our correspondents Indicate Aboat five blocks on each side of Main
that the bog crop of 1889 equals and probably street were burned. The fire was incenexoeeda that of 1888. The supply in Indiana,
Illinois, Ohio, and Kansas is somewhat less
than that of last year. Wisconsin and Missouri
have about the same number of hogs, while Kentucky, Iowa, Nebraska,Michigan. Minnesota,
and Dakota show an Increase, particularlythe
State last mentioned. As a rule bogs are reported unusually healthy for the season of the
year. A number of corresiKmdents report scattering cases of hcg cholera,but very few general
or disastrous outbreaks.The greatest number
of reports of disease come from Illinois.

AROUND THE DIAMOND.

The

officialstanding of the ball clubs

L

National. W.
¥ei American. W.
Dotson ...... 08 38 .641 'Brooklyn.*.78
New York... G8 40 .629 8t. Louis.... 72
51 .&J2 Baltimore.. .63
.....
56 ..508, Athletic ..... 62
58 .477|Cineinnftti...GO
65 .434 Kus’b City.. 48
66 .426 Columbus... 48
Waab‘gt'n...% 68 .358, Louisville... 24

“

L. Vo
36 .684
41 .637
47

.572

48 .563
56

67
70
90

.517
.417
.400
.210

Western. W L
Omaha ...... 74 28

$>c.l Interstate. W. L. Vo.
.725 Davenport...58 42 .580
Btl'aul ..... DO 40 .622 Quincy ...... 53 47 .530
Minneapolis 53 51 50111Springfield.52 50 .509
aoux qty..n 53 .495| Peoria ....... 50 54 .476
Milwaukee. .46 57 440 Burlington..49 56 .466
Denver ...... 46 59 .438 Evansville..46 59 .438
8t. Joseph.. 42 56 .42o
Dos Moines.. 34 69 .tto|

Swept Off in the Gale.
The monitor Passaic encountered heavy

4

eeas off Sandy Point, near Annapolis,
Md., the other day. The monitor was
towing the steam launch Swan, which
swamped and went down. John H. Rush,
a seaman left on tho launch, was in the
water, and a whaleboat, containing Ensign H. C. Dre sel, David Moore, Frederick Carr and Seamen Parker and Scott,
pickel him up. The whaleboat could not

_

get back to tho Passaic and drifted down

^

the

bay.
New

.

Jersey Democrat!.

The New

Jersey Democratic State
Convention met at Trenton and nominated Leon Abbott for (lover nor by acclamation.The..' platform reaffirmstho
St. Louitt platform, declares that trusts
cannot be justified upon any fair plea of
commercialenterprise, and favors equal
taxation and a revision of the elector d
laws.

1

EarthquakeShock in Pennsylvania.
People in Wilkesbarre,Pa., were considerably agitated by a sharp shock of
earthquake which occurred a few evenings ago. Building! there, in Ashley,
Kingston, Pittston and surronndingtowuH
trembled for several seconds vigorously
enough to rattle glassware and crockery,
and in some cases to throw thorn to the

floor,

i _

_

Seven Negroes Killed In Mississippi.

Advices from Charleston, Miss., report seven jnegroes killed there within
forty-eighthours, including George Al-

New

York; Perkins, of

Kansas, and several other Congressmen
who were conspicuous in supporting the
Oklahoma bill passed by the last Con-

temperature being in tho interiorof Texas, Ar-

month nnd the Prohibi- kansas. and NorthwestLouisiana. The
thermal conditions for the season continue subtioniste claim that there was fraud in the
stantially as previously reported. Over
electionnnd have prepared for a contest. the entire country south of the lake
Both sides have employed the best legal regions and generally over the States
of the Mississippivalley there exists a slight detalent to be bad and an interestingtrial flclencv in temperature.There has been an exis expected. The que tion of fraud cess of rainfall from the lake regions southward
will be decided in October. If the de- to the Gulf coast and from Missouri southward
cision favors the Prohibitionistsa large over Texas, the heaviest rainfallsoccurring fn
the States of the central vallsy. Light wains
number of saloons which are now open at also occurred in the Northwest, over which reRome,

Ga., last

their owners' risk will be closed.

gion the rainfall was below the average, except

Yakima; 8ui>erintendentof Public Instruction. is now progressing in Southern Michigan ana
a large percentage of an abundant corn crop
J. H. Morgan of Ellensburg ; Land CoiuuiUwill probably be secure from frost during the
sioner,J. H. Tavlor.

While Bole Hensen, engineer

of the

propeller Norma, and Jacob Weber, a
sailor,

were

scnflling on board that boat

near Sandusky,Ohio, Weber slipped and
fell overboard, dragging Hensen with
him. Weber was drowned,but Henson
was rescued.

At Winchester. Kan., a crowd of boys
on mischief bent thought to frighten one

of their companions by
a

“tick-tack" on his

who was

putting

window.

Willie

as the
victim, thought tho boys were
Bay,

selected

burglars and tired a load of bnckshot into
the crowd. Daniel Lowe received a bullet in the bead and will die. Tom Gardiner received four wounds, ono of which
was in the bend and another through the
lungs. His recovery is doubtful. Ed
Lucas received a painful wound in the
arm.

An Indian renner

at

Bozeman, Mont.,

carries informationthat the whole of the

Regis district in Missoula
County, includingthe famous Cokely
ranch, has .been laid waste by fires. A
prospector named Andersonwas burned
to death, and it is supposed that innnv
others lost their lives. The pecuniary
loss will amount to nearly $1,000,000.
At San Francisco David Nagle filed a
complaintin the United States Circuit
fertile St.

coming week. Drought and high winds
cause 1 some damage to late crops in
Dakota. In Kentucky and Tennessee heavy
rains caused! some damage to ripe

ACROSS THE OCEAN.

tobacco. The) damage to the cotton crop from

An explosion occurred in the iron stone worms iu Arkansas is not so great as was anpit of the Maurice Wood colliery, Mid- ticipated, but considerable damage has resulted
from this source in Minnesota. In New Enlothian,Scotland. Sixty-two miners gland and the middle AtlanticStates the weather
conditions for tho week were especiallyfavorwere intombed. Four bodies have been
able for all crops. In thess sectionsthe potato
recovered. It is believed that the sixty
miners still in the pit ore dead.

Gen. Boulanger has written to
Prime MinisterTirard, claiming the
right to bo tried by court-martial and

NAMED FOR PLACES.

martial, the General says, will be equiva- Con

lent to

of
the government that it fears the impartiality of a military court.

The

ml General to

Bob via— Other Appointments.

an admissionon the part

Berlin expedition headed by Dr.

Peters for the
recalled, ond

Emin Bey

relief of

Emin

Earthquake

is

has been

to be loft to bis fate.

shocks were felt in the

western part of France. The shocks were
most seiere at Angers and Nani os, but
no damage is reported.

Prince Bismarck's physician has

or-

dered him to abstain for the present from
all public business.Ho is suffering with
inflamed veins.

Ex-PresidentLegitime, of Hayti,
charges that United States Minister
Thompson played the part of spy in the

The following appointments have boon
made:
Thomas H.lAmlerson. of Ohio, Minister Resident and Consul General to Bolivia. Levi W.
Naylor, of Wisconsin, has been appointed Postoffice Inspector on Money Order Service. Consuls-JosophT. Mason, of Virginia,at Mannhoim; Bernard C. MacAuloy,of New York, at
Managua, Nicaragua.Auleck Palme{, of the
District of Columbia, at Dresden; John D.
DeLittlo. of Texas, at Bristol. Secretariesof
legation— Edwin Dun, to Japan; Arthur W.
Barrett,of Massachusetts,
to Venezuela; William B. Gardiner,of Indiana, Second Secretary
of I<egutiouto Japan. Albert Hunter, Revenue
Storekeeper and Gauger iu the Sixth Indiana
DlbUicL
George W. Lyon of Now York City to be Surveyor of Customs for tho port of New York.
Theodore B. Willis of Brooklyn, to !*• Naval
Officer of Customs in the Districtof New York.
Ernst Nathan, to be Collectorof Internal Revenue for the First District of New York.

diplomatic corps under pay of General
Court charging that a conspiracy existed Solomon.

between Mrs. Terry and others to take
the life of Justice Field.

Charles and

Lizzie Atkins have been

a ministerwho disappeared from Liberty,

Mo., recently, negotiated forged paper to

amount of $700 betoro bo left.
The “Big Four,” Pan Handle, Monon
and Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton

the

railroads have agreed to restore passenger

rates between Cincinnati
Sept. 22.

and

Chicago,

Richard E. Taylor, charged with

pionship, at London, Searlo, tho Austral.

an, defeated William O’Connor,

During the progress of a bullfight at
Regia, Cub-i, a part of the circus collapsed. Seven persons were wounded.

FRESH AND

Fargo

A

Co. lost $4,800 at San Jose,

Cal., has been brouaht to

Son

NEWSY

President Young, of tho National

and for two umpires

at every

game.

Frost has been

Francisco points in the West

reported at several

•

THE STATESMAN AND

AUTHOR COMMEMORATING THE FOUNDING OV

BREATHES HIS

LAST.

..................s 4.50 c<« 4.75
Good ...................
3.5U m 4.25
Common ...............2.50 (« :i.5</
Hoos— Shipping Grades .........4.09 ck 4.75
HHKKP ............................
3.0) (ft 4.50
WHfcx r— No. 2 Red ...............
.70^
Cohn— No. 2 ...................... .33
.34
Oats— No. 2..
.19
.19*5
Rvk-No. 2...
.42 (f« .42^
Buttkh— Choice Creamery ....... 17 at .19
CUKESK— Full Cream, fiats ....... 08 <<> .U8J4
Eugh— Fresh ......................
14V.0 .ISJj,
Potatoes— Choice now, per bu.. .it (<* .27
Pork— Mess ..................... io.5d ©1J.7j

76

0
M

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat — Cash .....................
7B

0

(JOHN— NO. 3 ......................
Oil's -No. 2 White ...............

(3> .33'a
.22

.74

('4 .23
.43’$
I'D .68
(rt 11.00

,0
Barley— No. 2 ...................
Fork— Mess ......................

.57
10.5J

DETROIT.
Cattle .........................
3,00 @

Whmat-No. 2

Rod ...............

Corn- No. 2 Yellow ..............
Oats— No. 2 White ...............

8.25
.78
.31

4.00
4.5J
4.25
tM .79
(4 .36
101

&

(!i

TOLEDO.
Wheat — No. 2 Rod ...............
Cork— Cash ......................
Oath— No. 2 White ...............

.70

('0
.206,14

.22

U

.8)
.36
.21

NEW YORK.
Cattle ...........................

3.50

Hoos ............................
4.25

4.75

4.75
5.25
.84
.80
.43 <{fi .44
Mixed Western ........... .24
.28
Hess .....................
12.6J 11(13.03

0

&

Wheat—

No. 2 Rod ...............
Corn-No. 2 ......................

Oat*—
Fork—

$
t!t

BT. LOUIB.
Hoos .............................
4.00 (14 4.59
Wheat— No. 2 Red .............. .70 (!i 77
Corn— No. 2 ......................
(>4 .32
Oath ..............
......
.48
.49
Bit-No.!.....
.38
.a»*

a

...

0

2:£ §
Hhkki*—

L“"

Common

to

CINCINNiflV *•“ St

f°

...............73

.T4

...........
Bed

Wka^-No. 2

9

OATTLE-Good ...................
1.75 •
Medium...... .......... '

Batchers..............

IBM*

J:S!

Prime ..... 2.50 (9 4.25

••»•*•••••«••••••>••••*•*#*

4.96

••THE OLD LOO COLLEGE.**

His Death the Result of Heart Failora
A Throng of 25,000 People Present at tha
Caused by Perltonltis-The End of a
Exorclaes—President Harrison Makes »
Busy Career -Incidentsin the Life of a
Short Address to the AssembledMultiNoted Mho.

A

tude-Other Speakers.

New York

dispatch reports
The old log college celebration, under tb»
the death of Congressman 8. 8. Cox
auspicesof the Presbytery of Philadelat his home at 8:30 o'clock Tuesday aven-

iug. The end
quiet,

was

phia, waa begun Thursday on the old Tennant farm, near Hartsville, Bucks county.
Pa , where the college was originally

*

and the dying

man breathed bis last
peacefully rs if
falling rhto a light

located.

as

The farm is about twenty miles from
Philadelphia. Thursday's exorcises were
really commemorativeof the founding of
had been scarcely
the Presbyterian church iu the United
away from her husStates. Tte leg college was established ia
band's bedside for
1726 by William Tennent,and flourished
the last two days and
until 1742, when Princetoncollege waa
nights, held his hand,
founded. It may bo said that the Princewhile his old friend
ton institution sprang from the primitive
^Douglass Taylor hold
college established by Tennent When the
the other. He hart
s. 8. COX.
been conscious all day until about celebration was first talked of President*
quarter of an hour before the Harrison promised to attend, mid he has
end. Dr. Lockwood was in Attendanceat kout that promise by coming here together with Postmaster-General Wanathe time. Nicholas Kearney, William
mnker, Mrs. Harriron, (he Rev J. W.
Hirschfield. two nurses, nnd two servants
were in the room. All knelt about the Scott, nnd Private Secretary Halford.
The President ami his friendsarrived
bed. Mr. Cox’s lant conversation was
about the four Territories whoso statehood from Washington Wednesday evening and
spent the night at Mr. Wnnamaker’s
he hoped to father. Ho mentioned New
country home at Jonkintown.Early
Mexico and Arizona, and said something
Thursday morning the party started for
about making a great effort iu thoir behalf
the place where the exorciseswore held,
at tae coming session.
in carriages over tho old York
Two hours before he died his colored driving
road for a distance of eight miles. Tents
servant, who hud just come on from
had been eroctorton the Tennent farm and
Washington, went to the bed and Mrs. Cox
an immense crowd from the surrounding
nsked lior husband if lie recognizedhim.
country was present. There were also
Ho looked at him nnd patted him on tho
many prominent Presbyteriandivines. A
shoulder.The colored man’s eyes filled
long program of ejercisos hail been arwith tears, while all were deeply affected.
ranged, and at 11:20 the services of tho
Iu the afternoon,while Dr. Lockwood was
day were opened by tho reading of a
talkingto him, Mr. Cox made some witty
verso of Scripture by the Rev. Joseph
remarks which completely upset the docBeggs, D. D., of Philadelphia. Then foltor's dignity. Later in tho afternoon telelowed a prayer by the Rev. L. W. Eckard
grams were sent to Mr. Cox’s three
of Abbington,Pa., to whose energetic
sisters,two of whom live in Zanesville,
work the success of tho day's celebration
Ohio, and the other in St Louis. Mr.
is due.
Cox’s nephew, who is the superintendent
At 11:50 the President, leaning on the
of the Smithsonian institution, was also
arm of Mr. Wanamaker,enteredthe large
telegraphed for. Dr. Lockwood said that
the immediate cause of death was heart tent and was given a most enthusiastic reception. They were followedby the rest
failure,and the cause peritonitis.Teleof the party, and all took front seats on
grams were sent to Sergeant-at-Arms of
the raised platform.The ladies carried
the House of Representatives
J. P. Leedom
beautiful bouquets. Gov. Beaver, who
and to Sneaker Carlisle.
was also of the party, received a generoui
Mr. Cox was taken ill four weeks ago ovation when he ascended the platwhile on a tour of the four newly acquired form. As soon as the distinguished visiStates. He returned home and improved tors were seated the first paper of the day
for a few days, but took to his bed two
was read by the Rev. D. K. Turner of
weeks ago and did not leave it He re- Hartsville. The address was descriptive
tained his mental faculties to the last, and of tho founding of the log college. Themade a determined battle againstdeath.
speaker was followed by tho Rev. R. M.
Mr. Cox was the son of Ezekiel Taylor
Patterson,D. D., LL. D., of Philadelphia,
Cox and was born iu Zanesville, Ohio, editor of the Presbyterian,who delivered
Sept. BO, 1824. He attended the common
an address on ‘‘Log College Evangelista.”
school and afterward spent some time in
The Rev. Dr. Murray, dean of Princethe Ohio university. He then entered ton college, delivered a spirited address,
Brown college at Providence,R. L, and and Rev. Richard Mcllwaine,D. D.,
graduated in the class of 1846. He studied LL D., read a paper on “The Influence of
law and returned to Ohio to practicehis the Log College in the South."
profession. He did not take kindly to the
PresidentHarrison was then introduced ~
work and made a trip to Europe, the story and was cheered by the 25,000 present.
of which he told in “A Buckeye Abroad.” Mr. Harrisonspoke substantially as folOh his return he became editor of the lows:
Ohio Statesman, published at Columbus.
“I have had illustrated to me here toIn 1855 he was appointed secretary of day one of the consistent tenets of the
legationto Peru, and on bis return was
Presbyterian church. Nothing, I assure
elected to Congress from the Columbus you, short of a robust embodimentof the
district He stood by the Union in the doctrineof the perseveranceof the saints
dark period just before the war, and was in the person of our distinguished brother,
returnedto the XXXVItb, XXXVIItb, the chairman, who has just introducedme,
and XXXVIIItbCongresses. In 1864 he
could have overcome the difficultieswhich
was defeatedby the Republican candidate, seem to be in the way of those who attend
and the following spring removed to New celebrations.I thank you for your hospiYork.
table treatment of me nnd mine to-day,
but I must say that I have much pleasureIn 1808 Mr. Cox first appeared es a candidate for Congress in New York city and in Hog here, for every impulse of honest
was elected by a large majority over pride which stirs your hearts moves mine.
Starr, his Republican opponent Tho ma- I am glad to stand here at the source of a
groat movement I am glad to l*e here to
jority was greatlyaugmented two years
after, when Horace Greeley ran against help celebrate one of those great impulses
him. In 1872, when he ran for Congresa- springing from a small beginning. I don’t
man-at-large against Lyman Tremaine, want to exalt unduly the Presbyterian
he was defeated. He was a few months church,and yet I think historians who have
been untouched by partisanshiptestify
after chosen to fill the seat made vacant
by the death of James Brooks. He was that it has been magnificentlypushed onward. Let us take no backward steps.
re-elected to the XLIVth Congress,was
Let us continueto merit the favor of God
appointed speaker pro tempore June 7,
and do His work until the world shall
1876, and was elected speaker pro tempore
June HI, 1876, serving until June 24. He cease to move. Steadfastness is our charwas elected to the XLVth, XLVIth, acteristic.Our enemies have called it obXLVIIth, and XLIXth Congress, and re- stinacy, and there are occasions when even
signed to become minster to Turkey. This that trait and characteristic has Its service. Letf us, my friends, continue to be
position he resigned and took his seat in
steadfast to tbe faith nurtured and
the XLIXth Congress, fillingthe vacancy
caused the resignation Joseph Pulitzer. strengthenedon this sacred spot Let m»
Ho was re-elected to tho Lth Congress and kindly thank you for this most cordial
and brotherlygreeting. Let me wish that
again to the List.
'this day will close as auspiciously
as it has
Mr. Cox was a fluent talker and his opened. Let mo hope that these icholarly
fund of humor was inexhaustible. As a
addresseswhich will convey new thoughto
story-tellerhe had few equals. He was
to your minds and that you will carry
kind and generous to a fault and made
away from here pleasant recollections of
many friends.
the day’s celebration.”
The production which won for him tho
After tne singing of the hymn, "Nearer,.
sobriquetof •‘Sunset”was n piece of deMy God, to Thee,’’ a lunch was served of
scriptive writing which appeared in the
which tho Presidentialparty and the
Ohio Statesman' May 19, 1833. He was in
prominent members of tbe presbyteryparthe composing-room of the Statesman Hie
took. After lunch President and Mrs.
evening before and witnessedan unusually Harrison and the Bey. Mr. Scott drove
back to Mr. Wanamaker’sat Jenkjntown.
brilliant sunset. After viewing it for a
few minutes bo sat down and wrote a
In the afternoonthe Rev. EbenezerErskine of Neuville,Pa., delivered an adflorid description of it The articlewas
widely copied, and was often quoted by dress on "Presbyteriansof the Cumberland Valley." Gov. Beaver read a speech
Mr. Cox’s opponents during debates in
Congress.
eulogistic of the log collegd and its
founded, and Postmaster-General Wanamakur also spoke. President Knox and
sleep. Mrs. Cox, who
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SEl’TKMHKU CUOP UKP0KT.

Cattle— Prime

Hoos .............................
3.75

and Northwest. At

DEAD PRINCETON JUBILATES.

CHICAGO.

Base-Ball League, favors changes in the
playing rules that would make foul tipH
“strikes,1

complicityin the forgery by which Wells,

MARKET REPORTS.

In the boat race for the world's cham-

arrested at San Francisco for manufact- champion of the United States and ('anada. It is said that Canadianslost $401),uring and passing counterfeitnickels.
It has beru discovered that 11. H. Dean, 01)0 on tho race.

____

m.

crop was improved. The damage from rot will
not lie so great as was first reported. In New
England the b«an crop is improving, a heavy
crop of buckwheat Is ready for harvest, and
cranliorrypicking is in progress,with a prospect of more than an average crop.

pledginghimself to appear before such
tribunal. The refusal of a trial by court-

from Honolulu on the steamer Australia.
Alma, Neb., a heavy frost fell in tho
He eicaped from* the officers on route, valley.
Tho damage to corn was slight.
hot was found in the vessel's hold upon
Reports from points in Kanaas and Misits arrival.
souri show that a light frost prevailed
The plant of the anarchistpaper throughoutthe northern parts of those
Red Men In Session.
The great council of tho Improved Die Pamir, which sprang into notoriety States. No damage to the corn crop
is reported. Dispatches from Northat tho time of the anarchist troubloain
Order of Red Men held its annnal seswestern Iowa tell of colder, clearing
Chicago, has been sold at St. Louis for
sion at Baltimore.The Order now numweather, with a slight freeze in some
$48.75.
'
bers 83,174, and there are 123 tribes.
places. It is not beliefod that this cold
wave is severe enough to v Injure more
SOUTHERN INCIDENTS.
than the late com, except in case of backEASTERN OCCURRENCES.
ward fields upon low ground. A pretty
At Nochville, Tenn., the widow of bard freeze willvbe necessaryto damage
Thebe wore 20,000 persons present at
PresidentPolk celebratedher eighty-sixth it materially. At Plattsmonth, Neb., a
the races of the Coney Island Jockey
birthday the other day. The venerable heavy frost is reported. Much corn there
Club at New York, when twenty-thros
will Le injured,us only on thb dry, high
lady was visited by many friends and relaud was tho cron out of danger. At
horses started in tie great Futurity stake
ceived numerous presents.
race, with St. Carlo favorite. \V. L.
Dodge Center, Minn., a heavy frost did
In a game of base-ball at Darlington, considerabledamage to tRo com crop.
Scott’s Chaos won by u neck, The
takes v/ere worth $03, GOO. St. Carlo woe S. C., Leon Dargan, aged 17, ion of ConIt has been decided to elect ex-8enator
second. ' "J
gressman O. W. Dargan, killed tho um- Thomiw C. PUtt Presidentof the TenJim Steabks, of Saratoga, N. Y., a pire, William Marshall,striking him on nessee Iron and Railroad Company, to fill
recluse,is arranging for his death, and the head with a bat.
the vacancy cauaed by the death of ex*
William Kemble Lehts, son of Dr. Governor Brown.
has declared he will never eat another
aorseL He has made his coffin, bought Fred D. Lento, of New York, was found
Gbaud Commander Alobb, of the
for • grave, and mode all oihei
d#»d in bis room at Paittka, Fla., tba Gnmd Army of the Republic, has

m

bulletin is

issued by the Siguul Office:
Secretary of State, Otto P. Miller; Auditor, J.E.
The week has been warmer than usual In the
Horton;Treasurer, A. D. Hill ; Attorney Gen- upper Mississippi Valley and in the Northora
eral, H. Fellows ; SuperintendentPublic InStates east of the Mississippi,and also in Kenstruction, G. H. McFarlauo; Land Commis- tucky. West Virginia, Minnesota, ami Dakota,
sioner.H. 8.' Yalkmar; Supreme Judges. S. B.
the greatestoxcesss in temperatureoccurring
Buskirk, C. H. Winsou, and 1). McLaughlin; in the lake regions,Minnesota,and Fast Da
Congressmen,L. O. Jeffries and 8. M. Booth.
kota. It was slightly cooler than usual in the
The local-optionlaw was repealed at Southern States, the most marked departure in

gress.

len the Le Flore County incendiary,who
was hanged. The total number of killed
up to date is cstimatad at 100.

m

The following weather crop

South Dakota Democrats—Go veruor, P. F.
McClure; LieutenantGovernor,A. W. Pratt,

in Nonhern Dakota ami Minnesota, where slight
The Democratsof Washington Terri- excesses
are reported and at the Central Rocky
gressionalparty for a trip through Indian
tory, in State convention, chose the fol- Mountain stations, where the average rainfall
Territory. It will be conducted by Vice
occurred.The weather during the week has
been speciallyfavorable throughoutthe prinPresident O'Day, of the St. Louis and lowing ticket:
cipal corii-produdng States. The much needed
Lieutenant Governor. M. H. Platter of WhitSan Francisco Railway. Mr. Peters'
man ; Secretaryof State,W. II. Whittelsey of rains have occurred over the entire corn region,
party will include Representatives Port Townsend ; Treasurer, Col. Kauffman of and the light frosts are reported to have caused
Springer, of Illinois; Mansur, of Mis- Tacoma; AttorneyGeneral.H. .1. Snivel v of no material damage to the crop. Corn cutting

championship

of the associationsnamed is given below:

9^

Congressman Peters, of Kansas,
has perfected arrangementsfor a con-

souri; Baker, of

BMt-Balllita Competing for the League Championship.

that are in the race for the

diary in origin.

Falls.

CON GRESSM AN COX

A Reduction in the I’ercentiige of General
Average from Former Months.

Washington dispatch: Tho September crop report makes the general average
of corn 91, a reductionof nearly 5 points;
of winter wheat when harvested 89.4, a

speech-making.Letter*'
from ex-President McCosh of Princeton'
and Gov. Green of New Jersey were read,
and also a letter written in 1757 by Gilbert Tennent, son of the founder of thelog college. Tiie exercises closed with a
others closed the

Benedictionspoken by
tho father of Mrs.

tiie

Rev. Mr. Scott,

Harrison.

»-

decrease from 92 on July 1; of spring
wheat 82.9, an increase from 81.2 in
oniTTAHV.
August. This makes the general average
of nil wheat 87.6. The general condition Dentil of David D. Lloyd of the New York
of oats is 90, instead of 92.6 last month; of
Tribune Slalf.
rye, 91.6; of barley, 88.9 instead of 9U.6;
At New York, recently, David D. Lloyd,
of buckwheat, 92.1 instead of 95.2; of
one of the Tribune staff, died suddenly
tobacco,76.2, a reductionfrom 84.4 The while walking in tho street at Weehawpercentageof stock hogs availablefor fat- ken, N. J., of angina pectoris. For soma
tening is 101; condition, 98.
years past Mr. Uoyd 1ms been suffering’
Tho corn crop is a week late in a large from heart trouble. Mr. Lloyd was born
proportionof its breadth, in the Ohio
in this city in 1851. He was successively
valley and lake region there has been a
reporterof the Tribune, private secretary
marked reductionof conditionduring the to Chief Justice Chase, day editor of the
last month from drought following the
Tribune, its Albany and Washington corheavy ruins of early summer. In Qhio respondent,and then e.n editorial writer
and Indiana there was previousinjury to on the paper. As a dramatist be i*
bottom land erode by floods. In Michigan known as the author of the plays ‘‘For
and Wisconsin the effects of drought and
Congress,” ‘‘The Woman Hater,” "Tho
other influencesare most injurious. There
Dominie’s Daughter," nnd had just comis complaint of drought west of the Missispleted a«play called "Tho Senator.” Mr.
sippi, too late in the season for serious reLloyd leaves a wife and two children.
duction.West of the Missouriconditions
have been more favorable than in any
One of the strangest things in this
other part of the country and the crop ia
oontradiotory world is that bathing suits
very largeshould bo made of dry goods.
Drug clerks ought to have good salFly-wheels with rims of steel wire
aries. The man who hurts his conscience 1,000 times a day by saying are now made in Westphalia,and may
be run at three times the speed of cast44 we do not keep it, but we have a preparation put up by ourselves that is iron wheels, which are limited to about
better,” should be Well paid.— ATem forty yards per second for the rim.

__

Orleans Picayune.

IF a man be gracious to strangers it
jhows that he is a citizen of the world,
To be successful in any enterprise,
and his heart is no island, ent off from
employ a messenger who is deaf, dumb,
other islands,bnt a continentthat
and blind; such a messenger is money.
,'oing them.

Literature is the diet of the comSome juries in mnrder trials are r*
mon mind, but genius feeds on the un- soft-hearted that they wouldn't hang n
written things. .......... !
tarn
j

door.

THIS TAPPING OF THE CLUBS.
The famone rhythmicrattle ot the rain upon
the roof,
The celebrated tapping of the bird with devil'a
hoof,
On the Western poet’s thatch, at the Eastern
poet’s
’
Weronothlng, absolutely, and of this there's

latch,

ample proof,
To

rapping and the tapping,the pluggingand
the slugging
Of the clubs

the

!

Now

the evening chimes are pealing, see that
blue-coatruthau stealing,
With his locustclub well braced, as an army
there be faced.
On the childrenwho are playing,
Aa their fancy idly straying,
Heedlens of a danger near, and without a thought
of four

;

Playing, actually playing,and of this there’s no
gainsaying,
On the pavement that’s in front o* this great
policeman's door,
lhat, und nothin'.' morol
See the poor man with bis children, after dark,
How he seeks for air and vainly tried to got into

park;
See him blindlygo, poor
a

patrol

soul,

and ask aid of the

;

See the sturdy locust rise, fall and rise again.
His cries
House the neighbors as belaborsstill that brute
his victim there
In the sultry evening air— all because
The victim thought the officer should know and
heed the laws
Hear the rattle of the clubs.
With their thud, thud, thud,
Breaking boues, drawing blood—
Hear the rattle of our gay policemen'sclubs.
I

IQNEZ.
A Tale

of Sea and Shore.

BY SILAS IIUTLEIt,JR.
Dr. Geoffreys, my consultingphysician,advised me to travel or take* a

few months

rest from every

care,

otherwise ho would not answer for the
result of my health, which was very
much impaired by over-work.As I

was junior member of the firm of
Wildon & Marston, of New York, and
many of the establishments had not
withstood the great financial storm that
was sweeping over the city, I 'exerted
every effort to avert what at one

time seemed to be the complete
destruction of the firm, from the
effects of which
had suffered
both physically and mentally. As
my physicianhad said, I was in need
of rest, and as our establishment had
weathered the financial crisis, which
was past, I resolved to act at once upon
the good advice of Dr. Geoftreys, and
travel a while for my health.
I employed a competent clerk to fill
the term of absence. Then, consulting
a time-table of the line of ocean steamships to learn when the next one would
leave for some foreign port, I discovered
that the Jenny Lind would sail for
Havana on the day following.As it
was close on to mid-day I immediately
decided that. I would take passage on
that steamer. 1 summoned Carolos, my
vallet, to the counting room and directed
him to go at once and, if possible secure a passage on the out-goingship
that was bound for Havana.
Carolos soon returned,and reported
that the state-rooms on board the vessel bad been secured, and the Captain
said she would leave port at G in the
morning sharp, I then began the packing of such necessaryarticles as I would

I

she was being carried away by some
heartless, villain, from her home to
some foreign land— that after a terrible
struggle I rescued her from - her cruel
captor, and restored her to her home,
and that she had rewarded me by bestowing a life of lasting gratitude and

to the west the lightning gle.»ms

begat

to play along the horizon and the mut*
tered growls of thunder could be heard;
Finally the wind commenced blowing
in from the sea; with a light
breeze.
there
a
sudden stillness; hut only fora short
love.
time as a lurid flash of lightning gleamed
Carolos had brought refreshments athwart the Week clouds, followed by a
and placed them in my state room. I crashing peal of thunder that seemed to
arose, dressed, and. after partaking of a shake the earth. The roaring of the
s’hstan’ial repast, felt much better. I thunderswas caught up by the furious
then proceeded on deck. The sun roar of the wind, which was blowing a
shown bright and pleasant. A crisp terrific gale. The storm ap]>oared to
wind was blowing in from seaward, and have a weird fascinationto me, as I
an occasional gull, with its peculiar sat viewing it from the window.
scream, would wheel its way athwart
I could see, by the almost incessant
the sky.
glare of lightning, the great waves ot
I paced the deck for some time, the ocean, dashed by the furious gale,
then procuring a seat, picked up a hook seething and foaming mountains high,
to read. I glanced at the title page which boomed and roared like a thouwhich revealed the name of the hook to sand canons in a mighty battle.
During a lull of the tempest I heard
he “Flora Montgomery.” It proved to
he a very interesting novel, and 1 was a loud curse, then a heavy fall. As I
soon deeply lost from other objects in was still dressed I flung oi>en the door
the thrillinglife-like drama so forcibly and rushed out into the corridor.I
depicted by the author.
was totally unprepared for the sight
I made the acquaintanceof very few that met my startledgeze. By a very
people on the voyage. Among these bright flash of lightning I discovered
few was Carl Raymond, an artist on a the prostrateform ot Malviro the Spanpopular New York magazine. He was iard, at the threshold of lonez DeYala very agreeable companion,as he lero’s chamber. A tall stranger was
could converse fluently for hours on any standing over the form of the Spaniard
subject, with that characteristicmode with a dagger in his hand. The fair
which only accomplished people can Cuban maiden was standing in the
use.
doorway, looking like a motionless
“Earle,” said Raymond to mo one statue. I was instantly at her side.
With a low moan she sank into my
day, “when you return to your native
city, call at my studio and I will show arms. She had swooned' from fright.
you my collectionof landscapesand The stranger also moved within the
other souvenirs,which are momeutoes appartment and struck alight, saying:
“Senor, I regret that this occurrence
of my travels.
I readily accepted Raymond’s cor- should have happened, e -d especially
hero. But Malviro, that crafty, treachdially proffered invitation.
While in Havana he was to sketch the erous Spaniard, was about entering the
renowned Moro Castle and other places chamber of the beautiful maiden, when
of note and forward them to his Maga- I providentially discovered him as I
was hurrying along the corridorto my
zine.
room. An altercationarose, and in the
I had given up the strange occurrence
combat I slew him.”
of the ph an totn woman in distress,
While the stranger was speaking I
which I had seen on the second night
had
succeeded iu restoringthe lair
at sea as an unfathomablemystery, and
had about forgotten it when the steamer Cuban to consciousness.A female atglided into the i>ort of Havana. I tendant was summoned to take charge
ot her. She had suffered only a slight
walked across thegangway of the Jenny
Lind to the wharf, amidst the hustling, shock of the nervous system from
which she soon recovered.

Then

Michigan happenings.
EVENTS AND INCIDENTS THAT HAVE
LATELY OCCURRED.

was

hurrying throng of passengers,who
were crowding and moving briskly Two years have passed since that
toward the landing. Carolos pro- stormy night in Cuba, I am once more
cured a vehicle, in which I was in thp city of New York. The time
driven to the Hotel Delmo.
passes on the wings of love and happiOver a month had elapsed since I ness. for my wife, to me, the most beauhad arrived in the city. I was about tiful woman in the world, sits at my
restored to my former conditionof elbow as I write these words— the fair
both mental and physical vigor. At the lonez.
close of an unusuallylovely day, when
Bits Abaut Babies.
the glittering rays of the sun were
In
the
course
of a recent lecture a
flashing over the distant peaks of the
Organ Mountains, I was leisurely stroll- distinguished physiciansaid that the
ing along one of the streets that ex- inability of a baby to hold up its head
tended through an issolatedpart of the was not due to the weakness of its neck,
city. The street was almost deserted; hut to the lack of development of its
only an occasional pedestrianwould will power. The act of standing was
dash quickly by, as if intent to reach instinctive and imitative, while facial
other scenes, where stillnesswould not expression and gesture were duo almost
wholly to imitation
remain so long unbroken.
A baby’s smile, she said, was the
Several.ofthe buildingsthroughout
the thoroughfare were composed of the moat misunderstood thing in infancy.
workmanship of various architects. A real smile must have an idea behind
There was one just ahead of me that it, hut the ex passion resembling u
particularly attracted
attention. smile, which is so often seen on a young
need in my travels.
It was a low, massive stoue struc- baby’s face, was without an idea, and
"With everythingin readiness I had ture with Ionic columns. 1 was was due to the easy condition of the
only to await the coming of the morrow, opposite the structure when the low door stomach or to some other physical satiswhen I should be riding upon the was instantlytorn open and a female faction.
The smile with an idea does not apocean’s wavet
form dtuhed into the street, closelyfolMorning dawned at last. With my lowed Dy a man. She almost discovered pear earlier than the fourth week. So,
vallet, I was soon on board tlie Jenny me at ouce, and changed her course to- too, with the crying of a baby. The
Lind. The berths were very comfort- ward me. I could now see the outlines contortion of the features is due to
able and pleasant.At 6 o’clock the of her countenance,which caused me physical causes. The baby sheds no
ship was unloosedfrom her moorings, to stop as if turned to stone, for it was .tears, because the lachrymalglands are
and with a light wind she was soon the image of the woman I had seen on not developed for several weeks after
skimming smoothly over the bosom of the ocean. With extended hands, she birth.
The chief pleasure of all children is
the mighty ocean.
continued to hastily approach where I
I passed the most of the first diy's stood, the man in close pursuit, utter- to change from one condition to another
journey on deck. But the next day I ing deep curses. Finally, with a quick by their own efforts. This is the behad an attack of sea-sickness,which movement he clutched her arm, where- ginning of the developmentof the will
power, and is often attested in what has
kept me confined to my room till even- upon she cried out in tones of terror
ing. Alter I had so far recovered, with
“Good Senor, for the love of heaven, been called the “imperative intentionof
tears.” This is not discloseduntil after
the help of Carolos I went on deck; save me from this man."
where my faithful vallet procured me a
On the impulse of the moment, seeing the second or third month.
A baby tests everything by its mouth,
pleasant seat.
that she was in the power of the cruel
The full moon had risen and hung rillain, I whipped out a revolver that I its sense of taste being the surest aud
like a great hall of fire above the mighty carried for protection and instantly ex- most reliable guide it bos.
The attention of all young children
waste of waters. Far up in the blue claimed
vaults of Heaven the stars shone and
"Release the lady, you consummate is difficult to attract, and they must attain considerable age before they begin
sparkled like diamonds.
gentle scoundrel, or you die!”
breeze blew upon my feverish brow,
At the sudden change which affairs to notice. Then colors and sounds are
with a soothing influence. It mos a had taken he reluctantly released the most potential. Fear has been known
gloriously beautiful night at sea. arm of his captive, and with a low howl to he manifested by a baby only three
weeks old, and iu all cases the* sensaI sat there for hours, time unheeded, ot rage hissed
in a dreamy, listless way; wrapped
“Hi, you dog of Americano;you tion is produced by souud more than
in thoughtful reveries of the grand and triumph now, hut beware, lost your by sight
Children of luxuriousand carefully
majestic loveliness of that night. Faint boasting galantry is your fate !”
snatches of some plaintive little air,
I was tempted to shoot the villain in guarded homes are almost wholly withsang by some fair songstress, would oc- his tracks, hut I knew that I would out fear, hut the children of poor and
casionallyfloat out ujxin the stillness have the authoritieson me with a venge- exposed parents always manifest k.
Jealousy and sympathy begin to
which was quite unbroken save by the ance.

my

1

A

:

splash of the vessel.
I Anally sank into a light slumber,

from which

I

was suddenly awakened

by a low, smothered shriek! I glanced
hastily about and on a curve of the deck
I beheld the most beautifulwoman that
I had ever seen. She had a perfect
form. Her hair was as black as a
raven’s wing, and rhe had Inrg* eyes, as

dark as midnight; which were turned
on me with a look of pitiful entreaty,
and with outstretched hands, she a*ppeared to he supplicatingand aa one in
dire distress-

Forgetful of everythingelse, I in*
•tantly sprang from my seat and dashed
forward. I made hut a few steps until
she had disappeared.But I only supposed that she had been shut out from
view by merely retracing a few feet,
having probably been startled at my
somewhat precipitous movements. I
continued to approach that part of the
deck where I had flrst seen her, hoping
to be of some assistance to her. I
turned the curve ; there was no one,
with the exception of myself, visible, j
What could it mean ? I never was
pore fully awake than I was at that
time in my life. I traversed the whole
deck, hut no object in human form met
my anxious and puzzled gaze.

Hotel Delmo; where I made arrangefor her to stay.
After returning to my room I pondered long over the words of the fair
Inez; as, with her dark, tearful eyes
and low, rich vojoe, she showered her
blessings upon me, with which I felt
In sheer disap}>ointmentat my myself a thousand times repaid.
apparently useless venture I resumed
I never, nover gave a thought to the
the seat which 1 had a short time be- Spaniard’s vows of vengeance; considerfore so quickly vacated, more mvstified ing them uttered only to give vent to
than ever. I was confidentthat my his enraged and humilitatedfeelings.
eight had not played me false. It could I retired to my couch very early that
not bo possible that I had been dream- night, but could not sleep, ^aroee and
ing. After pondering over the strange approached the window, which overoccurrence for some time without com- looked the sea. Dark clouds nearly obing to any final conclusions I entered scured tliesky,through which the pale
my state-room and sought my oouca for moen was shedding its dim rays
sleep.
over the city. The streets were de-

mente

When I awoke it was from a sleep of serted and everything was in almost
tangible dreams, in which the phan- total darkness. -T
tom woman of , the previous evenThe clouds pontiquedto roll across
ing formed a conspicuouspart— that the heavens like great mountains.Away
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radical changes in the title of real estate
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Tenar.*«*d Almost Wholly by
Oli*! With Their Hoots On.

by descent, as well ns in the dbtrlbutioi'

Wh«»

As the traveler approaches Billings
tingencies,is governed by the law of de- from the east, he sees to the left of the
scent of realty. To the Detroit Free Press railroad a large number of houses,
mostly 01
of l,nm‘«vo
primitive^traction.
construction.There
we are indebted for the following
I here

An

InteraatinfSummitry of tho More Importaat Doings of Onr Neighbors- Weddings and Deaths — Crimes, Casualties,
and General News Notes.

—Tho Graham & Morton Company, of
Chicago, will place on tho route between
that city ami 8t. Joseph

and Benton

brief

dioast

digest of

iho
-Kitaj # i,*
• °f 0pe»i country andworth
then oomee
the «ct, which
of specialin- Billings. That tuburb
a visit.
!

tato:

is

terest to lawyers and owners of real ss- It

.

Tho now law provides that if a man

or width of hull, 34 feet; beam, over all,

1.
Iw

part of Montana’s history.It ia

.

Cuulson. The houses, with a single exoeption, are uutenanted, and have been

“

I

for

some year..

It i, ..id that

people

To his children,or thetr Issue, and If there coining to Billings find it difficult to

of

no ohildwinthen to all other Uneal descend- ffethous»‘MBlit it is

Sir™’

.....

...

..

—“

|

aidon receivesone-half of the estate, and tho i
rcmalmlcrgoes to the father aud mother
deoeased in equal shares; and If there bo hut
one of the parents living, thou to the survivor alone; and if the intestate shall
leave uo issue, husband or widow, his or her

estate shall descend to the father and mother Iu
equal shares, and if there lie but one of the
parents living, thou to tho survivor alone. If
the intestate shall leave no isane, father or
mother, his or her estate shall descendsubject
fortably.
to tho provisions made for the widow nr huttho meeting of tho Michigan band ; It a widow or husliand survive the doeeosed, in equal shares to his or her brothers
Commandery of the Loyal Legion, at and sister* and tho childrenof deceasedbrothDetroit, October 3, General James H. ers and sisters by right of representation. This
expressly provides that thin is in lion of ail
Kidd, of Ionia, will read a paper on “The rtyht* of dowor.
This in one of the most important changes In
operationsof the Michigan cavalry bri- tho law and is of especial Importanceto hasband*.
Under the old law it a husband died
gade in tho Wildernesscampaign.” He
beforetho wife tho latter had a half interest iu
is a painstaking historianof the work of
his real estate, providingthere was no issue,
whereas now tho wife is to receive one-half of
the gallant old brigade, as his Gettysthe estate absolutely. The old law provided
also that when tho v ' low died the property
burg paper clearly shows.
would all go to the husband’s heirs. 'Ims made
—Alpena officials are trying to conquer toe, wi fo un inferior in point of Inheritance,
and this unfairnessextended to the mother of
tho SalvationArmy.
deceased, who could only receivoonv-haifof her
son's estate, while the lather could receive It
recent telegram from Ishpeming all. Under the now law tills la corrected by
placing
the wife aud mother on precisely (he
says: “While diggings well at the rear
samo footingas the husband and father.
of a honso on North Second street a mnn
Another very important alterationis made in
struck blue hematite ore at ft depth of ten the provisions of too last subdivlHlonof the act.
In this it is provided that if the Intestateshall
feet. Tho ore is of excellentqualityand leave a husliand or wife and no Issue, nor other
lineal descendants, nor father, mother, brother,
of considerableextent. The mineral right nor sister, and there be no childrenof brothers
or
sisters, the entate of such intestateshall deof tho land is owned by tho Iron Cliff
scend to the hushauA or wife of such intestate,
Company. Tho discoverywill load to tho as the case may be. This differ* from the old
law in that it wa* provided under the old law
development of mines within tho resithat the widow should inherit the husband’s
estate in case he left no kindred.Tho new law
dence part of Ishpeming.
does not use tho word 'kindred,* but Incor—In 1882 Alonzo Horsey died in Mon- porates in its place “nor other lineal descendants, nor father, mother, brother, sister,or
roe, leaving a widow aud a foster child children of brother or sister.’This shuts ont
whom he had never legally adopted. He many remote relativesfrom Inheriting. Another of Its iui]K>rtantalterations from the old
left considerablereal estate, but hs there law is in providing that the husband shall Inherit the wife's estate,while the law has been
was no will tho wife could not inherit it
that he could not. In this proviHiou husbands
under the laws of Michigan, upr could are placed on the same tooting as wives.

00

ia

dies

Harbor a sidewheelboat to cost $2:i0,-

000. The contract for the atoamer has
been let to Congressman Wheeler,the
Bay City, shipbuilder. Tho hull will bo
of sieel, with steel collisionbulkheads,
boiler-house,bunkers, and a part of tho
malndeck. Her dimensions will bo as
follows: Length over all, 230 feet; beam,

i"

is

depth of hold, 13 feet. It is
expected she will carry 1,500 people comfeet;

—At

^t

n«v«r anwoAst*!
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house
iu the de-

fto08t story for every
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serted town, then tilings are not as they
should bo. If you go to Goulsou you
must climb “Butte Hill" and see the
Coulson buryiug-ground. Twenty-four
men are buried there, and twenty-three
of them died with their boots on.
One day California Jack— eyonr border town had ite California Jacb—
staked his last twenty-dollar gold-piece
at the faro table and lost it. He got
up, feelingugly, walked outdoorsand
into the restaurant which was near bv.
Several men were there, and a little
waiter who knew California Jack intimately was sitting on a table swinging
his feet.
“I'll shoot the flrst man that speaks,”
said CaliforniaJack.

“What’s tho matter with you?" called
out the waiter in a bantering tone.
CaliforniaJack put his left hand on
—A
the littlefollow's shoulder and at the
same instant drew his pistol and shot
his victim through the heart. It writ
i.uch a cold-blooded affair that the men
in the place, usually ready, sat as if
paralyzed just long enough to let California Jock swing himself ppon his horse
and get out of range. Then there wss
hasty recruiting of s posse, but it wss
too late. Califoruia Jock escaped and
never came back to Coulson.
That is the way one of the twentythree graves on “Butte Hill" wet filled.
The other stories are like unto it. Goulson was hert before Billings wss. It
was the great outfitting point for the
buffalo hunters. It was a frontier metropolis.When the railroadapproached
the daughter,Lucy Barcume. Elnm
—A deposit of good gypsum has been the Coulson people saw their town a
Willard frequently hinted that Hersey found at St. Ignace.
second Chicago. Coulson boomed until
the railroadcompany built by it, got a
left a will, and by that will his property
—A Gladstone Alderman has been fined
section of land, a couple of miles furwent to his wife aud should now belong $30 for keeping a gambling house.
ther west, and located Billings.It was
to Lucy Barcume. Early last spring Wil—Bay City is agitated by a“which-is- proposed to connect the new town and
lard announced that he had found tho
it"— a mysterious thing that prowls about tho old town with a street railroad.
missing will and he offered it for proo' nights aud scares folks. It is not The cars were even ordered aud rebate. A lawyer from Massachusetts
ceived. But the project went the way of
known whether it is a man or a woman.
effored to pay Miss Barcume $1,500 fo? a
so many other schemes of tho early days.
—The eighth annual convention of the People gradually moved owsy from
quit-claim deed. As the young woman
was a minor, the Probate Judge refused Nntjpnal Assoointion of Stationary En- Coulson until only "Liver-Eating" Johngineers was in sossion at Detroit last son remained. Mr. Johnson is credited
to sanction this move, but insistedthat
week. The National Association num- with having taken 1,230 Sioux scalps.
tho will should be probated. Willard bebers 200 local associations,
with a mem- Once upon a time he and two compancame frightened,and announced that the
bership of 7,000. Its constitution ex- ions had an unusuallysevere tussle
will was ft forgery, and that both the
with the “varmints." Mr. Johnson was
pressly prohibits strikesor any interfer.
body und s gnatures bad been written by
so worked up over the struggle that at
enco of the members with the question of
himself iu his owu office. Willard said
the end of it he cut out the liver of an
he knew Alonzo Horsey intended Lucy wages. The members meet to educate Indian and devoured it in the presence
should have his property, aud that he themselvesin the specialtiesof steam of his companions,who told the story.
manufacturedthe will in order that jus- power and its use In stitionaryengines, Ever since that time he has been knows
nnd for social advancement.
as "Liver-Eating"Johnson, and he
tice should bo done to the poor girl.
—Two years ago Tueodoro F. Shepard makes no denial of the incident The
—The; weekly crop bulletin of the
historicalassociationsat Coulson are
and Horace Tapper, of Bay City, sued
Michigan weather service says:
not unpleasant to Mr. Johnson, and the
The weather conditioimof the past seven day* the NorthwesternLife InsuranceCom- ghost stories do not disturb his slumwere unfavorable to corn and potatoes on ac- pany and William Clark to recover a
bers.—
(Mon.) letter.
count of tho dryness, hut the local aud general
- -|,
rains of the la’ter)>ai tof the week have gone qn>it r sidion of land on the Saginaw
-

improve those crops, while the pastures
have been greatly Improved by the rain. Corn,
IHitatoesami pastures have probably been reduced in yield on account 61 the recent drought,
and some of tho corn in the southeast portion
of tho State Is being cut. Tho rains have put
the ground in condition for fall seeding, and the
plowing aud sooding will now progress rapidly.
far to

— The Ohio A Michigan Auglo- American Storage Battory Company, East Saginaw, capital stock $1,500,000, and the
IndustrialNews Company, of Jackson,
stock $5,000,have filed papers with the
Secretaryof Stato.
— An electric light plant has been placed
in the paper pulp factory of

Fletcher at Alpena.

The

the Messrs.

generator fur-

nishes sufficient electricity to supply

fifty

River, a part of the

end was eventuallyceded to the Jackson,
Lansing and Saginaw Railway Company,

that famishes lights for tho street

lamps

j,

“I call that a bit of sharp practice,"
merchant to another, aa they
discussed a certain transaction.
said one

“Ah, well, we must remember it's all
land grant. Shepard and
Tapper claimed that the land was deeded in the way of business,’’waa the careless reply, and the first speaker nodded
to the Amboy, Lansing, and Traverse
in acquiescence.
Bay RailroadCompany, and was sulxeYet, prevalent as the anatom may be
qneutly conveyed to the insurance com- of keeping one set of morals for privpany. The cise has just been decided at ate life and another for thepnblio,
Dot oil ia favor of Shepard and Tapper. no man can adopt it and "save his soul
Judge Brown, in renderingthe decision, alive.” He who unduly depreciates an
siid that it was one of tho many cotes article because be wishes to buy it, or
arising out of the loose methods adopted praisesbeyond its desert that which he
intends to sell, may not be popularly
by Congress and the State Legislatures,
considered a liar, and yet, to the eye'of
in identifying and dealing with lauds
honesty, he seems nothing more nor less
as part of a

incandescentlamps going at one time.
granted iu
This makes three different electrical roads.
plants iu the city, in addition to the one

Chippewa reservation.

Tho land changed hands severaltimes,

-

Business.

aid of tho constructionof rail-

— Detroit Journal

:

Michigan

than that.

“The room suits me exactly," said
summer one of the two friends who were to-

gether seeking winter quarters. "I am
have been badly left this season. sure I shall return and take it."
The other, lookina; meaningly at her,
— Opie P. Read, the humoristof the Less climaticbrag, better food, and lower
Arkanumr Trareler,in writing up his im- prices would have helped some of the found fault with this and that, pretended to doubt the desirabilityof the
pressionsof Detroit, says:
landlordsont.
location, and made a dozen objections
Detroit put on a 1m aiitifuldross and tied rod,
—A Lansing dispatch says that Gov. which, as her friend knew, she did not
white, and blue ribbons about her graceful
throat. Every ritisenappeared to take upon Luce has pardoned Joseph Mulligan, who really feel.
himself the cheerful duty of making each vishas served a four-yearssentence in Jack“You know nothing whatever about
itor not only feel at home, but of seeing that bo
manifest themselves in the second year. fared a great deal better. Detroit is a beautiful son Prison, having been convicted of an business,” said the last speaker, aathey
city, just old enough to bold quaint features
Curiosity also begins to develop here, and just yOung enough to be ambitious. assault with intent to kill. Ho was sent reached the street together. “Why did
and proves to be a self-feederthrough- The time was mostly spent in eating up from Mason Ciqjnty, where he boro a you say at once that you liked it?”
and— Bight-seeingDetroitis not a prohi“BecauseI did,” was the simple reout childhood. A little later the ego bltion town. I Haw one man carrying good reputation.On account of his
begins to opi>ear, and the baby has the a jog. but inquiry proved that it wa-i general good character;because he had a ply.

After the Spaniard had addressed
the above words to me he cast his eye
upon the fair woman who was leaning
upon my arm for support and muttered:
“loncz De Yallero, twice have you
escaped me. Hark! but it will he for first consciousness of. itself.
The ego flrst appears as a muscular
the last time; for by the powers of
sense, and the infant gradually learns
darkness you shall yet be mine."
He then slunk away and walked into to distinguish itself from surrounding
the house he had so hastily emerged objects. It is first the hand that is
distinguished, and then the foot, aud
from a few minutes before.
then the whole body.
I proffered myself to conduct the fair
Memory does not appear before the
lonez to her place of abode, when she
child is two years of age. All the reatearfully replied:
“Alas! hraye senor, I have only the soning of children is primitive and eledreaded prison of the cruel Malviro, and mentary, and develops slowly. Darere
shall enter yonder walls win noted an association of ideas in the
again I will make my home beneath mind of his child when it was only five
months of age.
the sea waves.”
The lecturer related experiences of
The touching words of the beautiful
Cuban instantlystirred my soul. I re- babies with the first view of mirrors,
solved to care for and protect the home- and showed that their actionsunder the
less girl as I hoped to receive mercy new conditions were similar to those of
anthropoid apes and dogs under like
from the love of Heaven.
conditions.
1 conducted lonez De Yallero to the

I

Oct. 1 an act of the recent Legis

of peraonal estate, which, in many con-

:

:

—On

latnre will go into effect which will

aud business places.

resort hotels— some of the large ones, at
least—

filled

with sulphur water. Every few hours

“That’s no reason at all. In business,
and helpless wife, who, during all
my dear, you must learu to conceal
her husband's imprisonment, has strugwhat you really think. It’s a game of
gled on against poverty to keep her hide-and-seek, and you must lie in amchildren together; heeause tho prosecut- bush as long as you can.”
ing attorney of the county in which he
Yet, a self-respectingman can hardly
was convicted,who also was the one who keep a doleful countenance after making
prosecuted him, appealed in his behalf; a
* purchase,aud
and relax into enthusiasm
enthusia
—Farmer McLnnghlia,of Grand Tra- and also because the Judge by whom he ?h?.n h® .*et ^nnd the corner, with(
---_____
...... feeling himself to be more r less of
verse County, lost hij» bam, grain and -----was sentenced, f>nd many influential citi
actor and a hypocrite. A certainlitei
farm tools by fire.
zens all pleaded for his release, the
speaking and straight-forward farm
—Marquette will not adopt free text Governor has extended this clemency.
was wont to say, when beginning
—The Central Michigan Turners had a “trade."
books in its schools until it has waited a
“That’s my price; I aint got no othc
year and sees how the scheme works in successful three days’ meeting at Lanaing.
The attendance was large and the prizes Take it or leave it, and tell me whi
other cities.
were about evenly distributedbetween your mind’s made up. I can’t wait i
day."
—The State Board of Health has been
the Hocietie. of J.ck.on, S^m.w, Grand Objection, to the qnatitjof hi. goo
notified of a seriousoutbreak of typhoid
Rapids, and Lansing.
he never deigned to gnswer.
fever at Negaanee, over sixty cues having
—A letter from Alpena reports that there before ye to speak for itself, *
been
reported
within
three
weeks.
Syrup Made From Melons.
“fishing is light. The catch ranges from would reply. " Take it or leave it "
The watermelon crop of Carolina, —United States Attorney Black says
200 pounds to 1,600 pounds per lift, the
The consequence was that very lit!
Georgia and Florida is rapidly getting
that the Bay City Government building average for the fishingtag being about haggling occurred when he was one
too large— more than the market reis delayed in erectionbecause the title to
800 pounds per lift. The fishing ground the parties completing a bargain. 2
quires. Col. William Duncan, of South
the
ground has not been fully cleared, at present is at the big reef about forty one having goods to sell sought him wi
Carolina, has therefore made a suggestwo prices, an “asking" aud “takin
tion, which has receivedthe approval and several mortgages have yet to be paid
of a number of Carolinanewspapers by the Government.
are also having light fishing.
no such proceedings.
and melon growers— this is the manu—From the port of Alpena last week
—It
is expected that six carloads
“But,
— after all,” D«v»
said a
» gentleman
facture of syrup from the melon. CoL
there cleared sixteen vessels,which exproducts of the regions along the North, discussing this subject, “you can’t si
Duncan insists that the melon can be
ported 4,325,000 feet of lumber and 14,500 era Pacific and Canadian Pacific rail. PreM tricke,7 in trade. It’s the way
more easily and more generally raised
than the sugar cane, aud as it grows cedar poets. The shipments of paper ways will be exhibitedat the State fair in th® *orld’ and we mi8ht “ wel1 »'
above ground can be more conveniently pulp ware fourteen tons by steamer and
naL
“I can only quote, in reply, au c
cultivated than the sugar beet. He 53,000 pounds by rail Three cargoes
—The shipments of forest productsfrom story current in Nantucket,”said s
hau experimentedin t're manufactureof went UYBuffalo, one to Detroit,and four Saginaw River ports daring the month
other. “Two men were talking ov
syrup from melons, *i£~ finds it excel- each to Chicago, Toledo and Cleveland.
of August were the smallestfor the cor. the gruffnessand bad temper of e
lent, more like preservesthan the cane
-Ex-Mayor Johnson, of St. Ignace. responding month in several . years. other, and one of them haid, 'Well
syrup, he says, and likely to become
tells the ladies of the Episcopal Church There was a light demand for lumber in suppewe we must have patience
popular with every one who tries it. H«
Society in that city to pick ont a lot on the East. Mills kept in operation, and him; it’s only his way.’ ‘Then,’
has made the svrup and sold it, am
which
to build a church, and he will bay there was no scarcity of logs, conse- the other, ‘it’s a mighty poor way,
found no difficultyin getting a goou
he'd better get cut of it aa noon aa
it and give it to them.
prito for it.
quently the docks are well filled. V „

wuhad an

excursion on the river, one of the
most beautifulstreams In the world. The water
was so limpid that a Misribslppi Colonel read
his titleclear in it. Down below tho city tall
grass fringesthe edges of the stream-hairon
the Ups of a charming landscain*. We wont to
the exposition building a magnificentstructure,
and then went— somowhere else, I don’t exactly
romember where, but I think that wo had an
enjoyabletime.
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Many thousandsof visitors will come and Frank II. Holbrook of Muskegon.
from foreign countries, and the enter- Some time ago certain citizensof Mus*
prise will result in great benefit to the kegon approachedMilo J. Chase with
Olive Centre.
nd ustrial interests of the country as a proposition for the Chase company to
JOHN C. PO§T, Editor.
Sej)t.11.
well as advertising’thefuture metropo- build a factory in the “Sawdust City.”
Saturday, September 14, 1889. lis of the world, which is the modest Mr. Chase referred the matter to his The effects of an over dose of tangle
foot was seen in our streetsa few days
title by which a Chicagoan designates attorneys, {Messrs. Crazier & Cutler of
since, this being the third time with
The News has received a copy of a the town he lives in. '
this city, and upon the offer of the citj the same party in as many weeks. The
The people of Michigan will be a unit izens of Muskegon to donate a site for supply was got in Ilolland. Better let
circular announcing that Victoria C.
Woodbull presents her name as candi- in working to secure the exposition in the erection of a factory and offering up gentlemen it is getting monotonous,
with the mercury up in the nineties.
date for the presidency of the United Chicago. The present prospects seem certain other valuable considerations
....The corn crop bids fair to ripen,
to
assure
the
success
of
the
Garden
City
Htates, in 1893. This document was
the matter was entertained. The prop- and will
..in yiuurtuiy
probably be
mj auout
about nan
half a crop;
crop:
damaged
mailed in London, England, where the in the contest, and the great world’s ositionled to the enlargement and re- ixitatoes are nearly all ripe,
-***''»
arood big
hi* rain
lady is preparing for her victory in the fair of 1692 will probably come to the organization of the company, as above by drought some. A good
1 beven
would
be verv acceptable
.. farmers
______
ble to
shores
of
Lake
Michigan.
Since
the
next campaign. By means of the office
stated, and the Chase Brothers Piano now. ..Mr.
.Mr. H
It. Merritt
.. still languishes
laug
tongs, the circularwas tenderly placed establishmentof the direct steamboat company will build a large factory in at his popular resort,
_____ Jf Port Sheldon.

The Holland

OUR NEIGHBORS.

City News.
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we seem

Muskegon, in which they will employ Mrs. Grodevent and Mr. and Mrs.
bors to the big city of the west. An- from 200 to 300 men in addition to Dibble, ot Grand Rapids, were guests
of G. C. Jones, this week. . Mrs. J. E.
other year will give us a daily line of those employed in this city.
Brown of Coldwater, is visiting her
boats, when the questionof annexaThe Chase Brothers came to Grand brothers, M. It. and J. D. Merritt.
line to Chicago,

close neigh-

Gilmore & Walsh.

.

The Allegan Railroad.

.

.

.

A large delegation of representative tion to the metropolis will be in order. Rapids from Richmond, Indiana, five Eraest Lyon visited his parents here,
last week — Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
citirens of Douglas and Saugatuck
years ago, and from a comparatively
The BusIncN* SeuMon.
Iloone were making calls and bidding
passed through Ilolland on their way
small beginning have succeeded in friends good-bye yesterday. The happy
to Allegan on “railroad business,” on
The opening of the schools announces building up a large business in this couple go to Grand Rapids this week.
is reported
that ovujc
some ui
of the
old
Monday. They returned on Tuesday. that the play time of the year is over city. In extending their field of opera- • It
, —
<
wic uiu
The people of Saugatuck, Douglas, for the children, and that active work tions our sister city of Muskegon can- couples who jumned into matrimony a
short time since, have fell out and are
Fennville and Allegau have subscribed begins for them. It has become cus- not fail to be greatly benetited. Messrs.
going single file, now.... The sowing
over 162,000 of aid, in addition to offer- tomary for many of the older people to Crazier & Cutler, the attorneys of the ot wheat has commenced and the
ing to give the right of way, depot take a rest during the summer from company, who are also stockholders, streets of our town seem deserted....
Mr. J. De Vries of Grand Rapids is
grounds and valuable terminal property the hurry and worry of life in order to say that the new factory fall be a
looking for saw logs in this vieinitv, to
at Saugatuck. Men with such public be better prepared for the work of the source of great revenue to the com- be cut next winter.
spirit certainly deserve success, and we rest of the year. This affects the whole pany, as tha manufacturers will have
“Dennis’*.
are glad tp learn that the prospects are community.
the advantages of water as well as low
W«*l Olive.
excellent for the building of the road!
As the vacationis now over, we de- railroad rates in the shipment of in- Sept. 12.
A littleof the same work and gener- sire to have our citizens join hands and struments—Daily Democrat.
I he new bell for the school house is
osity will secure another railroad for work together for the interests of the
to be placed in position for ringing, toPcnNion* Paid.
day
O. Trumble, P. M., who was
Holland, and we hope to see it mani- town.
taken sick two weeks ago, is able to be
fested in a short tinpe.
The annual fair is the first thing onthe
Washington,Sept. 11. -A state- out, but is still feeble....Mr. Lewis
programme. This has proved of great ment prepared at the Pension Bureau Newman went to Grand Rapids MonHow to Cheapen Tinplate*.
benefitto the city and farming townday, with his father, who was on his
shows that on June 30, 1886, there were
.Mr. T.
During the last fiscal year the peo- ships in this vicinity. To continue to 345,126 pensioners on the rolls. June way home to Williamston.
Cole returned from Allegan to-day,
ple of the l nited States paid to one of make it successful, all our citizens 30, 18S8, 489, 72-5, an increase of 144,6(10. where he has been to be examined in
the wealthiest syndicates of Great Bri- must do everything in their power to For the fiscal year ending June 30, relerence to an increase of pension.
tain 621,222,025for tinplates, notwith- assist the officersof the association. 1885, the appropriationsfor pensions Mr. and Mrs. Yerwey have gone to
Grand Rapids to-day. .. .Mr. G. W.
standing the fact that every single Make an exhibit at the fair, and be sure were $76,386,840, and the payments
Davidson, who has been away through
item entering into their manufacture to attend it with your whole family, 664,972,848. For the year ending J une the summer, has returned.
can be found within our own borders, and all the relatives and friends you 30, 1889, the appropriations were $80,“L. O. IV*
and thousandsof competent and will- can take with you. The local fair, 473, 000 and the payments $88,275,113.
Zeeland.
ing hands are ready for the necessary where you meet all your friends and For the current year ending June 30, Sept. 12.
work.
acquaintances, is much more interest1890, the appropriations are the same—
Mr. James Clark starte,.'. for Cuba,
In yiew of these facts, no valid ob- ing to you than those held away from $80,473, 000.
New \ ork, last Monday, with Woodlark, owned by Catou & De Kruif
jection can be urged against encourag- home, where you are packed among a
CorneliusHieftje paid $7.50 into the
crowd
of
strangers.
ing capitaliststo erect the necessary
The Fair.
village treasurj’, last Tuesday for creMention is made in another column
establishments, with the view of soon
ating a disturbanceon the streets last
The Fifth Annual Fair will open at
relieving the country of its depen- of a new bank organization in Ilolland.
baturday night. His brother John was
Holland next Tuesday. As this time
dence upon a foreign monoply for one This is a valuable enterprise for the draws near, everything indicates a suc- arrested on a similar charge. He will
have his trial to-morrow. Mr. Isaiah
of the indisj>ensablenecessities to whole community.
cessful! exhibition.The intense heat
1 eak will appear for the defendant.
and
drought
of
August,
has
been
broThe Chicago steamboat line «bas beevery household.
bpecial policeman John Pyl was arken by an abundant rain, followed, by
The prominent items required for come an assured success, but we need most agreeable autumn weather. The rested this morning by constableLokker of Holland,for attemptingto quiet
a daily boat to the city. This will be
. “aWng 785,737,990 pounds of tinplate
industrious farmer has, by this time,
the disturbance last Saturday night.
secured
if
our
people
will
continue
to
completedhis sowing, and’is rejoicing,
bought last year, are, in round numMr. Pyl will appear before Justice Post
in a satisfactoryreturn for the sweat
give
to
the
new
line
all
the
freight
and
tons iron ore, 325,000 tons
next Monday — A suspiciouslooking
of his brow.
:^meBtofiei#,750#ft.> tons coal, 317,000 passenger trade they have with Chicago.
vehicle was seen on our streets last
The obstructionof travel caused by
The manufacturing establishmentsthe delay in completing the bridge on rnday, containing a Prosecuting At*^50,000 bushels cbartorney, Sheriff and Justice of the Peace.
coal, 5,i%000 pounds lepd. 2»>,mo00 in Holland are all in a flourishing con- the Grand Haven road, has been overI hey picked up one of our citizensand
pounds tin, I0,500,<)&<> pounds fi«ow, dition. It is fully demonstrated that come by securing a temporary crossing took him a few miles out of town,
of perfect safety,which will secure to
where the case wts tried. The charge
3.250,000'^pounds sulphuric acid, •and Ilolland is one of the best locations in
us a liberal patronagefrom our friends
not being withdrawn, he settled with
the
state
for
manufacturing
purposes,
north of the city.
atx)ut
jjfe VfTumber.
them for $25.00. . .Mrs. Rev. II. BorEntries for tlie Fair, in the various
1 he ptesedf oh ’ tinplates
is 1 and we must keep this fact constantly
gers, ot Greenleafton,Minnesota, forcenter i*>u$^Vjth h slight in- before the public. More than this, we departments, are already coming in merly a teacher in our public schools,
liberally. Our exhibit of horses will
creaseto.pirtli^ftf'thedifference in must be ready to assist any new enter- exceed anything we have ever had. was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. P. Ben. .Prof, and Mrs.
tost of labor here and in England, prise which will employ labor and gives Our efficient superintendent of the jamin last Tuesday.
G. J. Kollen called on Mr. and Mrs. J,
Americah capital and enterprise will promise of success. The furniture grounds is kept busy in building new
E. Benjamin last Saturday. .. .Mr.
be found to take hold Af the business, factory here is crowded with business, stalls, repairing old ones, and getting Peter Veneklasen and Miss Rika Boohe
the grounds and all the buildingsin
when, so far as prices are concerned. and its owners intend to enlarge the
were united in the holy bonds of matrireadiness for the exhibition. * The
our experience with the steel rail man- buildings in a short time. A plan is on amusements and attractions at the mony, on Thursday afternoon,at the
home of the brides parents. . .Mr. and
ufacture is likely to be repaired. But fwt to establishanother furniturefac- Fair are more and better than ofanv
Mrs. A. J. Huizinga,of Ilolland, are
previous
year,
among
which
will
be
an
the same class of economist who fought tory in the city, which bids fair to be
visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
exhibit by the “Great De Boe” and
Huizinga.
Protection to domestic steel rail mw^, realized.
• •

^“everything new
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OUR GOODS AT

BOTTOM PRICES.
NOW

THE TIME TO BUY

is

Furniture

•

and

Carpets,

•

—

—

.

;iS“Al£r'SEK

E!.S

.

.
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.

.

.

Busman's
To

Wal8h’ in tlielr three-story
th Stree1,between A- ‘Steketee’s and J.

W.

obtain elegant Furniture and beautifulCarpets for
others ask for cheaper grades, call on

less

money than

GILMORE & WALSH,

.

.

L g

Eighth Street,

Holland, Mich.

.
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other artists.

reduced to one-fifththe former standard, are fighting protectionto tiu-

h|
*y'
?

:

..
.

plate manufacture-andwith the

same

argu menu— alleged fear of raising the
price. Blind to teachings of experience, they deny the advantage of domestic competition in supplying the
home market with home labor, in util-

Following the State Fair as it does,
by the co-operation of all our people in and preceding the Grand Rapids Fair,
the work. Even- citizen should re- we can and will obtain a fine display of
AgriculturalImplements and Machinmember that he represents a part of ery. Among them will be the State
the community, and owes the duty to Fair exhibit of “The Empire*’, of which
the town he lives in, of doing all he can Kanters Bros, are agents, llenj. Van
Raalte and Henry De Kcuif, will also
to advance the interestsof his locality.
not be behind.
With this spirit manifested in Ilolland, The liberal purses offered for the
the town could be doubled in popula- speed trials w\ll secure to us many of
tion in a few years. The natural ad- the very best horses of Western Michvantages are here, and all that is re- igan and lovers of speed can have their

wing our unlimited natural resources,
and insist that we shall continue to
send abroad 608,500 per day for labor quired is to develop them.
- and materials no better than are to be
found at our doors.
Luke Shore FnterprUe.

r

Card or

t iiuiik*.

1 hereby desire to tender my heartfelt thanks to the many friends and
neighbors for their valuable assistance
during the sickness and burial of mv
beloved wife, nee Maggie Van By.

ise

Frank Schleokl.
Ladle*.

Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co., are opening
full satisfaction.
a line line of millinery goods, which
The secretary would urge all those have been carefully selected from eastwho wish to exhibit, to make their eru markets. Call and inspect them as
entries with him on Saturday or Mon- early as possible.
-day, and not later than Tuesday. The
Read till* Slowly.
earlier the better,the more orderly can
the work be done, and less likelihood
Lives there a man with soul so dead,
for mistakes. Bake your bread and
Who never to himself hath said.
cake on Monday or Tuesday if possible.
1*11 take St. Patrick’s Pills before I go
Be sure to attend and take your entire
to bed?
family and all come in at the gate.
When a mild cathartic is desired,one
that will cleanse the whole svstem and
A Woman’s Dlucovcr) .
regulate the liver and bowels, you can
‘‘Anotherwonderful discovery has not do better than take St. Patrick’s
been made and that too by a lady in Mils just before going to bed. They
this comity. Disease fastened its clutch- do not nauseate nor grii>e, and leave
es upon her and for seven years she the system in splendid condition. For
’*
withstood its severest tests, but her sale by Heber
vital organs were undermined and
death seemed imminent. For three
Notice.
months she coughed incessantly and
Sealed proposals will be received by
could not sleei). She bought of us a
bottle of Dr. King's New Discover)' for the Common Council of* the City of
and was
Was so much relieved Holland, Michigan, until 7 p. m., of
Consumption and'

m

An

World'll Fair.

Tlie contract

New York and Chicago
exposition with which it

to secure the

f:

m
w,

If
ifk

.

m£rt v

-

TfcW'
;

struction and equipment of

an

elegant

side wheel passenger and freightsteam-

Graham & Morton Navirun between Benversary' of the discovery of America by
ton Harbor and Chicago, and to cost
Christopher Columbus.
$175,000 complete. Mr. J. H. Graham,
The centennial expositionat Philapresident of the company, finished the
delphia proved an excellent advertisenegotiations for the new steamer at

is proposed to celebrate the 400th anni-

&

signed, sealed and

delivered last week for the entire coninteresting struggle is taking

place between

V'

was

ment for the whole country, and it was
worth millions of dollars to the city of
Philadelphia.Chicago and New York,
therefore,are both anxious to secure
the great fair of 1892. In each city
active work is going on to that end. At
Chicago, George M. Pullman has head-

boat for the

gation company, to

Bay City, Mich., September 4, where
and when the papers were signed and
work began at once on the boat, Messrs.
F. W. Wheeler & Co., the well known

Walsh.

awarded the entire
contract. This effectually disposes of
on taking lust dose that she slept all
all rumors that the Graham & Morton night and with one bottle has been
ed the subscription list with the genercompany have bought or intend to buy miraculously cured. Her name is Mrs.
ous gift of one hundred thousand dolany other steamboat oi steamboat in- Luther Lutz.” Thus write W. C. Hamlars, and other wealthy men are conrick & Co., of Shelby, N, C.- Get «
terest. The keel has already been laid
free trial Ixittle at the drugstore of
tributing liberally to the fund of five
for the new steamer which is to take Yates Kane, Holland; ami A.
million dollars, which that city intends
the place of the Lora in the company’s Kruif, Zeeland.
to raise. The New York miilionaires
^
— --equipment here June 1 next. At the
If you could see your own scalp
are more modest than those of Chicago,
and they have thus far contented them- close of navigation this year, or when through an ordinary magnifying glass,
it becomes apparent that the Puritan you would be amazed at the amount of
selves with holding meetings and discan finish the business of the season dust, dandruff, and dead skin thereon
cussing the question of the site for the
accumulated. The best and most poputhe Lora will go to Bay Citv, where she
contractors,being

w

location of the buildings.

The matter

will be decided next

ter, in Congress, as a bill will

win-

be pre-

sented and passed at Washington, giving the exposition the sanction of the

as

will be turned over to

Wheeler &

Co.,

is

Ayw?Hai°Vf

r

-

dean8iDg the

in part paythe new steamboat which, as

at a valuation of $35,000

ment

of

above noted,

is

Tuesday the 17th day of September
1889, for the building of two culverts
at tannery creek, so called, where said
creek crosses Thirteenthstreet.
Plans, sjHicilications and diagrams of
the work can be seen at the city clerk's

And have your

Of

all

kinds,

urinf
t«W
M^ KinJ”

and
Printing House.

The culverts to be completedand
ready for acceptance by the Common
Council on or before forty days from
date of award of contract.
Proposals to be accompanied with
the names of two sufficient sureties.
The Common Council reserves the
right to reject any and all bids.
By order of the Common Council.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
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THE GREAT

SYSTEM BEGUIATOBI
mnnuun
vThny Supply all the Requirements of a Complete
Medicine Chest" to the Household.

^
st

‘

*»DRID TROCSUS u*

'Sickly..rercMse.

TR0UBU THEY

Boa. per Bottle, only)

or

MM

t$r JSe.

VIU- HOT CVREI

by

Bold erery.km
pclpoid.

null,

«• “• Smith A Co,, Sale Prop’H, St. Louis,

Mo.

THOUSANDS OP TISTIMONIALSPROM HAPPY HEARTS.

The Finest Stock of Boots and Shoes

Vein IDuren Bros.,
EIGHT STFEET, HOLLAND, MICH

B1

toLrof’Ctrll-Xn'^r

1

NEWS

GRONDWET

.The Verdict Unanimous.

1

DE

done at

office.

W. D. Suit, druggist, Bippus, Ind.,
A deal was consummated in this city
national government, designatingits
Children Cry for Pitchers Castoria.
testifies:“I can recommend Electric
yesterday by which the Chase Brothers
Bitters as the very best remedy. Every
|location, and, probably, making a loan
Piano company, which has been doing
bottle sold has given relief in every
to the enterprise of ten or fifteen milcase. One man took six bottles, and
business in Grand Rapids most sucWhen B*by wm sick, we gtTe her OutorU.
lion dollars,as was done in 1876.
was cured of Rheumatism of 10 years’
cessfully for the past five years, was
When she wts a Child, she cried for Castoria,
Chicago will have the advantage of
standing.” Abraham Hare, druggist,
reorganizedunder the state law and When she became Mias, she dune to Castoria,
Bellville,Ohio, affirms: “The best
the eastern city, at Washington.The
the company becomes a Michigan corBelling medicine I have ever handled in
When
sh*
had
Children,
she
gare
them
Castoria
majority of senators and congressmen
my 20 years’ experience,is Electric
poration with a capital stock of $226 are from' the yvest and south. They
Bitters. Thousands of others have
000. of which $175,000 is already paid
ViJl, undoubtedly,vote for Chicago,as
added their testimony, so that the verhi. The stockholdersin addition to
A carj>enter,by the name of M. 8. dict is unanimous that Electric Bitters
being nearer their constituents.The
f
ogers,
fell
from
the
roof
of
a
house
the Chase brothers number some of the
do cure all diseases of the Liver, Kid
western city will also have the support
ney, or
SO ct8. a bottle at
wealthiest men in western Michigan,
of the great railroad corporations,
as
iu me
rug stores 01
1 ates & Kand, Hoi
the udrug
of Yi
among them Charles H. Hackley, Ly- th a
*l'“- will have the longest “haul” in
man G. Mason. Thomas Hume, Charles
Und’ “nd A- De KrUif’ Zeelftndpassengers to and from Chi1. Hills, John W. Moon, Alex. B. He says it is worth 65 a bottle, It
W.* L.
Douglas’ VCICIUCTLCU
celebrated TOtW
63.00 shoe
ircost
j> *yuuHiao
AT »» TA
l _ At. - BUUe
*
him 50 cents. For sale by Heber , at
ii-v Van
v an jjuren
1 nn is the beat
Duren uros.
Bros. This
(Mann, Kandall T. Van Valkenberg Walsh.
j shoe for the money made.

Wm

Printing

2!.?rEt? ?F UVER

to cost $176,000.

NEWS,

In the
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The

NEWS,

For the

“Stepandfetchit.”

Other enterprises can also be secured

ufacture, under which prices have been

GIVE THEIA
We

A.

CALL.

have a first-claaeshoemaker in our employ, and all cuetom work and repairing brought to ue* will re-

^

ceive

-----

prompt* attention.

22-iy.

MONEY.
__

MRS. LYTKIN’S

»»» WI1S

very

'pre«y. The

Jj1* ^ray eye* were luminous ns stars
Early one spring afternoon two shab- tlie P®1® ?°ld c,url8 fell careleeslyupon
by figures could be seen mounting wl*lfe brow, the sweet, red lips
wearily the great stone steps of the wer® drooping.
Lytton
! ‘‘How young and fair,” he thought
One was a pale, fragile younrfc > ‘ “ut what a spirit I would not dare
woman, scarcely more than a girl, with
^ie despised Mrs. Lyta face that was beautiful despite the ton ray mother."
ravages care and sorrow had made;
0 wnom am I indebted?"asked
other was a tiny boy. who clung fear- Ethet at the door of her home. ••You
fully to her skills ™ his mother, after hav®
very kind,
a brief hesitation, pulled the heavy I "1 am Hoy Graham, stammered the
•an artist. I—
am
silver knob that stmt a loud peal young man.
much interestedin you; will you allow
through the house.
Ethel Waring started and pressed me to aid you in some way?”
Anything you may put in my way
one hand upon her heart, while with
by which I can earn a living for mythe other she drew the child closer.
“I almost wish I had not come.” she self and little Archie I will be grateful
for.” said Ethel, with dignity. ••But
thought. “I am so nervous:but
!

!

mansion.

^or

j

the
:

^n

|

^

I

sake.”

and culm

must be brave

for Archie's please never speak of
ton.”
•

me

to

Mrs.

Lyt-

It was not long ere he called at her
She gave a fond glance at the little
golden head beside her. and then a home, and with his influence Ethel
dignifiedservant in rich livery opened sold some of her art work at the exthe door to admit her into the great
dark
I 1 helr miltual interest ripened into
‘•I wish to see Mrs! Lytton.” she *m|lethlnl? warmer, for such impulsive,
said, timidly. •Tell her that Mre. . at natu,,eH ,earn the lesson of love
Waning— -Mrs. Archibald Waring— is ql„kl,y* ,, , ,
here, and will esteem it a great favor i . , hthel known 'vho her new
to be permitted an interview.” fn,jn(1 ronlly was. she would not have
When the servant had disappeared JH“1'Tniitt™3
h«r threshold.
Ethel sunk into a chair near by and but she believed him to be a struggling
looked abdut
m tist. and when he confessed his love

hall.

,

,

j!im

her

and

gentleman representingMilo B.
, Stevens & Co.; of Washington, D. CM
and Detroit Mich., can be seen at the
, City Hotel, Holland,Tuesday, Sept. 10,
and during the Uav and evening: at the
i Cutler House, Grand Haven, Wednesday, Sent. 11, and at the Eagle Hotel,
Grand Rapids, Thursday, Sept. 12, by
persons desiring informationconceraing pensions, bounties,etc.,, having
claims which they desire having prosecuted by said attorneys. The last congress enacted new laws of which advantage should be taken at once.
;

1

j

I

.,i

1

r.

Present:— Mayor Kremers, Aldermen I)e
Merell, De Vries. L. Van Fatten , Kramer, M.
Van Futten. and Habermunn. and the Clerk.

Minutes of the last four meetings were

CoDStmtl;

Improving.

M. J. Sutton pet It toned for liueuse to keep
a billiardbull, north side of LK'lith street,
between Market and Klver streets.- License
K runted.

With

the continual increase

Columbia Ibvse Co. \o. 2 petitioned that a
wash room and w ater closet be provklt^l for of our business we have
thu use of Mild eomptiny.—Referred to the
committee on Hie depart ment.
such arrangements for the
The following claims were presented,approved, and wurrunlsordered Issued on the
city treasurer In payment thereof,vli:—
JHolve Light ti Heat Co., lightingstreet
lamps Aug, I88U. fssjlO; D. Htrovenjuns,balance due on contract for building culvert at
tannery creek, Eleventh street 810.00; Geo. II.
Slpp, salary us clerk 841.G0;W. Verbeek,salary us treasurer 822.91 ; U. Van den Berg, salary us marshal 140.00;M. De Feyter. salary
1 88 9jas street commissionerI29.17; J. A. Ter Vree.

made

Beukemu, salary us engineer 850.00;F. Win-

.

t

the twain before her.
“Yes. and we were happy together.”
said Ethel, quickly. *Tt is only since
his death I have known what real suffering is.”

“Oh. Archibaldwas clever, though
he made a mistake in marrying vou.”
said Mrs. Lytton. • But men will do

and dollars, is paid into the city treasury

with a very pale face.

and recommendthat C. Ver Schure be paid
“Ethel." he said. “Mrs. Lytton two dollarsfor writing bonds and P. H.
McBride twenty dollars for expense and
your late husband's aunt, is dead.”
commission In negotiatingsale of bonds.—
• Dead.” exclaimedEthel.
Report aoeepted and recommendations
•Tes: she died suddenly,and— you adopted.
The Board of Water Commissioners rewill hear the news from her lawyers
questedthat Council fix amount of bonds A.
she has left all her money to you.”
Holmes shall give for the fhe faithful performance of building a new well, also fix lima
••To me? Y’oti are jesting?”
for completionof well -Bonds fixed at three
••It is true; but there is a condition. thousand dollars, time fixed at seventydays
from this date.
It is a strange will. Y oj^are to marry
The clerk reported having Investigated reher son.”
garding us to who Is the owner of Tot no. 4.
• I— I do not understand, "said Ethel. tannery addition,and where owner resides,
and finds, to tliehest of his information, that
• I never saw her son. What can she
T. P. Sheldon Is the owner and his place of
mean? Roy. how do you know of this? residence,Kalamazoo, Mich.— Accepted and

_

much for a pretty face, an'1 I can see
that you were pretty. That is his
child. I suppose: In- has his father's
eyes. Well, why have vou come to
Was
me?”

tiled

for reference.

she in her right mind? I do not
The street commissioner reported for the
“Because you are Archibald's aunt.” want her money — nor her son. either. month of August 1889.— Filed.
Who
is he?"
The clerk reportedthat no objectionsbad
replied Ethel, who resented her tone
been tiled in the city clerk's olflet*to plans,
Roy bowed his brad.
and manner. ••! am in great want,
profiles, diagrams and estimates of the pro“ForgivenuyEthel.” he said slowly. posed Improvement of Thirteenthand Land
my child has been ill. and I could not
j I streets special assessmentDistrict.”and that
I
he — Roy Graham Lytton.
find work, and
”
'notice had been given, two weeks. In the
“You want me to support you.” in- dared not tell you at first, fearing to Holland City Nkwk. according to the reterruptedMrs. Lytton with a disa- lose favor, for I loved you when I first quirementsof law,— Report accepted,
s»w your face. But 'it is true; my Aid. De Vries gave notice that at the next
greeable smile.
regular meeting he would introduce an ordi•T do not. I do not ask for charity mother is dead, and has left her for- nance entitled,an ordinance making the general appropriation
1)111 for tliecity of Holland
of any kind." said Ethel, indignantly. tune to you. She threatenedto disin- for the flsenl year A. 1). 1k«).
•T thought you would give me work: herit me when I told her I was to marry
The considerationof the Thirteenth and
or aid me in some way to earn a liv- a poor girl. She had already chosen Land street Improvement having been made
the
special order for tillsmeeting, and no
ing. For myself I ask nothing,hut I a bride for me.”
objections being made thereto,said Improve••I see." cried Ethel. “She had ment was ordered, and lie Board of Assescame here for Archie’s sake.”
discovered that I was the one you loved, sors instructedto make out an assessment
•What can you do?”
roll accordingly.
“I can sew and embroider. You and, repenting at the lust moment, loft The Clerk was instructedto advertise one
her fortune to me — no rather to you week for sealed proposals for the building of
have bo mony friends. Mrs. Lytton.
culverts at tannery creek. Thirteenthstreet.
through me.”
thought
”
accordingto plans and specificationsnow on
••Then you accept thy condition. file In the city clerk’s office, proposalslobe
•That I was going to them and say
accompanied with the names of two sufficient
my nephew's widow and child are ooor Ethel?
sureties to Ik- approved by the council, the
“I accept Mrs. Lvtlon'sson. but not council reserving the right to reject any and
and want your assistance?” asked Mrs.
all bids, the culverts to be completed and
Lytton, with a sneer. ••Indeed you her mcmev,;' she answered na
nestled
in
his
arms.
“Roy.
I
am
sorrv
'days
from the date of awarding the contract
thought nothing of the kind— it is
Counciladjourned.
I ever spoke harshly of her. I can
my money you want”
Geo. H. Sipp. City Clerk.
She turned to the table and wrote forgive her. since she was your mother.

-

am

than ready

made goods. So

well is this known that a

many people from

great

side have clothing

out-

made

she

“Here. I will give you l/iO, but do
not come to me again." she said. “You
are Archibald’s widow but you cannot
live upon his rich relations.”
She languidly held out the paper,
but Ethel, who had risen, struck it from
her fingers.

“What

it

We

shall

do our part

making up fine clothing at
popular prices and ask for a
share ofjyour patronage.

, ,

Salary

or

1Nurserymen.

COBWIN
IN andi

Bf NN

VINEGAR HITTERS.
Th* only Tempmnre niltern known.

M. JAMiwiM.^ttornay
for
Uaplda.

in -nd quiets the
Nerves, reguliles tire Bowels and renDrain Lotting.
ders a perfect blood circulationthrough
Notice it Hereby Given. That I, Barend Kornthe human veins. viIHcIiImsure to re- nuTaad,Township DreUi Commiaaiouer of the
store perfect health.
Townablpot Holland, County of Ottawa,State
of Michigan, wm, on the Sixteenth day of SepGKO. W. DAVIS, of MW Barronne 8t.,
Orieua. I*., writea neder date May noth, 1888, tember A. D . 1880, at the reeldenoeof Dirk Van
as followa : 'i have been going to the Hot Springs Loo, In Mid Townshipof Holland, at ten o’clock
Ark., for fifteenyeara far an Itching homor in In the forenoon of that day. proceed to receive
my blood, i have juat us -«l thr-e bottle* of Vine- bids for the oooatreotionof a certainDrain known
gar Bitters, and It haa di» e me more good than as ' Drain No, 48 ", locatedand establishedIn the
said Tuwniblpof Holland, and described ae fob
the apringa. It ia the beat im-diolue made.”
lows, to- wit: Commencingon the Town Tiyre
JOSEPH J. EGAN, of No 75 Wait Bt.. New running North and Sontb between Hollandand
York, lay i : "Have not bretj without Vinegar Zeejand Forty six (48) Bode Sooth from the North
Hitters for the putt twelve* vmr*. and consider East Corner oi Section Thirteen (18) Town 8 N. of
it

whole medicine chest In our family,"

a

The Wrest

W,

15' W. 14

Hods 80 Lmki, thence B. 40° 48’

»
Links

BI<hnI Rnriiler and Health
s all klmN of Headache,

Restorer Cim

also Indigestion uml Dyspepsia

Send for a beautiful book free.
Address, R. IL McDonald Dkcg Co.
•W2 Wasbiriffton Street,
New Y’ork City.

.

W.

t

I’d

8

_

low* ship Drain

Bahmd Kammbbaad,
GommUalonerof tbo Town-

ablpof Holland.

Do You Want
.to sell or

llt'-wT

thence B. »» 40' W. M Bodi, thenoe N. 80»
Bods M Llnka, where It emptiM Into another
Drain ranuing Into a Bratoh of Biaokoraek,
Said Job will be let by seotlonaor dlriilona. The
Motion at the outlet of the Drain will be let flrat.
and the retnainlug aectioni In their order op
ai ream, In aooordatoe with the diagram now on
ni* Yl'i1 th?..°Ihdr PVH,r" pertainingto said Drain
and bids will be made and reonlvea accordingly.
Contract* will be mida with the lowral reeponaW
ble biddt-r givingadequate aeounty tor the performance of the work, in a Bum to he fixed by
me. The date for tba completionof snob contract. and the terma of payment therefor,shall
oe announcedat the time and place o! letting.
Hotice it Further Hereby Gfren.Thit at the time
and place of aaid iettiug the aeseiamentof benefit* made by me, will be subject L» review.
Dated thu Fourth day of Heptomb* r A. D. 1880.

VINP1UR BITTERS

©r

f’o-parlnenlalp.

hu this day
I by mutual consent.
debts by th* said firm as well as all m*
c-unts due thtm roust be settled by John
Pesslnk, who will carry oo the busiuesa.
Thankingall old patroi s for their patronage In
the past, we recommend the new firm to a continuance of the same in the future.
John Phshihi.
Tbo

exchange

firm of
\>v u dissolve

John Peskln'iA Hro.

All

COMPLETE LINE OE

have to “trade” a

stor)

and stock of hardware, in
Kansas; a ten acre

fruit

M.BERTSCH’S Beach; two

farms in Dakota;

a farm near Petoskey, and

Sotlce of Drain Letting.
several farms near Holland.
If

you want

to

*

Holland, Mich.. Sept

10.

1880.

. OTTAWA COUNTY

buy I have

Building and Loan

ASSOCIATION,
Holland,

-

Michjganr

Incorporatedunder the law of the State
of Michigan; approved
March 29, 1887.

Authorized Capital,

$200000

Stock taken from June, 1888, (the time
ship of Olive, at 2 o'clock io the afternoon of
at day, proceed to receive bids for the conof organization) to April 20, 1889,'
a
of
city
structionof a certain drain,known as the Hoag
1186
136 shares of $100 each.
extenaiondralo. located and establishedIn the
sold Township of Olive and deecribedu follow*
subscription
to stock is open
to-wit : Beginning 84 and G-lOoth* chains north lots,
every Saturday and Monday at the ofof the corner of sectlona9, 10, 15, iG, Township 6
N. B. I* East and 18 feet east of the center of
fice of the association,in Kantera
Then snatching up little Archie, she
the Highway,thenoe south to the Hoag Drain.
Block,
the Secretary
also
» iM-iicg oi tire Revolution.
receive
this
ten
Said
job
will
be
let
by
aectioni
or
rushed from the room and down the
be found at his residencecorner of
A dead oak tree
taken up on
divisions.The section at the outlet of the
stairs.
per cent
stationery Drain will be let first, and the remainWraggmall,Charleston. S. C., recently
in River and Thirteenth Streets on ail
ing seotiorsiu their order up itream. in accordother hours.
Once on the walk she felt strangely
coland under the roots, about four feet
ance with the diagram now on file with the other
faint, and the next tiling she knew
Siiaresof stock are sold on installimpers pertainingto aold Drain, and bids will be
deep, was found an 18-poundersolid lege
above,
ments of 25 cents, payable every other
male aod received accordingly. Contracts will
some one was supporting her with a
shot, apparently from a siege or ship’s
be mode with the lowest responsible bidder glvSaturday evening, from 7 to 9 o’clock,
ever, does
strong arm. and a clear, musical voice
ii g adequate securityfor the performance of the
gun.
tree
thirty or forty
at the office of the association.
said:
wort, iu a sum to be fixed by me. The date for
Call
or address,
for the first the completion of bucL contract, and the terma
years old. and, besides, no such shot
bership fee is 25 cents j»er share of
“There, you’re all right, I saved
of piyment
herefor ahall be announced at the
stock.
foil in the city during the last war. It
this
year.
you from tin awkward fall. Let rat
time and place of letting.
From $600 to $1 ,000 are loaned to the
J. C.
is, therefore,a relic of the revolution,
Notice is furtherhereby
rrty given that at the time
call a cab. Your address, please?” >
every
Loans are
and place of letting the assessment* of bentflte
fired probably during the seige of
And before Ethel fully realized what
mede by me will be subject to review.
made on first mortgages on real estate
Charlest<»wn. by Sir
Clinton,
Holland,
Dated this 80th day of August A D. 1889.
had happened she and little Archie
only, and each loan is to be approved
William M. Jacqckb,
and from
battery near ' Haddrell’s
by the Board of Directors, at their regTAEF AULT having been mode in the condi- Township Drain commissioner of tbe Town of
were seated in a carriage with a handPoint
lotionsof payment of a mortgageiexecuted by Olive.
ular monthly meeting.
some young' man opposite.
Bake Boonatra and Mary Boonatra. hi* wife, bf
All moneys paid in aremade produc••I could not let you go alone; you
Holland,
Michigan,
dated
August
twenty-fifth,
Taken Hie Piece of Ice Cream.
Notice of Drain Letting.
tive by being immediately invested so
A. D. 1887, to I*aac Marsllje. of Holland, Michilooked quite too ill.” he said, as he met
The ice cream terrdr is reported to gan. and recorded in the btfice of the registerof Notice is hereby given that I, W. M. Jacques DUftolutlou of. Co-partnership. that no capital is allowed to remain
her earnest glance.
have given place to
and even deed* of Ottawa county, Michigan, on December Township Drain l'omminsloner of the Township
«
.
^ Holland, Aug. 80, 18W.
“No, I am not ill,5’ said Ethel, “only more formidable obstacle to the hap- thirteenth,A. D. 1887, in liber 94 of mortgages, on < f Olive, County of Ottawa, State of Michigan, rru
Tbe firm of Bruise Bros, hoe been diseoived
For further informationapply to the
page 605, and which mortgage was Ms'gned by a ill, on the 16th Day of September A. D. 1889, at
faint”
Marailje, to Kate O.
Q.Poat
Post, of Holland,
"
----Mlcb the blacksmithshop of Bussell Merrit, Olive by mutual consent and has been succeededby Secretary.
piness of young men at the summer re- Isaac MiriUJe.
Wm- Bru»*« A C°., who will assume
igon. by assignment dated August twenty third, Centre, in said Township of Olive, at one (1)
“You should not have left Mrs. sorts. It is all the style
Chab. A. Stevenson, President,
for A. D. 1889, and recorded in the office of the regia o'clock afternoon of that day. proceed to receive all llnbllitlfcband collect all accoonte.
Lytton’s house.”
Henry Martin, Secretary,
PrriB Bbdme,
young gallants to buy little balloons to ter of deeds of Ottawa county, Michigan, on bids for the eonstruotionof aoertalndrain known
Wm. Bbobse.
August thirty first. A. D. I889.in liber95ofmort as tiie^Hoa^Draln^ locatedand establishedin the
J. G,
Putten, Treasurer.
‘.'You know her?’*'cried Ethel. “Oh.
match their young ladies’ dresses.
gages, on page 196; on which mortgage there ia
what a cruel
she is! I will
claimed to be due at the date of this
tl
notice to-wit: Beginning 36 Rods orth and 18 feet eatt
€haneer>' Sale.
Teacher*’ Examination*.
Eighty-sixdollars and fifty cents, and no salt or of tbe corners of sections9, 10. 15. and 1», Town
never forgive her. never!
could
OTATB
OF
MICHIGAN,
With a feeble appetite and imperfect proceeding having been inatitated to recover the 6 North Range )5 West, running thence north 3°
she treat mo so?”
The following timse and places have been
debt secured by aaid mortgage or any part there- 25" west 19 aod tWOOtbs chains to angle post No. cbo^ fw the e^natioTof teachersinOt22 The CircuitCourt lor the County.of Ottawa. -In
digestion,
it is impossiblefor the body
Chancery,
She forgot he was a total stranger,
of; Kotioela, therefore, hereby given, that by
epp; Tlionoe north 77 weet 8 aod 90-100:bs county, Mlcb., fall series for 1809:
to secure the requisiteamount of nour- virtue of the power of sale in aaid mortgageoon- chains to angle post No. (2) two. Thence south
GEORGE METZ, Complainant,
in her emotion; indeed, she was speakThursday and Friday, August 1st and 2nd, at
ishment. Ayers Sarsaparilla not only talned.and the statute In such cose made and 7i° west 1 and 79-100tbs chains to angle post No Grand Haven, regularsession.
V8.
ing more to herselfthan to tyim.
provided,sold mortgage will be foreclosedby sale (3) three. Thence north 69y west folOOtbs
stimulates the desire for food, but aids
Friday,August 90th, at Holland City, special RE1NDER E. WERKMAN. BENJAMIN L.8C01T
of the mortgaged premiaes, or *o much 'hereof as ehnios to angle put No. 4. Thence north 2216s
• “Cruel in what way?” he asked. “Ii the assimilativeorgans in the formation
session.
and ABEL H. BRINK, Defendantt.
may be necessary to pay the amount dae on Bail west 3 and 44-100th* chain's to Sayer creek.
you want her influence I may be able of good blood and sound tissue.
mortgage, with interest and ooste of foreclosure Said Job will be let by sections or divisloi s. The session*’ 8eptamber »tCo°P*miHe,special In pursuance of a decree made In this cause,
____ vendue; said sole to take sectionat the outlet of the Draio will be let first
and sale, at M
public
August Bevenlh. 1889, I shall sell at public auo* ^Friday,October 16th, at Grand Haven, special
Uoo, at (he frontdoor of the Court House of said
place at the from door of the Ottawa County aud tbe remainingsections In their order np
“No, no,5’ cried Ethel; “I want nothCounty, on tbe Seventh day of October, A J). JMSl
Michigan, on the stream in accordance with tbe diagramsnow on
The City Bakery turns out all kinds Coart‘ House, at Grand H»ven, .....
All grades certificates may be applied foe at at one o'clock lu the after uooa. aU “
ing. She insulted
to-day because of pies and other pastry work on short Second day of December A. D. 889, fiie with the other pepers Pertainingto said drain regularsession,August 1st and fexL
pieces or parcels of land situate
and bids will be made and received accordingly. Only third grade granted at special Mulons.
I, her nephew’swidow, asked her tc notice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
at one o'clockIn tbe afternoon of aaid day. The Contracts will be made with the lowest responHiCityof Holland, in the County
An examination in algebra aod philosophy re- State of Michigan, known and t
said mortgaged premisesto be sold befug. all b<e bidder giving adequatesecurity for tbe pergive me work. She treated me as if I
____________
quired for ai second grade certificate in
additionto lows, towit: Lotttixl
f-nnncce of the work iu a sum to be fixed by me
was a beggar. I would not take her 4 The owner of a stray dog can have
the date for the completion of such contractard I farths^Mitionof plan e°Roo metry
« n
5 Forty (iQ). together vA\
mill machinery,and
money. I would not put myself in her him back by calling at this office, and
of Paymenttherefor shoU be announcedI general historyfor a flrttgKdecSlflJSe^
tained in the buildingt
quarter of the North-west qnart-rof Section fif- at the time and place of
I Each day’s sessionof examination*
way again. I despise her and every- paying for his keeping.
teen (15) and also the north-eastquarter of the
Notice i. furtherhereby given that at the time 1 at 8o'cloS
of examinations is to begin according to the recorded plat of the ’
of Holland of record ia the
north-west quarter of sectionsixteen(16) both in and
thing that is hers. But
am ]
*d place
place of
of said
said letting
letting the
the asseesmei
assessme, tt of
of benebene- Not yet fully decidedto raise the etabderd of re- City)
Register of Deeds of Ottawa Couot
County,
town five (6) north of range fifteen (15) west, 60 fits mode by me will be subjectto review
talking this way to you? I beg yotu
quirements for a third grade certificate five per
DAted,
August 21, 2889.
acres.
Dated this 30th Day of August A. D. 1858.
cent above that hithertoestablished.
ABEND
Dated September8td 1889
pardon! I am not myself.”
William B. Jacques,
Dated, Nunica, July 2, 1889.
Circuit Court Commtuloner ini
Kan
tb O. POST. Assigneeof mortgage.
Township Drain Commissionerof the Town of
young man looked
IE
J. C. Poer. A
Olive.

“How

dare you insult me?" she said,
serving only a portion for little Archie, I
passionately,“I am not a beggar, who. after Roy, was the only one who
and I do not want one penny of your had
claim
upon Mrs. Lytton’s
money. I would rather starve than money.
take it — remember that”

Rochester,N. Y.

number

a

You

property in Holland, and

year

wortli of

The

was

Henry

NORTGAUE

a

and

can

2000 acres of farm land

with every purchase of
books. The
how-

not apply to books
being introduced
time
Mrs. M. Kiekintykld.

bargains in

residences and business The

Students Attention!

was

0

farm

with house near Ottawa

N

Mui^ees^Gmi'

It KtlBinUtes the Bfh

I

MRS.

Ottawa County.

Mem-

on

'

POST, Manager,

.......

members

month.

Mich.

SALE.

a new

.

idle.

„

‘

now

Van

woman

t

How

-

me

'

-

—

1

grade

letting.

why

SUBSCRIBE eok the news.
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE NEWS.

FOR THE NEWS.

„

.

_

•I

Trusteesfor

l

J.

Propertj in Holland!?

--

_

De-

FANCY GOODS.

-- AT

_

cember. 1880.
Lmlie*, got a bottle from your drugglatand tty
it. If your druggisthas not the New Biyle Vine- at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at the front door
gar Bitters,ask him to eei.u for It. If yon once
of the Court Honsa in the City of Grand Haven.
try It you will never be without this pilceleaa Ottawa county. Michigan.
remedy In the house.
Dated, September sUFW.

DInnoIuHoii

Millinery Store.

Ccsaiuloc Pali Wttk/y;

Jaundice, Gout, Pllee. Blilouaueaa,and aJl other
of lection twenty-two, township »ix, torth of
diaeaa> a arlaing from blood imuurltiea,and aa a
fanee fourteenwest, in the township of Blendon,
Vermifuge it la the Iveatin the world,being death in aaid County of Ottawa.
to all wortoa that infrat the human ayatotn.
No proceeding! at law or in equity have been
institutedto recover 1'the debt secured by aaid
It ia aiwaya e*f* to taka at any time, or under
mortgage
or any part thereof. There la claimed
any condli|«nof th1) ayatem, for old pr yonng or
for either aex. It ia put up lu two atylea, The to be dne upon aaid mortgage at the date of this
old 1* slightly bitter, and m tho stronger In ca- noticethe aum of Thirty- five dollars, being semi,
thartic effect. The new style la very plea-ant to annual interest.
tbo taste and a perfect medicine for delicate NoHce is, therefore, hereby given that for the
women or children. Kacb kind ia distinctly purpose of aatiafylng the earn so due upon said
mortgage, for internetdne thereon, bealdee the
marked on top of raitoou.
ooete, expensea and attorney fee provided in eaid
Many famlllea keep tv-tfc kinds on band, oa
for ‘hl1 Proceeding, we will forecloee
they form a complete medicine cheat.
Mid mortgage bv a sale of the premlaee therein
deeorlbed,and ahall sell aaid preralaoaat pnbllo
A»a Family Medicine for the nan of ladlea,
sale or vendue, subjectto a principaldebt of One
children and men of aedemury hsi.ita, the New
Thousand dollars and interest to eoornn thereon,
Style Vim gar Bitten has i o (qusl In the world
due six yeara from the date of aaid mortgage and
!t fa Invaiiubie for cunng the Ilia that beeet
secured by Mid mortgage, on
childhood, and gently regular, e the dlaeaaea to
which women at every period of life are enbject. Saturday, the Seventh day of

AND-

SoWC?

WASTED.

Dyapepala.Kheumatlem, Catarrh, Neuralgia,
Headache, Bella. Scrofula,Skin Dlaeaaea

MILLINERY

Cloaks and Jackets

,“1-

tor the porohaae money of the property therein
described,to Benn Corwin and Jay^onrin,
act
Jay Corw
ing as trnateeein behalf of Mary M/ Corwin,
mortgagees, whereby the power or Bale therein
contained has become operative Held mortgage

Twenty-life yesre' nee bavo demonitratedto
mlllloDi of aaff<reri thr ughout the eiflllfed
wwld, that of all the meillciMR ever dlirovered
yluegar t liter* only |K>eaee*ejwif ^oi and wonderlulouratlveeffeou upon thos.. troubled with
th'i followingdlaeaai a, vu:

WM. BRUSSE & CO,

A

“d

,0!1

S*4*""
FORECLOSURE SALE.

It la not a vile fancy drlaJi made of rum, poor
wbliiy. or refaeeIbiuora,aploed and aweeteued

in

Notice la hereby gives that I, W. M. Jacques.
steady work ; reliablestock ;outflt
Tovu.bip Drain CommU.ioner of the Township
Ethel consented: but after their mar__
, ,.
,
free; do evperifnce teedv . Write for terma of Olive, Oonnty of Ottawa,State of Michigan,
will, on the 16th day of September, A. D. 1889, at
riA£e she insisted upon making over | end testimonials. (Refer to this paper.)
the blacksmith shop of B. Merrit.in Mid Townto her husband her new fortune, reJ. B. XELLIS A. CO.
,

die-

ago,

ALESO

when we are one,
Ethel darlinp? And you will marry
me soon?— for I am sad and lonely,
and need your sweet presence.”
matters

in liquid form irer

T. F. RAiLEY, of Humboldt, Iowa, aaya:
‘Vinegar Bittern cured me of paraivalaten yeara
W
and recentlyit cured me of rheumatism."

this city.

-

But the fortune is yours, dear.”

The only ncn-AJcoholic Vegetablemedi-

MRS. MATTIE FUBGUSON. of Dryden, N Y .
•aya: •Vinegar Btttere lathe beat medicinal
in ever tried ; It saved my life."

t

out a check.

.

wick

_

••.And not a cent of my money goes
denv me — and his child.”
ter. salary as engineer 850.UU; M. Jansen, lato either of von!” almost shrieked Mrs. boron hydrants and tupping mains 80.50.
of the above, and we will take
1 his thought lent her courage, hut
The
Board
of
Education
reported the
Lytton.
“Marry
that
girl
and
I'll
diswhen a moment later she faced Mrs.
amounts necessaryto be raised by taxation back any garment in which
inherit you.'
for the Public Schools of the City of Holland
Lytton she knew liwt
not what
util to
la/ say.
>
»
the ensuingyear.— Acceptedand referred
The lady in a gorgeous reive of mauve !V1!,m "(,r''y ^ 0|,poHe •vou* mother.” for
this does not prove true.
to the committee on ways and means.
said Hoy. ••hut I shall marry the girl
and lure languidly reclinedupon the
The Hoard of Water Commissioners replush cushions,and as F,’ o] entered I love whether you deprive me of a ported he amounts necessary to be raised
The prices of custom clothfortune or not.”
by taxation for the purposeof maintaining
nhe merely arched her brows and moand running the Ilollana City Water Works
"Very well!" said his mother, in for the ensuing year.— Aoeeptedand referred ing in Holland is very reasontioned to a chair.
So you .^re Archibald Wa ring's ^eut nation. -I have said it. and I to the committee on ways and means.
The Mayor and City Clerk reported "Bridge able being very little more
will keep my word.
widow?" she-wimid. in her fine even
Bonds’’ Issued and negotiated and receipt of
A few weeks later Roy came to Ethel the city treasurer for the money, two thoustone* “He married for love, they

nay.” Her gaze went calmly, almost
scornfully,over the shabby raiment of

Alao olTors for role or to exohanga lota, bouaaa
J0^ !n<! f*^D, oh<*P- H1» home, 48 Boat,
at , la foe aaU or for rent .

VINEGAR BITTERS

Johunnes F.lenbaas presente<lobjections to
the xrudliijr of Thirteenthstreet.— Aoeepted.

van;

r*4l

4

coverel

;

it

.
.

chronic dleeaeee hare been etudfed as ipeoiall-

cine put np

read and approved.

'o?'^

OlMaeea of Children and Urinary Aualyiia In

FURNISHERS.

The Common Council met pursuant to adjournment and was called to order by the
Mayor,

<nr*^

01

In 1877. Lecturer of Hygiene at the above

Common Council.
Holland, Mich.. September 10. issv.

ft.

room in the St. Drala, flnt

offloe

s^4

HATTERS,

[OFFICIAL.]

VEENBOER

D . IJ0 Mo.ro. .t. Orsad ».pld. S'ib ' todl
|lalfo?!,tharP57,,0'Madl04a
of IndUu,

,

r-.v.t

Ukw>

TAILORS,

was in semi-darkness.8hJ •vie!ded her hoart t0 his keeping,
but she could see the polished woods . In ll!f ,ne,intime- however. Mrs.
......... t t-.vttondiscoveredthat her son wa.^
and maasive carvingH. the gleam
of
-tOF
changed: she questioned him and
ttatuary in the niches, the rich topes21
days
team
work
8fi0.40;
J.
B.
Van
Oort,
tries thjit hunt between the Ionian col- ,‘a‘n<‘(1. be ,rn,hi;
hardware 81.98; M. Meadma, stone for erosumns of the enlrancos to the vast apart- ! . ,uy (ll(1 nof ,el1 hel* ,he naine of the sbigs 82.02 T. Ulemersma, 12.44; J. Ter Beek, as will warrant the assertion
menta. the mullioned window at the 1 f,'l.hewa® PledPed ,0 ni!UT.v.however:
The committee on pisir reported presenting that we can make up as fine
farther end. with its tiny panes of rich ht* feHred "nl)le,u<anl reMul,athe semi-monthly report of the directorof
Ftained glass, seen above a hank of i ••You are in love with a penniless the poor and said committee, recommending
girl, said his mother. “You know 82J.S), for
a\/i the support
i ui
of the
IIIT Jnn.U
poor for
ItJT lilt?
the two
VWt custom clothing as any firm
exotics.
that
I have always intended that Sybil weeks ending Septemcer Ik. 18H9 and having
••How grand and soVnin!” thought
rendered temporaryaid to the amount of in Grand Rapids, none exGarrison should he vour wife. I will 89.50.— Approved and war runts ordered Issued
Ethel.
on
the city
treus
ty treasurer
In payment thereof,
“And slu* lives m this luxury whi'e have no beggar bride here.”
The
following
claims
approved by the cepted. Our goods will he
"Then I will take her elsewhere.”
1 am destitute. Surely, surely, ho
Board of Water CoiiimUslonera were certified
said Hoy. firmly.
to the Common Councilfor payment, via.: J. made up under a guarantee
ever hard her heart is. she will not
hall

DR.

Wm. BRUSSE
«fc oo.,

'

I

The wide

1 A

^

"S

'

^

V.^Tmlot^icitor.

m

THE DAY

AT HAND.”

bring on a battle with other nations.
She sees that God, in^’penishment of
Sedan, blotted out the French empire,
and the only aspirant for that throne
who had any right of expectation dies
in a war that has not even the dignity
of being respectable. What is that
blush on the cheek of England to-day?
What is the leaf that England would
like to tear out of her history? The
Zulu war. Down with the sword and
up with the treaty.
Wo in this country might better have

will come among the nations personally
—suppose that to-morrow morning the
PERISH
STRIKE IS STILL ON.
A
Sou of God from a hovering cloud
«ERMON rREACHKI) nr DR. TALshould descend upon those cities.
Would not that fact be known all the A THOUSAND OTHERS MAIMED ANE LONDON WORKMEN HATE BOX RE. IARAH ALTHEA HILL-TERRY’S ENMAUK IN UROOKLYN.
MUTILATED. *
world over in twenty- four hours? SupTURNED TO WORK.
MITY SHOWN.
pose he should present his Gospel in a
Be I* tVnlc lined Hume bjr a Glad Throng
few words saying: “I am the bon of God;
and He I'reface*HU Sermon by' the
A Dynamite Horror at Antwerp— Explotloi Both Sides Quiet, Though Some DlseonI came to pardon all your sins and to
Ehe Habeas Corpus Case of Deputy MarStatement That He la In a Happy Frame
to a Cartridge Veotory Bringing Deatk
tout Is Manifested by the Workmenheal all your sorrow; to prove that I am
of Hind.
shal Nagle Brings Out Some Testimony
and
Devastation
to Thousands of I’eopU
Raising
Funds
for
the
Strlkers-Coal
Ina supernatural being, I have just deNot
at All Favorableto the Peaceable
—An
Awful
Conflagration
Results.
creasingin Prlco.
scended from the clouds; do you be, Character of David Terry.
The Rev. T. DeWitt Talmnge, D. D.,
An Antwerp dispatchsays : Throe hundred
lieve me, and do you believe me now?"
A London dispatchsays: The great strike
Was welcomed home Sunday, Sept. 8, by settledour sectionaldifficulties by arbi- Why, all the telegraph stations of the poop e were killed and about 1,000 injured, manj
Ban Franoiaco(Cal.) dispatch: The
®xPl0*l°* of a largo quanUty ol remains unchanged, neither side haring
an overflowing congregation.At the trationthan by the thrust of the sword. earth would be crowded as none of them dynamite^ ,in 8the
Carvilain factory. The fao made a move to-day. There are signs of taking of testimony in the habeas corpus
opening of the service the hymn begtu- Philanthropysaid to the North: “Pay were over crowded just after a ship- wry was located immediately adjoining several discontent,however, among the agitator*,
proceedingsin the case of Deputy Marshal
PJb^leom warehouses,in which were
ingi
down a certain amount of money for the wreck. I tell you all these things to
and it is a-eerted that a small committee
stored
80,000
barrels
of
oil.
These
warehouse!
Welcome, sweet day of rest,
purchase of the slaves, and let nil those show you it is not auioug the impossi- were set on fire, and in less than an has been appointed to cor*iderthe advisa- David Nagle, who shot and kUled David
That saw the Lord arise,
born after a certain time be born froo." | bilities or even the improbabilitiesthat hour an area of about two acres was in bility of abanden ng the strike. There 1* Terry at Lathrop recently,was comwas sung with line effect. Dr. Talmago'a 1 hilauthropyat the same time said
•
flames, the loss being estimated at many mil. also trouble over ihe relief funds, the menced ia the United States Circuit court
Christ will conquer the whole
subject was: "The Sunrise," and his the South:
___
“You sell the slaves, and earth,
Jhe factory was located in the vicinity
iustauter,
stevedores complaining that they are not before Judge Sawyer Tuesday. The countext: “The d% is at hand." Romans xiii, I get rid of this great national content when the time comes. There of the Bourse, which at the time of the explosion was crowded. Burning fragmentsof the receivingtheir proper share, but the men
12. He said:
sel for the defeusain opoulug th • rm*
and trouble." The North replied: I are foretokeniugsin the air. Some- factory wore hurh>d against the Bourse, setting
Back from the mountainsand the sea- won’t pay a cent." The South replied: thing great is going to happen. I do it on Ore and creating a panic among the mem* are generally standingfirm and there ia made a long statementof the circumstancea
nothing
like disaffectionin their rauks.
ide, and the springs, and the farm “I won t sell." War! War! A million not think that Jupiter is going to run us I**s, severalof whom were injured. Many i>er.
which led to the killing of Judge Terry,
house, your cheek bronzed and your dead men, and a national debt which down or that the axle of the world is sons in and near the buildingwere also badly Ten thousand tailor* joined the striker* and gave a synopsis of what the defense
wounded, a
this morning.
spirits lighted, I hail you homo again might have ground this nation to powgoing to break; but I moan something The scenes at the hospitals whore the
Information has been received by the proposed to prove by witnesses who were
with the words of Gehazi to the Shu- der.
have
great for the world's blessing and not | wounded
Bhl
at been
t,ie conveyed were heartrending. police and by Home Secretary Matthew* to be examined. He said it would be
. nammite: “Is it well with thee? is it
Why did we not let William H. Sew- for the world's damage is goiug to hap- The ships at the American docks wore saved,
proved that the life of Justice Field had
the wind being favorable. “
the
The explosions at that Burns to-day urged the strikersto
well with thy husband? “is it well with ard, of New York, and Alexander H.
p«u. I think the world has had it We burning cartridge factory and the flying proceed to the docks and expel the men been threatenedlong prior to the assault
thy child?" On some f^ces
see the Stephens, of Georgia, go out and spend hard euough. Enough, the Lon- shells
rendered the work of the firemen and solin the dining saloon at Lathrop, and that
mark of recent grief, but all along the a few days under the trees on the banks don plagues. Enough, the Asiatic chol- dlers extremely perilous. The commuual coun- working there. Eight hundred Orlker* Nagle in shooting Terry had every reason
visited
the
Albert
docks
this
afternoon
and
track of tears I see the story of resur- of the Potomac and talk the matter over,
cil roctmtlycondemned the factory as dangereras. Enough, the wars. Euough, the ous,
but for some unexplainedreason it was compelled the laborers there to quit work. to believe that unless he did so these threats
rection and reunion when all tears are and settle it, as settle it they could,
shipwrecks. Enough, the contlugra- allowed to continue operations. The victims Men at work on vesselsiq the Medway would l>e carried out In acting as he did
done; the deep plowing of the keel, fol- rather than the north pay in cost or war, tions. I think our world could stand are mostly factory girls. Windows were shatwere also forced to quit The govern- it would be shown that he merely did his
lowed by the flash of the phosphores- four billionseven hundred million dol- right well a processionof prosperities tered at points three miles away.
duty as a sworn officerof the law.
ment
is now employing convicta to unload
ence.
In
the
principal
hospital
of
the
city,
where
lars, and the south pay four billion and triumphs. Better be ou the lookWitnesses were then called who recited
several hundredof the more seriouslywounded vessels in the Medway.
Now that I have asked you in regard seven hundred and fifty million dollars, out. Better have your observatories women and girls were taken, the scenes witthe detail* of the attack made upon Judge
The
dock
companies
express
themselves
to your welfare, yon naturally ask how the destroyingangel ’leaving the first
opened towrrd the he.«veus, and the nessed were of the most horrible description, as better satisfied with the aspect of Sawyer hy Mrs. Terry on the train beI am. Yen’ well, thank you. Whether born dead in so many houses all the
lenses of your most powerful telescopes hvery availablesurgeon in Antwerp has been at
tween Los Angelos and San Frantisco
work ever since the wounded began to arrive, affairs. They have an increased number
it was the bracing air of the Colorado way from the Penobscot to the Alabama.
over a year age. Judge Van' Dyke of
of
men
at
work.
The
officials
state
that
mountains twelve thousand feet above Ye aged men, whose sons fell in the
neighboring cities and towns. The terrible plenty of labor would bo obtainableif the I os Angeles testified that he was a pasthe level of the sea, or the tonic atmos- strife, do you not think that would vavo tion of mighty iufiuence. Bettor Lave a loroo of the explosive which caused such widefengor in the same car with Judge Sawstrikers’ picket system were abolished. A
phere of the Pacific coast, or a bath in been hotter? Oh yes! wo have come to ‘
few new fonts of type in your printing spread devastation was shown by the fact that
yer, and that David Terry and his wife
the surf of Long Island beach, or believe,I think, in this country,that offices to set up some astoundinggooc inany of the wounded were almost stripiKsl of deputation of ship owners, representing
clothing. Scores were carriedinto the hospitals eighty of the leadinghouses in the metro- entered the car at Fresno. Soon after the
whether it is the joy of standing in this arbitrationis better tliniibattle.
nows. Better have some new banner minus arms or Irps. probably a majoiity of the politan district,waited upon the officials train started Mrs. Terry arosj and passed
great group of warm hearted friends,
Imay be mistaken, but I hope that the that has never been curried, ready for
timber being either wholly or partially
up the car, glaring nt Judge Sawyer as
blinded. Nearly all were covered with blood, of the dock companiesto day and urged
or whether it is a new appreciation of last war between Christian nations is
sudden processions. Better have the ami
she passed him, and then returned to her
oven the hospital attendants, accustomed upon them to give the shippers pownr to
the goodnessof God, I cannot tell. I ended, . Barbariansmay mix their war
bells iu your church towers well huug, as they an* to scones of suffering, were, in many
make their own arrangementswith tne seat. A few minutes later Judge Terry
simply know I am grandly and gloriously paint, and Afghan and Zulu hurl
and rope within reach, that you may
arose and took a scat at the forward end
and inexpressibly happy. It was said poisoned arrows, but I think Christian ring out the marriage of the King's Sou.
of the car, facing Judge Sawyer. Mrs.
r^orihr6
-lKh,ir?8
loadlnB
»*
i their duties satisfactorily.
that John Moffatt, the groat Methodist nations have gradually learned that war
Norwood, chairman of the
Cleanse all your court houses, for the
Terry then joined him, and a* she passed
In the chihlr 'n'u ward of the hospital row joint docks committee,appealed to the
preacher, occasionally got fast in his is disaster to victor as well as vanJudge of all the earth may appear. Let upon row of cots is filled with little sufferers shippers not to press their request, as to Judge t-awyer she reached over and pulled
sermon, and to extricate himself would quished, and that almost anything
all your legislative halls ’he gilded, for »y the terrible calamity, a prat number of
his hair. She afterwardtook a seat
grant it would be impossiblewithout concry “Hallelujah!’* I am in no such pre- bought by blood is bought at too’dear a
the great Lawgiver may be about to tbem having been hurt while playing in the ceding the points which the companies are behind Judge Sawyer, and tho witness
dicament to-day, but I am full of the price. I wish to God this nation might
come. Drive off the thrones of despo- , •treetsadjoining tho factory when' the exploshe intended to attack him with
same rhapsodic ejaculation.Starting bo a model of willingness for arbitra- Gsm all the occupant*, for the King of sion occurred.Besidesthese many bovs and fighting against. At a meeting of wharf- thought
her parasol, but in a few moments she
girls were employe, 1 in the place, and nearly
ingers
a
resolution
was
adopted
advising
out this morning on a now ecclesiastical tion. No need of
: killing another lu- Hfaven and earth may be about
joined her husband and no further trouble
to I ®Jery one °f them is now in tho hospital. When
tho strikers to accept the dock companies’
year I want to give you the key note of dian. No need of sacrificing
tho terrible crash came, no one seems to know
sacrificlu any more reigu. The darkness of the night
occurred.
is
offer.
, how, those wtio wore able fled for their lives,
my next twelve months' ministry. I want brave Gen. Custers. Stop exasperating
W. M. Coles of this city, who was also a
blooming and whitening into the lilies and in the mad rush many women and children
to set it to the tune of Antioch, Ariel the red man. and there w ill bo no more
Mr. T. P. O’Connor’spaper, the Star,
of morning cloud, aud the lilies red- were knocked down and trampledupon. This
passenger on tho car, orrol orated Judge
and Coronation.Some time ago we had arrows shot out from the reservation.
has
collected
£2,500
for
tho
strikers’
fund.
is learned from tho survivors.
Van Dyke’s account of tho affair,and said
a new stop put in this organ— a new A general of the United States Army, in dening into the roses of stronger day
When the oil barrels in tho warehouses began A dispatch to the Star from Melbourne,
fit garlands, whether white or red, for
that after Mrs. Terry made tbe attack she
j
to
explode
shipowners
became
alarmed
lest
tho
trumpet stop— and I want to put a new high repute throughout this land, ’and
Australia, says that at a meeting there the
Him on whoso head are many crowns. oil should flow Into the water alongside their
j ined her husband in a seat near him and
trumpet stop into my sermons.
sum of £T,5D0 was collected on behalf of
who, perhaps, has been in more Indian “The day is at hand!"
] vessels. They at once organized gangs of men
related what bad occurred with a great
the strikers.
In our Christian work you and I need wars than any other officer,and who has
If it is nearer morning at 3 o’clock I to aid in moving the shipping beyond danger,
of glee, at which Judge Terry
more of the element of gladness. That been wounded again and again in behalf
At Rochester, there is much ex- deal
j In a short time, however, the flames in the oil
than it is at 2, if it is nearer morning at
laughed. The witneas heard Mrs. Terry
warehouses
became
of
such
terrifying
extent,
man has no right to say that Christ of our government iu battle against the
citement over the strike. Coal has
4 o'clock than it is at 3, then we are and the smoko so stiflinglydense, that tho
say “I will give him a taste of what he is
never laughed. Do you suppose that ho Indians, told me that all the wars that
advanced !J shillings.The railroadsand
nearer the dawn of the world's deliver- | laborers refused to do any more work, and
to get hereafter;let him render that deciwas glum at the wedding in Cana ot had ever occurred between Indians and
the
river
docks
are
picketed
by
strikers
to
ance. God's clock seems to go very • left the docks in iright. This oi>erated to
*ion if he dares.” He heard Judge Terry
Gallilee? Do you suppose Christ was white men had been provoked by white
cause a panic among the sailors, uisuy of prevent the importationof new labor.
slowly, but the pendulum swiugs and
say that the only thing fit to do with
whom
joined
in
the
laborers'
fright.
To
this
unresponsivewhen the children clam- men, and that there was no exception the bauds move, aud it w#ll yet strike
Two of the largest firms here have ex- Judge Sawyer would be to take him out in
cause is due the fact that a number of
bered over his knee and shoulder at his to the rule. YNhile wo are arbitrating
pressed
their
willingness
to
grant
the
reuoou. The sun aud the moon stood vesselswere burned, the officersand the few
the bay and drown him.
own invitation? Do you suppose that with Christian nations, let us toward still once; they will never stand still men remaining on board being unable to move quired concessions, but the men refuse to
Marshal Franks was then called and rethe evangelistmeant nothing when he barbarians carry ourselves iu a manner
the ships to places of safety. The voss Is lost return to work unless all the firms concede
again nutil they stop forever. If you were all of the smaller class. In the case of
lated the incident in the Circuit court
said of Christ: “He rejoiced in spirit?" uuprovocative or contest.
their demands.
believe arithmetic ns well ns your Bible,
room last September when Mrs. Terry insteamersand sailing vessels the comDo you believe that the divine Christ
At Dundee, a trades union congress has
1 inherit a large estate, and the you must believe we are nearer the dawn. large
panies offered and paid iu advance extra a^rnt
terruptedthe reading of Justice Field’s
who pours ali the water over the rocks waters are rich with fish, and the woods “The day is at hand."
adopted resolutions to the effect that the decision. Ho said that he attempted to
I sums for help in removing them. It was even
at Vernal Falls, Yosemite,does not be- are songful with birds, and my corn! feund necessary to call fon police aid to prevent
There is a class of phenomena which seamen from desertingtheir vessels whej London agitators are justified in their de- remove her from tho room, when she mads
lieve in the sparkle and gallop and fields are silken and golden. Here is
mands. The congress also called upon the a violent attack upon him and Judge Terry
makes me think that the spiritualand there w as no immediatedanger from the fin*.
tumultuousjoy and rushing raptures of my sister'sgrave. Out yonder, under
heavenly world may, after a while.make 1 While the flames were at their height, the various trades of the United Kingdom to interfered and drew a knife. A pistol waa
human life? I believe that not only the that large tree, my father died. An incity authoritiesreceivedinformation that gangs
render the strikers all possible financial afterwards taken from Mrs. Terry’s
a denjoustration iu this world which will
morning laughs,and that the mountains vader comes, and proposes to drive me bring all moral aud spiritualthings to a of thieves and highwaymen,taking advantage lupport The mention'ofJohn Burus' name sachel. The marshal further state! that
of the concentration of police in the vicinity of
laugh, and that the seas laugh, and that off and take possession of my property.
climax. Now, I am no spiritualist; but the great blaze, were overrunningthe more was loudly applauded.
when he presentedto Terry the order comthe cascades laugh, but that Christ He crowds me back, be crowds me oil, every intelligent man bus noticed that distant portions of the city. A number of poomittinghim and bis wife to jail both belaughed. Moreover, take a langh and and crowds me into a closer corner, and there are strange and mysterious things pie wore garroted on the streets tho robbers
came very abusive and Terry said:
electpjcitmvillkill
, also enteringmany houses and demanding
t tear into an alembic, and assay them, still closer corner, until after a while I
which indicateto him that perhaps the i money and valuables from tho inmates, who
“When I get out of jail and Judge Field
and test them, and analyze them, and say: “Stand back, don't crowd me any
spiritualworld is not so far off as some- | were generally women. Latgo sums wore so- A New York Man Struck by an A'ternating returns to California I will meet him and
you will find as much of the pure gold of more, or I'll strike. What right have
Current.
times we conjecture, and that after a i cured in some instances. W)*n those facts
it will not be a very pleasant meeting for
xeligion in a laugh as in a tear. Deep you to come hero and drive rao off of my
| were reported, mounted policeWifre flisi alclnd
him.’’
while, from the spiritual aud heaveuly to tho infestedplaces,ami in a short time had
A
New
'Y ork dispatchsays: Darwin A.
spiritualjoy always shows itself in fa- premises.'1I got this farm from my
world there may be a demonstration arrestednearly fifty ot the marauders,recover- Henry, aged 28, son of Charles V. Henry,
A number of other witnessesalso testicial illumination. John Wesley said he father, aud begot it from his father.
upon our world for its betterraeut. Wo ing a great deal of plunder.
superintendent of the Standard Under- fied asto the affair in the court-room.
was sure of a good religionsimpression W hat right have you to come here and
call it magnetism,or we call it mesmer- I , The spectaclewaa awfully superb and there
Deputy Sheriff Woolsey, who had charge
being produced because of what he molest me?" You blandly say: “Oh, I ism, or we call it electricity, because we is nothing in recent history that ran be com- ground Cable company of PitUburg, and
himselfsuperintendentof constructionfor of the Alameda county jail while Terry
I>ftred to it save tho scene which Parin presented
calls the great laughter he saw among know more than you do. 1 belong to a
want some term to cover up our ignor- during tho last days of the commune and tho the East River Electric Light company, and his wife were confined there, testified
the people. Godless merrimentis blas- higher civilization. I cut my hair
ance. I do not know what that is. I great tiro in Chicago. The fire spread in all
he often ^on versed with Terry and
phemy anywhere, but expressionof shorter than yon do. I could put this never heard an audible voice from the directions iu tho city. Warehouses in which was instantly killed to day by electricity that
tbe latter told him that bo always carried
in
the
c. mpany’s factory. Mr. Henry was
from
000 to 25,000 barn Is of petroleum are
Christian joy is appropriateeverywhere. ground to a great deal better use than
other world. I am persuaded of this,
standing on a step ladder arranging a knife. He called the judges and marwere barned. as were several of tho vesMoreoverthe outlook of the world you do. And you keep crowding me however; that the veil between this stored
sels in the docks. The oil finally found its way
some wire on a switchboard at the time. shal ‘'curs”and said he would yet life to
ought to stir us to gladness.Astrono- back and crowding mo on into a closer
world and the next is getting thinner •1 wn the River Scheldt,which in a short time It is e'ieved be mbsed his footingwnile see them in their graves. lie was very
mers recently disturbed many people by comer aud closer corner, until one day
! oked like a stream of fire.
and thinner, and that perhaps after a
on he ladder and<an:bfhold of the wires abusive of Judge Field.
The w hole of the garrison and a largo part of
tailing
them mat
that there is
is danger of
of j I look around nnou my sufferingfamily,
sailing mem
while, at the call of God— not at the the male population of the town aided th fire- while trying to ready I im elf. It is faid
An Oakland newspaper reporter teetikftTe ^eec .u,u
told | —
aud- —
fired
hew you
you call of the Davenports brothers, or \u- men, but their efforte were simply useless.
----— by their hardships xI uew
the shock was fr m an a ternatecurrent fled that Mr*. Terry had once told him
throngh the papers by these astrono- I
! _twain.
Forthwith
all the world
comes drew Jackson i^aviB—
Davis-some
of the
old
The cartridge factory belonged to M. ( nrvi____
. ------" —
some or
me old
volts. Tie eh on his right hand that she would probably kill Judge Field
mers that there are worlds coming very to your funeral to pronounce eulogmm, j scriptural warriors,some of the spirits lain, a merchant who had recently purchased
.
_ _____ intending
________
.
.......
and
fingers was burned to ho I one. His some day.
40,000,000
obi
cartridges,
to
sell
the
near together, and that we shall have comes to my executionto anathematize ! of other days mighty for God— a
lewder. His Workpeople— more than half
I" Bl was slightlyecorcbei,and on
plagues, and wars, and tnmults, and peri ,0*Qunr?'th.0
5erD°: 1 am the culPrit- Joshua, or a ’Caleb, or a David, or them tx-ing women— were occupied in tha tank his eft elbow there whs tie imprint of a
STOLE THOUSANDS.
haps the world’s destruction.’Do not Behold
the United States Government :
Paul—
come down and of owning thene cartridge* whew the explosion
be scared. If you have ever stood at a and the North American Indian. The i help us in this battle against nnrigbt- look place. To hat it waa due there is very wire. Effort* were ma le by physiciansto
resuscitate him in rain.
The Hen ef an AnMrian Count Arrested
railroadcenter, where ten or twenty or red man has stood more wrongs than I eonsnesss. Oh, how I would like to littlehope of discovering,for not me of M. Carviksin 's employe* has as yet been found alive.
for Kntbeullng.
thirty tracks crops each- other, aud seen would, or you. We would have struck
have them here— him of the Red Sea. Iu fact, not a single corpse has been found iuby the movement of the switch one or sooner, deeper. That which is right in
A MONTANA CAMP BURNED.
Max Jacobson,oue of the cleverest
him of the valley of Ajalon, him of Mars MCt.
two inches the train shoots this defense of a Brooklyn home or a New Hill. History says that Robert Clnvton, When M. Carvilainsought permission to erect Barker Nearly Destroyed-geveralLives ot European sharper*, bas been arresthis cartridge manufactoryth* eitr authorities
way and that without colliding,then York home is right in defense of a homo of the English cavalry,at the close’ of a opposed
’d at Chicago for extensive embeihim might aud main. The provincial
Thought to Have Been Lost.
jou may understand how fifty worlds ou top of the Rocky Mountains. Before war bought up all the old cavalry horses xmucil, however,
tleaenteen the Fidelity and Casualty comwere less farseeiug, and acGreat Kalis (M. T.) dispatch:The min- pany ot this city. Jacobson, who is a
may come within an inch of disaster.and this dwindlingred race .dies completely lest they be turned out to drudgery and corded M. Carvilain the authorfeatiou he naked
for. Tho disasteri« really the outcome of r.o- ing camp of Barker was almost destroyed
-that inch be as good as a million miles. out, I wish that this generation might by
hard work, and bought apiece of ground IltlcaJbickering betweenthe town council ami by fire yesterday. The fire startedin a young man of distinguishedappearance,
If a human switchtender can shoot the common justice atone for the inhnmanat Navresmire heath and turned theae lb., provincial council.The former fc literal miner's camp, three doors below Zeigler’s hae been In the employ of the company
train* this way or that without harm, ity of its predecessors.In the day of
old war horses into tbe thickest aud and the lath r clerical. The latter gianted per- house, and swept from there up the valley, nearly a year. He came here with excelmission to M. Carvilain to locate his powder
cannot the Hand that for thousands oL God's judgment, I would rather there be
Hi* promotion was
richest pasture tospend the rest of their factoryin such a dangerousplace only to aiutoy burning all the eastern portion of the lent recommendations.
years has upheld the universe keep our a blood smeared Modocthan aswindling
days for what they had done in other the town council. 'Ibis disclosurecaused in- camp. It U supposed that Ellis, bis wife, rapid and he wae soon given entire conlittle world ont of harm’s way? Chris- United States officer on an Indian resertrol of the company'sWestern business,
days. One day a thunderstormcame up. tense indigi ation.
and four children all lost their lives. being installed a* superintendent. He
tian geologist* tell us that this world vation! One man was a barbarian and a
It was not until the eun set and darkness fell
and those war horses mistook tho thunThere
are
also
three
ra«n
missing.
Mr.
was millions of years in building. Well, savage, and never pretended to be any- der of the skies for the thunder of on tho city that the terribleextent or the fire
had the handling of large sums
Row, I do not think God would take thing but a barbarian and a savage. The battle, and they wheeled into lift— no began to be fully realized. At night the flame* Heibles lost seventy tons of hay. farm of money, and his accounts passed
towered to an immense in ight, 80,000 barrelsof
tools,and everythingbat his household with very littleexamination.During the
millions of years to build a house which other man pretented to be a representariders ou their backs— they wheeled into petroleum being on fire. At once tin- hi at from goods.
was to last only 6,000 years. There is tive of a Christian nation. Notwiththo enormous blaze was so inti use that the
Washingtonpark race*, however, Presiline ready for the fray. And I doubt
Barker is the business center of the en- dent Alexander learned by accident that
nothing in tho world or outside the standingall this, the general disgust me whether, when the last thunder of firemen could not get nearer the flame* than
100 yards.
tire Barker district and is about sixty-five his superintendentwas risking large sums
world, terrestial or astronomical, to ex- with war and the substitution of this battle for God and truth goes boomThe shock of the explosion had tho same ef- miles southeast of Great Falls. The
•ite dismay. I wish that some stout dip omatic skill for tho glitteringedge iug through the heavens, the old scripof money in the pools, and a systematic
fect on the busy city as would an earthquake.
mineral deposits are on both the east and iavestigatioowas begun, and Jacobson
Rospel breeze might scatter all the ma- ol keen steel is a sign unmistakable tural warriors can keep their places on Iu
In an instant
ingtantthe
the streets everywhere wire WPsf
7,
laria of human foreboding. The sun that the day is at hand.
their thrones. Methinks they will swarmingwith men, women and childeeo,ter- ! west 81(,e»of tho camp, the burned portion was proved to be a forger and confidence
being on the east side of the creek, where man, known in most of the capitals of
ror-atrickenand anxiou*ly inquiring of each
roae this morning at about halt past 5,
I find another ray of tho dawn in tho spring into thc*fight and exchange crown
what had hapiwiied.As h< eo a* the na- most of the business was done. The
and 1 think that is just about tho hour compression of the world's distances. for helmet, and palm brunch for weapon, otter
Europe, and to have been released only a
ture of the dihanter became known the autboriiu the world s history. “The day is at Whut a slow, snail like, almost imnos- and come down out of the king's gal- Uoh ordered detachment* of troop* to the place will be at once rebuilt.
ear ago after servingfour years at Joliet
hand."
for forgery. From Vienna, Austria,
leries into the
arena, crying,
crying; “Make
,
, sible thing would have been the world's
-'-••v™
»Uo •«ouu,
aiime »cene, and with their aid the thonsaudH
of excitedpeople were kept at a distance from
word came that Jacobson'sfather held the
inenrst ray of thedawn I see in the rectification with fourteen hundred mil- , room! 1 must fight in the great Anua- the wrecked building. The firemen hail reached
CENSUS EMPLOYES.
title of connt and was one of the wealthgra< oal substitutionof diplomatic skill i lions of population and no facile means geddon."
the place and were about to begin the work of
extinguishing the blazing ruins when it was Robert Porter, Nuperintendent of the Cen- iest of Austrian bankers.
lor human butchery. Within the last | of communication; but now, through
My beloved people, I preach this sersus Bureau, Makes Appointments.
It having been reported that Jacobson
twenty-fiveyears there have been inter- | telegraphy for the eve and telephonic mon because I want you to toil with the lUseovcred that the neighboring oil warehouses
were on fire. Officersat once passed through
Robert Porter, superintendent of the wa* preparing to leave tbe city, a warrant
?!;!.0“a4dlff«ro“c®». which would have , intimacy for the ear, and through sunlight in your faces. I want you old tho dense crowd, telling them of the new and
any other
' steamboating
"
terrible danger. The jieople were soon removed census bureau, has appointed Dr. Charles charging him with embezaiement waa
dnv * nt
w arms in rftD,T
bir : “teaml,oat,n«nuA railroading,tho j men to understand before von die that
to a safe distance,hy which time huge flashes
juJed the Den t ikTnT tb« «|fa !l!' , tweDty;fi?ethousand miles of the world's all the work you did for God while vet of fire were leaping into the adr a» barrelafter A Ashburner and John H. Jones special sworn out at once, and an officerarrested
sword’ b
4 k 8 tbe p ace of tbe 1 circumference are shriveling
alert and your foot fleet is l>arrulof oil exploded aud poured out into the azents to collect statisticsof coal for the the young man just as he was stepping on
„ up into in’- | your ear was
_____________
eleventhcensus. Ashburner was formerly a trahi for New York. When locked np
aignificant brevity. Hong Kong is nearer ; goiug to be counted up in the final various yards.
That Alabama questionin any other
at the Central Jacobson admittedmuch
in charge of the geological survey in Pennto New York than a few years ago New ; victories.I want all these younger
age of the world would have caused Haven was; Bombay, Moscow, Madras, people to understand that when they
lylvanin. Jones was the statistician tor that waa charged against him; but when
Look for the Umbrellas.
war between the United States aud En- Melbourne within speaking distance.
he beard that his father knew of the matthe Peaneylvania railroad compuny.
toil for God they always win the day:
gland. How was it settled? By men- Purchase a telegraphic chart, and by that all prayers are answered and all
James H. Blodgett,Rockford,III, has ter be became almost frantic.
Going up the stepe of an “L” station
of-wur off the Narrows, or off the Mer- the bine lines see the telegraphs of the
Christian work is in some way effectual, an elderly gentleman jerked an um- been appointed special agent to collect the
•ey? By the Gulf Stream of the ocean land, and by the red lines the cables and that the tide i* setting in the right
brella from under the arm of a man edu' atiooal statistics.
crossed by a gulf stream of human under the ocean. Y’ou see what opporSCARED TO DEATH.
Jaaaes M. Swank of Philadelphiahas
direction,and that nil Heaven is on our who preceded him. “Look here, young
blood? By the pathway of nations in- tnuity this is going to give for the final side— saintly, chernbic, seraphic,
been appointed special agent to collectstacarnadined? No. A few wise men go movements of Christianity. A fortress archangelic, omnipotent, chariot and man,” said the angry gentleman, “do tistics of the iron and steel trade, and A Wealthy Kentucky Woman Succumb#
to a Queer Case of Fright.
you know that you render yourself lia- Joseph D. Weeks of Pittsburghas been apinto a quiet room at Geneva, talk the may bo months or years in building, but
throne, doxology and procession, prinmatter over, and telegraph to Washing- after it is constructedit mav do all its
ble to a suit for damages by carrying pointedspecial agent to collect statistics of
Bellevue (Ky.) dispatch: The largest
cipalities and dominion. He who hath
ton and to London: “All settled." work in twenty miputes. Christianity the moon under his feet, and all tho your umbrella in that way ? You .en- petroleum,coke, natural gas, and glass.
funeral seen here for years was that of
Peace. Pence. England pays to the has been planting its batteriesfor nine- armies of Heaven ou white horses.
Mrs. Angelo Rusconi, one of tbe richest
danger the eyes of every person \^ho
United States the amount awarded— teen centuries,and m*y go on in tho
women in tbe State. She was frigbtensd
Burned to Death for His Crime.
Brother! brother! all I am afraid of follows you, and yon thus lay yourself
pay* really more than she ought to have work throagh other denturies;but when
to death by a ghost For some time an
is, notthat Christ will lose the battle,
I*x ngton (Ky.) dispatch: The 12paid. But still,nlj that Alabama broil those batteries are thoroughly planted, but that you and I will not get into it open to a charge of carelessness, and
“uncanny” visitor bas appeared nightly
should you injure any one, you could year-old daughter of William Gates, a
I* settled— settle! foj
fore
in a room over Boro’s grocery and crowds
sver. Arbitration those fortresses are fully built, they quick enough to do something worthy
wealthy
farmer
of
Wayne
county,
Kenistead o
instead
of battle.
may all do their work in twenty-four of our blood bought immortality.Oh, bo mulcted in a round sum. Better be tucky. was assaultedSaturday by a negro gatherednightly to see it Saturday
So, the quarrel feight
eigfa
or nine years boor*.
world sometimes Christ! how shall I meet Thee, thou of a dude and suck tbe head of your cane servant. As soon as the crime was made night Mrs. Rusconi went to see ths
•go about the Canadian fisheries in any derides the chnrch for slowness
tbe scarred brow and tbe scarred back or umbrella than threatenpeople in known a poeso was organized and a search “ghost” She was very fleshy and was
othpr age would have caused war be- of movement. Is science any quicker?
attdeted with a tumor. / When suddenly
and the scarred bund and the scarred this criminal way."
began for the negro. Ho was found and
tween the United States and England. Did it not take science five thonsaudsix foot and the scarred breast, if I have no
It was a homely lecture, but perti- identifiedand after some delay was placed the ghost appeared ahe fell dead. Last
England said; “Pay me for the inva- hundred and fifty-two years to find
______ gotten in thy service? nent, and for the benefit of all such !n a trench. Dry rails were placed on him. night a thorough investigationwas mads
scars or wound*
•ion of my Canadian fisheries?"The o ‘inple a thing as the circulation of ! It shall not lie so! I step out 'to-day in
and it was found that tht “ghost” la ths
careless jieople I give it space.— The After being saturated with coal oil the
United States said: “I will not pay
reflection of an eiectric light at ths river
anrthinis ” Well - « —
r~* 4he human blood? With the earth and j front of the battle. Come on, vou foes Epoch.
rails were set on fixe. Tbe fiend was burned
landing.
hld b.H V™ na4t1'OUB18ay: the sky full of electricity, science took of God, I dare you to tho combat. Come
to a crisp.
alignancy. Lkmuel— I tell you, men may pr*t#
Killed by Gas in a Well.
•’>. «i‘b P-». dipped iu m.liKu.u"
it even guessed that there was any prac- Come on, with tongues forked and *8 they Nill about woman’s extravaSt
Helena
(CaL) dispatch: Will MoProctor
Knott
Sold
for
SI
7,500.
•ion i* appointed, and the commission tical use that might be made of this subviperine and adderons. Come on, with gance, but she can dress well on a sum
examines the affair,and the commission tle and mighty element. When good
At
Sheepshead . Bay, N. Y., be fore Pike, brother ef ex-United States Dirtrlct
Attorney Henry C. Mcl ike, was overcoms
reports, and pay we ought, pay we must, men take possession of all these scien- types soaked in the scum of the eternal that would keep a man looking shah* the racing began Monday Col
B.
pit. I defy you! Come on' I bare my by. tiimcoe (dryly)— That’s
pay we do. Not a pound of powder tific forces, and allthese agencies of in, true. Bruee sold at public auctiona number of by poisonousgases in a well and fsll into
brow. I uncover my heart. Strike! I NoJ
ow, the sum that my wife dresses on thoroughbredsbelongingto Bryant & the water. Martin Hickey went to his
tge bitten off,
no veution, I do not know thatthe redomp cannot see my Lord until I have been
corned not a cartridge
off. no
one hurt so much as by the scratchof a tion of the world will be more than the hurt for Christ. If
keeps me looking shabby year in and Bcoggan and the Locust stable. The star assistance and wat also overcome. Lou
we do not suffer
pin. Arbitrationinstead of battle.
year out.
ot the sale waa tbe 8-year-oldProctor Davia succeeded in gelling a rope around
work of half a day. Do we not read tbe with him on earth
cannot glorify
Bo the Bomo.iu controversy in any queen s speech at the proroguing of with him in Heaven.we
Knott, the winner of last year’s Futurity Hickey’s body, narrowly escaping death
Take good heart.
himself.___________
The exact function of jiotash in plank
other age would have brought Germany parliament the day before in London?
On! On! On! See! the skies have bright- growth is yet to be discovered. A Ger- who was sold to W. A. Ferris, who repro^
and the United States into bloody col- If t hat be so, is it anything marvelousto
sented
Mr.
Bcoggap,
for
$17,500.
Comeened! See! the hoar is about to comet
8ciENTi8T(in restaurant)— Bring mes
lision. Bat all is settled. Arbitration believe that in twenty-four hours a di- Pick out tbe cheeriest of the anthems. man chemist, R. Lupke, has proven to-Taw waa sold to Mr. Kelly for $5,250.
decoction of burnt peas, eweeteendwill
instead of battle.
that
plants
may
develop
when
no
Porter
Ashe
bought
Robin
Hood
for
vine commnnicationcan reach the whole Let the orchestra string their best inpotFrance will never again, * I think, earth? Koppose Christ should descend strumontH. "The night is far spent, th« ash is present, but their condition falli $1,90U. G. R. Tompkins paid $11,700 for glucose aud lightened with chalk and
ihrovgh peccadillo of ambassador, on the nations— many expect that Christ | doy is at hand.
Hindooeraft,Mr. Kelly $2,400 for Uncle water. Waiter (vociferously)— Cofh
below the normal.
Bob, and G. B. Morris $4,000 for Csrsbua feronel
'
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Home*Made Soap.
which bounded the west side of the
yards. The paling is about fourteen
I hare found a way in which I can
Bat Nobody Would Sunpect It to Meet
feet high, but he jumped at it, struck make soap while waiting for the teaMini •• Ho Travels on His Own dteara*
near the top, wont through with a kettle to lioil for supper, says a writer
v
crash, and steered for home, a much in Good Housekeeping . It very easy.
Passengerson the Maine line stenm- agitated bull.
Get of a druggistor grocer a pound
«rs frequently notice in the pilot house
box of the pulverized lye now sold so
Uncle Sam’s Great Seal.
a tall, slender man, with a long gray
cheaply and in such convenientshape.
beard and the general aspect of a reIt may not bo generallyknown that
It will cost yon 15 cents. It Tomes in
tired steamboat captain or something wo have a “keeper of the great seal” of
a neat can, which can be opened with
of that sort. He seems to take a casual tho United States, but it is a fact. He
any penknife. Dissolve this lyo in
interest in the navigation of the vessel, does not bear that title; in truth, he
three pints of cold water. The lye
and is evidentlyon familiar footing bears no title, being simply a clerk in heats the water, and you must wait till
with the officers of thelxmt. Occasion- tho State Department, but for forty
this heat passes off before making your
ally he may invite some curious passen- years he has had solo charge of the
soap. Melt your grease and strain
ger into the wheel-house to see the great seal of the United States, and through a cheese-cloth and weigh 5|
compass or to peep through the glasses. the Secretary of State himself cannot pounds. As soon as this melted grease
With such he will chat entertainingly induce that faithful old clerk to unlock is cool enough to bear your band in,
about ships, the ocean, the weather, or the doors which guard that emblem of
pour grertso and lye togetherand stir
any other ordinary subject. Incident- tho country’s liberties, without a formal
thoroughlya few minutes, and you will
ally it will probably come out that he w arrant signed by the President of tho
see it thicken. Now pour it into a box
is President of the lino, and he may United States.
or dripping pan, lined with greased
mention that he is also in the oil-cloth
Tho present seal of tho United paper, and let it stand in a warm place
business in New York, though his States was made after the design of for 24 hours, then cut into bars. It
home is in Maine. He is full of thought- Mr. Dw ight, formerly Librarian of the will bo ready for immediate use. will
ful suggestions about the best way to State Department, and it is the fourth
keep growing better,is clean and thoravoid seasickness,the best staterooms of the series.
oug;hly satisfactory for dish washing
to try to get for the return trip, and as
It depicts tho American eagle, holdand the laundry,makes a good suds
to other matters relating to the comfort ing in each claw a sheaf of thirteen
and is economical, having cost you onof the trip. Thd passenger who has arrows, and surmounted by a circular
ly 15 cents, tho price of your lyo, as
been fortunateetiough to fall in with wreath inclosing thirteen stars, corre- the grease was saved at odd times. It
him concludes th^t the Maine lino has sponding to tho original States, and can bo made without fire, as you see it
a most accommodating gentleman for encircledby the motto “E Pluribus
does not have to bo boiled or even have
its President, and thinks it would bo a
l num.” It is mounted upon a massive
boiling water added, Our laundress
good thing for the line if it would hire block, and is so admirably constructed
uses it and says “It is good,” and she
its President to sail on every trip and mechanicallythat the slightest turn
is apt to be critical.
of the screw will develop all tho pressmake things pleasant for the’patrons.
“Going to stop over in Portlandand ure required. The cost was over one
To Those Interested.
come back with us next trip, are you?” thousand dollars.
Hastings, Mich.. April 22. 1833.
ho said to a couple of voyagersrecentTho originalseal of tho United Hhoumatic Syrup Co.. Jackson.Mich:
Gents—
This is to coitify that I had boon
ly. “Well, now, don’t you stay in States is still preserved in the departtroubledwith rhoumatlsm In all its lorins
Portland ; go over to Cushing’s Island, ment. It is inartisticin design, and
for tho past twolve years, and was contlued
to the hotel there, the Ottawa; it’s the crude and clumsy in operation. It w as
to my bo 1 at various periods from tlireo to
six months at a time, and I could irot about
only one there is, and you can’t miss superseded by a second seal, more
it. It’ll only take half an hour or so nearly approaching that now in use, only bv the aid of crutches. I employed
several first-classphysiciansof this city,
to go there, and you can spend one but smaller in size. This, as it wore none of whom effected a euro or gavo temnight and two days there a good deal out, gave way to a third, which was porary relief even.
About two years ago I was Induced to
more comfortably than you can in used for a number of years before the

boats.

Portland. Just mention at the hotel
that I told yon to come— Mr. Bailey,
President of the steamship line; it
won’t do you any harm.”
These two passengers were more
than ever impressedwith the geniality
of the Maine line's President, and they
took his advice. They had the best
room at the hotel, and receivedother
attention that made them curious as to
where Mr. Bailey got the “pull” that
he evidently had with the hotel proprietor. They asked some one who this
Mr. Bailey was.
“Bailey? Oh, President of the
steamshipline ? Why, that’s Charles
8. Bailey. He’s the richest man in
Maine. Worth ten or fifteen millions,
and made it all himself. He was about
the first oil-clothmanufacturer in the
country, and is the biggest one yet.
He most owns the steamship line and
a lot of other things. Close as a chestnut burr, too, about business, but does
an almighty lot of good with his money
on the quiet. He don’t go much on
churches, but ho has a fancy for helping young men studying for the ministry, or young preachers. He’ll put up
all the money they need right along
until they get to mixing in politicsor
temperance. Then ho shuts down on
’em right off. Hays a minister’s business is to do good to humanity, not to
talk politics or prohibition.He'll do
most anythingfor a man he takes a
fancy to. I knew a young man went
to him once and asked him for $5,000.
He got it, and was going to give a note
for it. ‘ Never mind that,’ he said ; if
you’re honest you'll pay me without it,
and if you’re dishonest you won’t pay
mo anyhow; your word is all I want.’
That’s the kind of a man he is, though
you’d never suspect it if you had any
'

business dealings with him. You don’t
mean to say you were talking to him
and didn’t know who he was ? Beckon

you don’t know much about Maine;
there ain’t many pies down Eastways
that he ain’t got a finger in.”
The two travelers made up their
minds that they had reversed the usual
form and had been entertainedby an
angel unawares.
Buffaloes on the Cars.

was discovered that the eagle, by
inadvertence, had been given only seven
fact

.

Several days ago Patrick Gallagher
pocket for his pipe. It
was not there, and its absence caused
him to make a terrible wish, ^is wife
felt in his coat

trade

W

mark^

reprovedhim.
“Well, I don’t care,” he said, “here
with this uplifted hand to heaven I
pray that my Creator will paralyze the
PAJJV.
man who has my pipe.”
Relievesand cures
HEADACHE.
Before his utterances had died away
m4 Um VImIii,k»*». A Mamlka. nOm
Gallagher felt a severe twitching of
RHEUMATISM, Toothache, Sprains, SumI IHkJlils»»*u.
umUnkM. l>*.*27ux,»*a*
tho heart, and complained of feeling
’inMlTm/irarsa «>U. vamaa M ABisamiM.
URUISE8,
NEURALGIA,
unwell, A doctor was hastily disSciatica, Lumbago. Burns and Scalds.
patched for, and said he received a
At Dnrooim and Dialfiu,
stroke of paralysis.As Gallagher was
OCMT
CDFPon Pl'lhathm enclosing one
THE CHARLES A. VOCELEH CO.. BalUmort.Ml
OCIv I rtlCC (jcjmmii.b)addwaslng
in straitened circumstances it was
Aft 4-lb Family Boalr,Bras* Beam and Hroop, THEODORE HOLLAND. P. 0. Box 120, PhilU*.,Pa.
deemed best to remove him for treat- £1
91a UU worth *5. CUIcacoBoaleOo.Uldraxo. LO.
MENTION THIS rarEIIwm. vamii* to *>vaaTwiM.
HIGHLAND PARK, ILL,
ment to the Homo for the Aged Boor,
NORTHWESTERN
where death ensued in less than twelve

$25

CONQUERS

a>

RASE

RALUESS

MILITARY ACADEMY,

hours.

Tho

grief-strickenfamily were at a
loss to understand his sudden death.
In looking yesterday, however, through
his clothes, removed at tho time of tho
paralytic stroke, they were filled with
superstitious horror, for in one of his
outside pockets was found tho missing
pipe, which had worked its way into
the lining. —5L Lo u is

Prepare* for College, the Government Academies,
and Uutlnriw. Send (or CaUIdkue.

MENTION THU tAirkH•* «*m*«

Plso'a Remedy fbr Catarrh la tbs
Rett, Easiest to Css, and Cheapest

»

CATARRH

fe&sim

KIDDERg PA8T1LLE8.K
mall. Btowell A

Co»
'jisstuwn, Rasa.
t» «»«aamaM.

Hold hyjtriutglM*
or sent by mall

Globe-Demoira f.
Ely's

I pi see Who Of ftUPy ms.
dors* Big U as the only
specificfor tha canal n cur*

Cream Balm

WILL

CUKE

The Best Testimonial
Yet published for any blood medicine Is
the printed guaranteeof tho manufacturers
of Dr. Piero® s Golden Medioal Discovery,
which warrnntt that wondorlul medicine to
j Price 60 Cents, j
benefit or care in all oases of those diseases
for which it is recommended,or money
Apply helm Into each nostril.
paid for it will bo returned. It euros all ELI 111 U’S., 56 Warren Ht.. N. Y.
diseases arising from torpid liver and Impure blood, and their names aro legion. All
Hkin. Scalp and Bcrolulous affections.
Eruptions,Sores and Swellings, Salt
Rheum. Tetter, Erysipelasand kindred
diseases are among those in which the
“Discovery"effected marvelous cures.

CAURRH

W* have sold Mg G to
ywirs, and II baa
given' tbs Ust of sadl*

many

M-Dvcrnsjco^
•1.00. BoldbyDronM*

When everything else fails Dr. Sago's
Catarrh Remedy cures. 50 cents, by druggists.

Of Course They Did.

try Hibbard's Rheumatic Syrup, and, after
taking a fow bottles I experiencedroliof,

A small boy was crying and making
and sow considermyself cured, f unhesiuse of some very emphatic expressions
arrows in its claws, instead of thirteen. tatlnjly recommend this medicine for
rheumatism.I know what it has done for and exclamationsthe other day, when
This defect has been remedied in the
me. what physicianscould not do. 1. e.. a gentleman halted and observed:
present seal.
cured me of rhoumutism.
“Tut, tut, my boy! Snch words as
The uses to which the great seal is
Mbs. II J. K ENFIELD.
those won't help your case any.”
Ask
your
druggist
for
it
put are various. It goes upon all comIn backing up he struck the same
I certify to the above statement.
missions, pardons, and other official
Fred L. Heath. Druggist.
loose plank which had tripped the l>oy
documents issued by the President;
up, and he fell at full length and rollbut a law passed in ITS!) says it shall Lost His Hand and Didn’t Know It.
ed off the curb stone. He gave proper
not be affixed to any instrument except
Early Wednesday morning Officer vent to h?s feelings as lie lay there,
a commission “withoutthe special war^ ells, of Lynn, discovered a man com- and as ho struggledup, the boy exrant of the Presidenttherefor.”
ing down the Boston and Maine Bail- claimed
W hen an autograph communication road from the directionof West Lynn.
“What do you say now? Didn’t
is sent by the President to one of his
The man appeared very jolly ami en- they help you n heap?”
“great and good friends” of tho royal tirely oblivious of the fact that he had
monarchs of Europe, the envelope but a bleeding stump of his right arm, Hibbard’sRheumatic and Liver Pills.
which bears the august missive is al- his hand having been severed above
These Tills p.re scientifically
compounded,
ways stamped with the impress of tho the wrist. The man was leaving a trail uniform in ucllon. No griping pain so com:

of blood to mark his course. On inNumerous applicationsfor an impress vestigation it appeared that the man
of the seal are received, but to all such bad lain down to sleep with his right
applications a formal reply is made arm across the track, and when at
that the law forbids it.
daylight a freight train was backed
down its wheels cut his hand off as
A Miser’s Hoard.

A Parisian miser had for many years
lived in a ghostly looking house, inhabited solely by himself and the rats,
mice, black beetles,and spiders,which
made it their home. No one save tho
Miser Dubosqno was ever seen to enter this mysterious mansion. When
the Franco-Prussianwar broke out,
however, and misrule held high revel
everywhere, it is natural to suppose
that a place with so tempting a reputation would be the first to be invaded.
Indeed this was done by the Mobiles
quartered in the neighborhood, who are
said to have discovered Dubosqne
dead from sheer fright in one of the
passages of the house. Suspicion pointed to the probability of his having met
with foul play.
Search was, at all events, forthwith
made for tho old fellow’shoard, when,
to tho astonishmentof every one— ns
ho was known not to have banked his
money— not a solitary sou was to bo

found anywhere. Even to the very
cellarsthe place was empty, save for
the truckle bedstead on which the old
skinflint slept. It was oven without
the commonest necessaries.
One day. however, one of tho soldiers, for some purpose, was hammering a huge staple into one of the walls
of tho vaults, when, to his surprise, a
quantity of liquid spurted out upon
him aud startledhim not a little. Ho
was still more horrified, on emerging
into the light, to see its sanguinary
hue. Had a man, then, not quite dead,
though embedded behind those bricks,
received bis coup de grace from tho
Mobile’shammer ? Sufficeit to cav it
turned out to be nothing more nor less

..

1

next accomplishedthe feat of jumping
Tee largest plums are always in some
a ten-foot fence, and seeming to like
other fellow’sslice of cake.
at, bounded from one pen to mother,
clearing or smashing everythingin his
The maiden’s lorer is always a man
W4J, until he reached the board fence after her own heart.

clean as though with a knife. The
man’s nerves in the arm were perfectly
numb, an 1 he did not realizewhat bad
happened to him until his attention
was called to it. He had been drinking, but did not appear to be drunk.
He gave his name as William Cable,
of Hartford. Conn. Chistopher Gaffney saw Cable coming through the
freight yard singing. His hand was
gone then. Cable is 24 years old.
Boston Journal.

“ Thus

An Alleged Wife.
Johnny— What is an “alleged”

(of Chicago)— “How
business, Mrs. Elite?” Mrs. Elite—
however, a risk that many persons perceptibly
“Pickingup, my dear. I added $5.1 00
drifting Into Right's disease, diabetes, catarrh
a year to my alimony income by my
of tho bladder,etc,, constantly incur. To those
who read, reflect and heed tho lessonsof record- last two divorces."

Mns. Society

is,

experience,tho advisabilit

y

J.

of

nsing Hostet-

ler's Stomach Bittersas a diureticneeds scarcely
than a suggestion.
fact is more

more

No

DVrtf the priest and Uanita,
Bringing to the people tidings

Of rdief from

-

contagion—

vu

That would purge them of all poison.”
B h. ft. cared me of malignant sore throatand
-xxtbact mux roxii or *uanita.b mouth, rauaed by impure blood. Tho trouble os-

TreatlM on Blood and RklnDlaeuiPHmailed fre<>.Hwirr HrscirmCoarrANT,Drawer S, Atlanta, On.

JOSEPH

Ex-Queen Isabella of fipsin,who
delights in music, is herself an accomplishedharpistand has u highly cultivated

generally
slaT* admitted
77,*» -- by the medical profession
j-iuiv-nnniu
and the
public than
its efficacy for
.....
.. ......
* tho
the provenvoice.
tion of seriousrenal disease. The umnodicatU Ultniu: tiled excitantsof commerce,no matter how pure
Nkablt every articlesold is cheapened.
hoar -in ------mind,
prejudicially
upon
kidl
• react
--j «•
I'Kfkl the
VtAV fVIUIn cost of produetiou. at expense of quality.
neys when inactive. Tho Bitters subdues maDobbins' Electric8oap is exactlu to-duy
laria, constipationand rheumatism.
what it was in 186'),abtotu(*lu pure harmless and uniform. Ask your grocer for it.
-

blood

Of a salutary agent

family have occurred within tho last decade. Not the least of these wonders is
the successwhich the agents of R. F. Johnson A Co., Richmond.Va.. are meeting.
Write them for particulars. They will show
t/ou how to work wonders.

is

ed

was the Swift's Specific

Over land and over water

"The days ot miraclesaro past." That
may bo. and yet some of the most wonderful things ever witnessed by tho human

Very Kinky Imlcsd.
To tamper with symptoms indicativeof growIng kidney disorder;to neglectfor a brief time
needful stimulation of tho renal organs when
their Inactivitypoints, as it always and unmistakably does, to their eventual permanent dis-

it

HUNTER,

H.

.*****.H.**«***
man who
Die

haa

tnvi

qulto netting,not only fteln chagrined
at belli*ao badly taken In, hot also
feela If he does not look exactly Ilk*

^aga'i-stm

A

iinl irom three

to five dollar* In a Rubber Coat and
at hit fint half hour's exprrirnre in
a itorm find* lo hn tum>w that it is
hardly a better protection thin a moa-

I!

WET
BU
HEN

A Case of Conscience.
lor the"
tha “ FISH
FISli BltAND"
llltANU"Hucxai
HucKsi |
Aik lor
Strange us it may appear,there is noA case of conscience has lately come
to our notice which is so exceptional as body fresher in company than ths old
salt.
to merit attention. A merchant in this
city some time ago applied to the GovA 10a smoko Jo* 5c.— “Tansill's Punch."
ernor for an appointment ns a Justice
of tho Peace. His application was
favorably acted upon, and ho took the
usual oath to obey all the laws of the Often r«tmo* Brest agony with IU Intense itching and
burning. Hood's Sarsaparilla,the groat blood purlCommonwealth. After taking the oath tier. curea salt rheum, aud all ekin disetsos. It
it occurred to him that there were some thoroughly cleanxea, renovates,
aud eurtchea tho
things he would have to give up if he blood. Give It a trial.
‘After the failure of three skillfulphyalalanato
obeyed bis conscience. He enjoyed an
cure my boy of salt rheum, I tried Hood's Sarsapaoccasional game of poker, for instance
rilla and Olive Ointment.I have now uaed four
but ho must give this up or prove false
sixes of Ointment and one and a hat? bottles of
to his oath. He was addicted to nu- Saroaparilla, amt the boy U to all appearancescommerous other fashionable vices, which, pletely cured. He ih now four years old. and has
-Beat Wagon made B50. Bug_______ llarneM.etc,
though not particularlydeep-dyed,are been afflicted since he was six months of age."
/pure. Send for Tlftt.fMICA JOSCiU to.. IfclMf*.
Mae. B. Sanderson, 56 Newhall street.Lowell, Mass.
contrary to tho law. Thinking it all
MKNTION THIS fArXR wa«* vtm** TO letiiTraa**.
over ho concludedthat ho couldn’t live
Sarsaparilla
lAGEHTS*^8 p« fnontti and •iponoesl
up to his oath, and so he sent in his Sold by all druggliiUi.
aii for |3. Preparedonly
U*- R P**d tay “,lr* «•» ®r w»i“*o to aall our umt.l
WANTED ’’f •*mpl# llr* *• *,0"w- ®*l* ry poldl
by
C.
I. HOOD U CO.. Apothecaries,
Lowell,
Maaa.
resignation.— Bos/on Herald.
uroiDixIr and aipaaae*
aiiMam to
«n adranea.
adnnM. Fa'llMr-l
Vail mt.1
promptly

Salt

Unto Up.

Eight years ago s cancercom* on my low Up. I
Ltd it cat out while It was yet small, and It he«l*4
up apparently, but soon brok* out again aa4
menced satingvery rapidly.It took off m/uadov
Up from one aid# to the other and down to my chin.
I had It treatedby burning,and gotao waak that I
did not think that 1 could atand It mvok longor.
After much suffering I discardedall othar traatxnsnt
and began taking Bwlft's Specific,and tha eanoat
soon begin to heal, and in a abort Urns It WM com*
pletaly hesltd and I wu entirely wall. II la now
over three yean alnoe I got well, and then kM baoa
no aliin of any return of tha dlaeaaa.I know It
cancer, and I know it wm cured alona by 8. B. 8.
K. V. Fxxxxvd, Rnaton, La.

Brought unto the world its blessing;
wife,

mother?
“Oh, don’t bother me."
“Aro vou one. mother?”
“No, indeed.”
“Then I reckon it’s one that doesn’t
talk buck at her husband all the time.”
—Kentucky State Journal.

'

is certainly very risky indeed. This

Took Off His

tion.

—

ease,

1

TO HEAL ALL BLOOD CONTAGION.

monly following the uso of pills. They aro
adapted to both adults end children with
perfectsafety. We guarantee they have
no equal in the cure of Sick Headache. Constipation. Dyspepsia. Biliousness;and. as
an appetizer, they excel any other prepara-

great seal.

The buffalo had a strong aversion to
leaving their old homestead; and considerable difficulty was experiencedin
getting them aboard the cars, two days
being spent in the effort. Half a
dozen expert horsemen,besides a number of cattle-driverswho had loaded
hurtdreds of wild Western cattle,
found they had a more difficult task
before them when endeavoring to load
buffaloes. However, by a strategic
than a bricked-up wine cellar of enormovement,they were eventually got mous extent.
into the pens of the cattle yards. HowIt was in this form that Dubosqne
to get them to walk the gangway was
had boarded his wealth, feeling,with
a still more serious matter. The inmuch wisdom, that every year added
furiated and maddened beasts, when
immensely to its value; though it was
they found themselves caged, com- not long, ns one can imagine at such a
menced to have a little circus on their
crisis, before the fine old fruity savings
own account. Some terrible combats of a lifetime were scattered, and intook place between them, and, when
ebriated soldiers were drinking deep
the enormous size and strength of draughts of the rosy to the repose of
these animals is considered, one can
the soul of Dubosqne, tho miser.
conjecture how high one of the younger ones would be thrown in the air
Why the Wi«Io>v Was Crushed.
when caught on the horns of one of
Spending of widows marrying made
these mighty bulls.
mo think of an incident that* happened
Every conceivable effort was made near w here I lived way back in the
in endeavoringto get them on the cars,
fifties. I lived next door to Dick Tolbut to no purpose ; prods with shnrpbot. Ho had five little brats. Dick
pointed
......
....
lashes that would almost
went off hunting one day and shot his
cut a sheep in two, seemed to be apleg. It was mighty bad wea'iher, and
preciated as a tickle in the ribs or a
at last the doctors had to cut off his
eoft and gentle caress.
leg to save his life. He lingered along
Eventually,a tremendous old bull for several months and then died
undertook to bo aster of ceremonies, last. I was there the night he __
and succeeded, after every effort of His wife took on mighty bad. Some^
man had failed. There was nothing the neighbors went to her to conscflq
new in the manner in which he did it;
her, but it did no good. At last I went
he only did what buffaloeshave done
to the seemingly heart-brokenwife
from time immemorial,when working
and told her that poor Dick was gone,
up a stampede. He got behind the and- told her it did no good to “take
herd and began making it lively for
on” so. “I can’t help it,” said she,
those ahead, prodding, Mowing at
and continuing,pointing toward her
them, and driving the laggards for- children, said: “Just think that these
ward with vigorous digs of his horns poor children will have to come under
in their haunches. They had to travel,
a stepfather.It is more than I can
and having no other place to go, they bear. "—Chattanooga Times.
passed over the gangway and into the
cars. When the “big pusher, ** as the
Mamma— Why did you tell me a lie,
crowd dubbed him, had driven them Johnnie? Johnnie— Because, mamma,
all in and reached the door himself, you didn’t giro me time to think up a
he seemed to be quite astonished truth that would fit.
This was the most extraordinary stam<
“Large checks” for ladies’ dresses
pede he had ever engineered. Tossing his head scornfully, he wheeled is an old, old fashion. Ask any man
about and ran back into the den; he blessed with a wife and daughters.

forks,

rjAcrason

His Blasphemous Prayer Fulfilled.

(not atyle) a garment that will kern
him dry In the hardeat atom. It H
called TOWKh'8 FISH BRAND
' 8L1CKKK," a name familiarto tvery
Cow-boy all over the land. With!'
flth them
the only perfect Wind and Wiaterproof
Coat la “Tc
fower'a Flih Brand fillekir."
and take no other, IfyouratorekeepM

Rheum

;

I

,

Hood’s

|1

;

I
I

U, .

f
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fOO Doses One Dollar

The Road to Wealth.
“Mr. Jones!” said tho old

million,-,

aire.

“Yes, sir,” answered tho private secretary.

“Hero are fifty begging letters. Answer thorn all with a refusal.”
“Yes, sir.”

“And you

will observe that every
one has a two-cent stamp inclosed for
replv.”
“Ves, sir.”

“Well, answer them on

a

Society.

DETECTIVES

Wantrt

Aibmm

.

rule

g

aamplacaM FRF.K.

Wt aaeanjniil

ASTHMA.
PophaVt

Aithma SpecilJc
Specific.
licllvtIn TKX MIN
ixm*.
Wm. Glkohohn, GArdnei
Gardner.
ll»o writes:
tolg
III.,
'1 bav| not had
lo air i.i) an hour for tlirte.
reare. f hope tha man that
invented theSrxciFIo may.
have everlastingHte aud^
God's hlesNlng while he#

j*

•

DADWAY’S
I

live*, gold by *11 drugalita.
|'f»lK)X by mall, portend.

READY RELIEF.

THE GREAT COIQUEROR OF

postal.”— Applied externally, Instantly

T. POI'B AM.

»

ffilLADtufuik,PaT

PAIN,
FAMILY

relieves

Sprain*, llruihea, liarkitche, Pain In the
Cheat or NiUea, Headache, Toothache, or
For Rickets, Marasmus, and all Wast- any other external pain, C'ON’tiEKTIONN,
INFLAMMATION'S, Kheuniatlam. Neuraling Disorders of Children
gia, Lumbago. Sciatica,Pain* In tha Small
Seotl't JSmultion qf Pure Cod Liter Oil, ot the Hack, etc.
with Ilupophoephitet,
Is unequaled. The
rapidity with which children gain flesh and CURES ALL SUMMER COMPLAINTS,
Strength upon It is very wonderful. “I have Cramps, Spasm*, Sour Stomach, Nanaea,
used Hcott's Emulsion In cases of Rickets Yomlttng, Heartburn, DIARRHtEA, Colic,
and Marasmus of long standing. In every Cholera Morbu*. Fainting Spell*. Intercase the improvement was marked."— J. M. nally, half to a teaapooufulin half a tumMain. M. D., Now York. Sold by all Drug- bler of water. 50c. a bottle. All Druggists.

J

warrantedU.

Family

„

ti

:Biiiiint|ton

Brale.

ounce tott4pouDi_.
sent free anywhere
In U. 8. on receipt
Jf price. Price lut
of all slsea free. Address NONEH. hr

pay* the

freight,*
Binghamton, N. Y.

HALF RATES
-

TO THI

-

Route

She Had Noticed.

Mamma—

“Mamma,

my dear.”
Florence— “Then what right has
Hark

to

-OfTM-

Firming Regions

DADWAY’S

WEST, SOUTHWEST, NORTHWEST.

n PILLS,

$15.

“No,

growl at Jennie when they are

eating their breakfast Harper’s

An excellentand mild Cathartic. Purely
Vegetable. The Safest and best Medicine

Bazar.
“Hi, there I Can’t yon see that sign,
'No fishing on these
these grounds?'* Colored fisherman—1
i— “Co’se I kin see de
sign. I’b cullud,
ad, boss, but I ain’t so
ignorant aa to fish on no groan’s;
fishin' in de erick.”

Pm

In the world for the Cure of
of the

LIVER,

SWCHOR

all

Disorders

M

eta. a

log.

^

PLKMI

The only flrat-claaaFamily Story Paper published
Wait la

In tha

THE

WO

LEDGER.

The proprietors
of this old and well-knownpapa;
being desirousof introducingIt to as many nav
readers at possible before the new year, offerto sand
it every week from October I, l&tt, to January L
to any person who will tend

1WL

2E3

OEIVrTS

lu postage stamp*, currency, or postal note bafoiw
September 80. Each number contain* from threat*
flv* continuedstories, several complete stories,and
much other IntoresUng reading which oannot b»
found In any sUhilsrpublication.Try it for threw
months. It la worth three time* the price. Write
name, town, county, and State plainly, and addnai
lettersto

*S45.W.I/f«S15
.

THE CHI
BOWELS.

Taken according to directionsthey will
restore health and renew vitality.
PriM

25 Cents

B.

Standard

gists.

Florence (6 years old) —
do dogs get married?”

ON TRIAL FOR

UtNTlON THU FAl Ut waia •umao to aoraatuaaa.

e»*Bt». Bhrtwd nun 16 A-l aiJet laHTttS^
V. iptmt.**not b-caaaary. RenA le. aiarnti
DitictJ §8
c‘

la etery

Marti

ta oar

tlealara and

itli bj all

Dngffafc

g wraevVAC
C.K.B.

WHEN

WRITING TO

_

UpfiStomay yww awwtkw

Jihfl

.

.
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them on a visit
>ve of plum
....... full bloom.

“ Every spring and fall I take a number of bottles of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,and
am greatly benefited." — Mrs. James II.

—

.... .
After an hour s ride in a “jinrikisha” Eastman, Stoneham, Muss.
or “kuuma,” as these little man-car
• "I have taken Ayer's
..

Sarsaparilla
with great benefit to my general health."
— Miss ThlnaL. Crernr, Palmyra, Md.

riages are more commonly called, we
Arrived at our destination,where great
numbers of people were flocking Trom
all points.
“The trees were one mass of fragrant
white and delicate pink blossoms.
Hundreds of visitors in holiday attire
were strolling about under the branches
with extreme delight depicted on their

K'

"My

some pains

AT

IN THE CITY

Debility.

since,

J list

greatly Improved."— Mrs. Harriet H.
Battles, South Chelmsford,Mass.
"About a year agol l>egan using Aver's
Sarsaparillaas a remedy for debility
and neuralgia resultingfrom malarial
exposure in the army. I was in a very
bad condition, but six bottles of the Sarsaparilla,with occasional doses of Ayer's
Pills, have greatly improved my health.
I am now able to work, and feel that I
cannot say too much for your excellent

remedies. —F.
Moluncus, Me.

A. Pinkham,

Furniture Store.

A

best

if\e.

fjncecf

PLUGr

tobacco e/er

jjut

Hi1 Irate!1

market.

Sarsaparilla." —
Killingly, Conn.

Lucy

plain to me that these poetic effusions
Mrs. Ann H. Farnsworth, a lady 79
were supposedto be composed on the
spot-that the expression, the form of j years old, So. Woodstock, Vt., writes:
After several weeks’ sufferingfrom
the idea, was derived from the insp ranervous prostration, I procured a bottle
tion of the scene: but his father added,
of Ayer's Sarsaparilla,and before I
with a twinkle in his eye, that many
bad taken half of it my usual health
•
came with their poems already prepared. I was honest enough to confess
to the old gentleman that this proceeding was not altogetherdifferent from
raarAKED by
our after dinner orators who surprise
Or. J. C. Ayer A Co., Lowell, Mats.
their friends with impromptus comPrlc* $t ; (lx bottle*,|5. Worth |5 a bottle.
posed, at their ease.

returned."

,

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

ATS-

•TVIE

1

Parties desiring

Choice Steaks and Roasts
Are

esjieciiillyinvited to call.

Market on River
DE

RAKER

K

Street

DE ROSTER.

&

Holland, Mich., Aug.

Holland,

1888.

3,

-1-

Saugatuck and Chicago

NSW AND STAUNCH PASSENGERSTEAMER'
Bold by Droggiita.Alio

Carriages

“KALAMAZOO”

Peerle** Bronx* Paint* -6 color*.
Peerlesi Laundry Bluing.
Peerless Ink Powders— 7 color*.
Peerle** Shoe ft HarnessDrewing.
Peerle** Egg Dye*-« color*.

CUMMINGS, Master

JUST RECEIVE1'

yourdealer

CURE

SCBSCUIBK FOR THK NEWS.
hsi K'^ro^louisVllI^,

5f\c

Mottitt,

lie loster,

Holland, Mich.

Prostration,

Ayer’s

i

stock.

in

Dealers in

JACOB FL1EMAN,

D.

Brethren Church, Buckhaunon, W. Va.
".I suffered from

to ex-

Groceris.

FRESH, SALT, AND SMOKED

South

with lame hack and headache,and have
been much benefited by the use of Ayer's
Sarsaparilla.I am now 80 years of age,
and am satisfiedthat my present health
and prolonged life are due to tho use of

first-classline of

Cone tan tly kept

"My daughter, sixteen years old, is
using Ayer's Sarsaparilla with good effect. —Rev. 8. J. Graham, United

Nervous

received at

Family

lov/-

Farmers and other good citizens arc
invited to call at my wagon works and
examine the fine stock I have on hand.
All goods sold are warranted.

A FINE LINE OF

Baby

rePaire(l

-

ptRINGTON’S.

E. J.

The new Trace Brace and Common
Sense Sand Band is now used on m\
wagons. This is a good thing. Call;
and see it.

REIDSEMA’S

s.

we began

to give
her Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.Her health has

blossoms.
at

DECORATIONS!

daughter,twelve years of age,

General

•countenances. Others again spread
rugs under the trees, where they were
served with deliciouS tea from the
neighboringtea houses. The brightly
clad children were dancing and frolicking in the shade of the blossoms, and
a more perfect picture of sunshine and
happiness can hardly be imagined.
Innumerable little strips of paper fluttering amidst the blossoms attracted
my attention.Miss Okiku informed
me that it was the happy custom of the
people to give vent to their delight on
these occasions by inscribingpoetic
sentiments,too brief perhaps to be
called poems, and hanging them up in
the boughs. And sure enough as I
looked about me, I observed several
persons with paper and pocket inkstands in hand engaged in composing
these little sonnets in praise of the

“Yasumaru was

-AND-

has suffered for the past year from

A few weeks

and panted' VVag0n °r buf(gy

.

CLOTHING

OF

WALL PAPERS

^F—

aND

The Teacher

sure you get Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

^•.v'

—
DRESS GOODS
-

FUEMAFS.

J.

,

friend an invitationfrom his

.i

New Stock

Top Buggies

my young

.

MORTGAGE

6. That boiled starch is much imSALE,
proved by the addition of a littlesperm,
r\EFADLT having been made in the condlsalt or gum arabic dissolved.
1 'lions of a Mortgage, dated the Ninth day of
Good Morning.
6. That beeswax and salt will make April A.D. 1809, given bv Cornell* Dljkema and
Derktie
Dljkema. hi* wife of the City of Holland.
rusty flatirons as clean and smooth as
’Good morning,world!" On the window Heat glass. Tie a lump of wax in a rug and Ottawa County. Michigan, to Johannes Naher of
the Townthip of Holland, said County ami State,
She balanced her twollttle timid feet;
keep it for that purpose. When the which said Mortgage was recorded in the Office
A tine lot of
of the UogfBterof Det-d* for Mid County of Otta
irons are hot, rub them first with the
She clung with dimpled hands and stood
wa. State of Michigan, in Liber N of Mortgage*
wax
rag,
then
scour
with
a
paper
or
Framed In like a picture of babyhood.
on page MS, on the 19th day of April A.D. ISW at
cloth sprinkled with salt.
The clamberingvines hung low and green
7. That blue ointment and kerosene And wherea* the amount claimed to be due on
Round the sunniest curls that e’er were seen. mixed in equal proportionsand ap- said mortgage at the date of thla notice is the
urn of Three Hundred Sixty live Dollar* and
Aashoatood with beauty and light Impearled, plied to the bedstead is an unfailing Sixty-threecents, and the further sum of Fifteen
just received at
bedbug remedy, as a coat of white- Dollar*a* an attorney fee provided for hi the
And bade "Good morning" to all the world.
statute, which i* the whole amount unpaid on
wash is for the walls of a loghouse.
•aid Mortgage ; and no soil or proceeding having
'"Good morning, world!" and the great world
8. That kerosene will soften boots been instituted at law or in equity to recoverthe
heard;
debt
now remaining secured by said mortgage,
and shoes that have 1h»pii hardened by
or auy part thereof, whereby the power of sale,
Each rustling tree and each singing bird.
water, and render them as pliable as
contained In said Mortgage, has become absolute.
new.
Now thereforenotice I* ht-rebygiven, that by
The dancing flowers and the fields of grass
These buggies will be sold cheap.
9. That kerosene will make tin tea- virtue of the said power of sale, and in pursuance
Nodded and waved at the little lass;
of the Statnte in such case made and provided,
kettles as bright as new. Saturate a
the said mortgage will be forecloeed
by a sale of
And the far-offhills and the sky overhead
woollen rag and rub with it. It will the premiees thereindescribed, at public aucListenedand beamed as the wort! was said;
also remove stains from varnished fur- tion to the highestbidder,at the front tioor of the
The improved Ira I. Hunt Spring
Ottawa County Conrt House, in the City of Grind
And the old sun lifted his head and smiled— niture.
Haven, County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan looth Harrows and Cultivators kept in
10. That cool rain-wttier and soda on the
stock. Steel clad on bottom without
“Good morning world! Good morning child!"
will remove machine crease from washextra charge to purchasers, and farmere
I 4th of day October. A.D. I 889,
*
— fTonum’s Journal.
able fabrics.— The Sanilnrium.
need not be afraid to purchase them,
at eleven o’clock in the forenoon of that day;
Flower In Japan.
which said premises are describedin said Mort- as there is no royalty to pay, as there
gage as follows, towit; The Eeet half cf I/Ot is, or may be on some other harrows.
numbered Nine (9) in Block numbered flfiy five
From an article by the artist Woree
(55) in the City of Holland, formerlyknown as the
in the September Century we quote the
Village of Holland,in the Couuty of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, accordingto the recorded map
following:
Tlie SI. JoNcph Manufacturing
said City.
“The love of flowers in- Japan Who advised her pupils to strengthen ofDaied,
Holland, July 18. 1860.
Co. I'lowftand Kcpuim. These
amounts almost to adoration. They their minds by the use ol Ayer’s SarJOHANNES NABER, Mortgagee.
Gebbit
J.
Dikkkma.
arc the hciit.
are inseparable from the life, art and
saparilla, appreciated the truth that
Attorney for Mortgagee.
literatureof the people, and to deprive bodily health is essentialto mental
the Japanese of tnem would beta take vigor. For persons of delicate and feeble
THE FINEST STOCK
the sunshine out of their lives.
constitution, whether young or old, this
My shop fa the best place in Holland
“On one occasion I received through medicine is remarkably beneficial. ,Bo

T«e Howe.

,k**'

*•

Loaves Sangatnck. at 6 p. m., on Monday.
Wednesday and Friday,arrivingin Chicago at 5
clock next morning.
Leaves Graham & Co's dock, foot of Wabash
Ava., Chicago,at J p.m. on Tuesday,Thoraday
and Saturday, arrivingat Saugatock next momo

ThejWorld’s Fair

tlm* to connect with steamer fur Holland.
Holland to Chicago. 81.50 ; round
trip. 8’ 50, 8lee| ing accommodations
free,
ln8 >n

is

Chicago’s latest, but

HEROLD,

E.

J

the line of

BOOTS and

hen I *ay Cube I do not mean merely to
atop them for a time, and then have them
return again. I mean A RADICAL CURE.
1 have made the disease of

the thing to dq all kinds of
cooking in the summer.

It is just

EPILEPSY or
FALLING SICKNESS,

FITS,

The best Oil Stove

market

in the

is

long etndy. I warrant my remedy to
others have
receiving a
cure
and a Free
Bottlr of mv InfallibleRemedy. Give
Express and Post Office. It costs yon noth •
ing for a trial,and it will core yon. Address
A

the

the worn cases. Because
failed is no reason for not now
Send at once for a treatise

GRAND

[omfoRoble Sleeping Jirtljs!

WALLA CEB. GBIFFIN, Manager

But don’t wait when you want

to

H

OIL STOVE

!

!

which

buy

is

life-

Cork

Elegant Passenger Accommodations!

in

fining CD Euttcn*.

FITS!

!

The Kalamasoo make* a trip to the Holland
resorte every Sunday morning.

_
SHOES WATCH

Eighth street, has something new

Bny nn OIL STOVE

.

C

ROOT,

.

M .0.,

1

83

Pun. Sr.. NivYoii

kept on sale at

at reasonable prices. An experience of

Did you ever see a man in the solitude and privacy of his study attempt
to sew a button on by himself? It fa,
in all its details, one of the most interesting performancesin the world,
first, he hunts for a button. Generally, to secure
it, he robs i.
Peter
--CLCl to
. amdMKHb
pay Paul,
I
and cuts one from some
The largest, lastcst a i unustin the world.
other garment. This __
___
.Passenger
accon)modutlo;r;
unexcelled.
may be much
T*rk to T.lTen>AoI Tin Qaeenatown.
Jarwr or mach smaller than 7he~size The Celebrated
The kn.eM «v»ra-| Seot. I ti.
he fa wearing Next, he hunts for a City of Home ship in the \S urld. Oct I 6th
needle. Probablyhe goes out and buys
New York toOlsng ii f/mdon'lerry.
a paper of needles. He always chooses Foruessia Sept 14tb. rir^Mia Sept. 28th.
Devoid*
Sept. Met. | Etulopla Oct. 5lh.
the largest, having an impression that
New
York to Asores.Gibraltar and Italy.
large needles will sew stronger than
Utopia Sept. 14th. | Victoria Oct. 15th.

’

--

_

_

W

_

_

|

small needles.
As to the thread, he gets the coarsest
he can find, and this he doubles. He
Would thre^ his needle. He takes the
big needle in one hand and his coarse
black thread in the other; he bites off
the thread to the desired length; then
he tries to twist it to a fine point. Generally in this hs succeeds in making
two and sometimes three fine points
wit of one end. Of course, he can’t
get all of these points through the
needle’s eye at once.
He tries hard to make the needle and
thread get on friendly terms with each
other. Sometimes it is the needle that
kicks, sometimes the thread. Sometimes he really imagines he has threaded hfa needle. It fa an ocular delusion;
the thread has missed the needle's eye
by half an inch. It is harder work
than sawing

wood

taking

his

TOmtorUWe

p^n

off ThS

Md

so

p“

Hroond-ClaM Steerage rate* on lowe»t
term*. Einiraioa Ticket* reduced, nuJle availableto return by either th* Ptcturv^neClyde and North of Ireland. or Ml >cr Henry and South of Ireland,or NanlM
and Gibraltar.
Eunralenato Pari* ar ContinentalT*ar* on lowe*t ternia TrarelerVCircular Letter* of Credit and
Brafu for any amount at loaeatcurrent rale*. Apply to
any

of

our

local

all classes of

years enables

We

have just received a

bran new

and it will be
money in your pocket to call
on us

and inspect

these goods.

Chicago.

81116 bv

"^r

--

Walsh.

Byo and

Skin

©Inlmenl.

^

T A certai.n Sif® for c’hronic

E-ves’

Head, Old
Chronic Sores, Fever Sores, Eczema,
Itch, I*rairieScratches, Sore Nipples
and Piles. It is cooling and soothing.
Hundreds of cases have been cured by
it after all other treatment had faileu.
2.5 and 60 cent boxes for sale by
He has forgotten all alwut the necesHEBER WALSH. Holland Mich.
sity for a thimble. He jams hfa thumb
_____
25—lyr.
down on the needle's head, and it punctures his thumb or runs under the
A ftenalblcMan.
naii. By and by he sews the button
, „
Balsam for
eye full of thread. Hfa big needle does , Would
" oul'1 use Kemp’s
KemP
for the
hroat and Rungs. It is
not pass through any more. He must Throat
fa curing more
cases of CoutrhR.
Coughs, Colds.
Bronstop. He ends bv winding the thread ca,,P8of
fnlrlH Asthma,
Autiimn Hmn.
as many times as' it will go under the chstis, Croup and all Throat and Lung
button, and perhaps he leaves off with Troubles,than any other medicine.
twoorjbree inches of thread sticking Tho proprietor has auteorizedany
druggist to give you a Sample Bottle
At last the buttpn is sewed on, and fret to convince you of the merit of
this remedy., Large Bottles 50c and 41.
no is proud of hfawork.
T.etter.’

,

„

Gray Bros.
A

Shoes

to

1. That salt will curdle

_

E.

hence, in preparing milk

SPRING
Has arrived and

them

*

gravies, etc., salt should not he added k . i’onsumpllon Surely C ured.
until the dish is prepared.
To the Editor— Please inform your
2. That clear boiling water will rereaders that I have a positive remedy
"* ^ tea stains and many fruit stains.
for the above named disease. By its
^ the water through the stain, and timely use thousauds of hopelesscases
thus prevent it spreading over the have been permanently cured. 1 shall
fabric.
be glad to send two bottlesof my rem3. That ripe tomatoes will remove
edy FBI® to any of your readers who
ink and other stains from white cloth; have consumption if they will send me
also from the hands.
their express and post office address.
4. That a tablespoonfullof turpen- .
Respectfully:
oiled with white dot lies will aid
T. A, SLOCUM, M. C„ 181 Pearl St.,
i whitening process.
New. York.

„

..v,

‘

BREYMAN # SON
be assured of

Grand” gives perfect satisfaction
and is the best oil stove
manufactured.

UCLAS

w.
83
83

GUe Me a

good goods, low

Call

SHOE
o<.Tre?«N
8HOI FOR LADIIS.

and Examine

thli Stove.

prices and courteous treatment.

J. B.

VAN OORT.

RAO and 91.75 BOYS’

SCHOOL SHOESf?

Fraudulentwhen mrntme and price are not stunpe#
bottom. W. L. DOUGLAS, Brockton,

MM}

We

have in our employ

Mm*

FOR SALK BY

a

Your Laid

watchmaker and are

first class

all

reasonsble

ever and are constantly adding

and

sell real estate,

<>.

BREYMAN &

SON.

Patten

&

6,

1

Sons.

Also a large stock of

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

6 IV 9 25 1 36.1**0U.....
E.m. a m. p.m.lnlg’t
For Grand Rapid*. ... 5*00, 9 25 2 16 5 00 9 SJ
a.m . a m p m.jp.m. p.m.
For Mnakegonand 5*20; 9
2 40 6 30 9 35
Grand Haven .
a.m am.
p.m. p.m.

U

For Hart, Pentwater, | 5 20 6 3)
.a.m. p m.
For Big Hapida ...... j 5 ft) 2 41)
a.m. p m
For Allegan ..... -..A 9 25j 2 4)
[a-ni.lp.m.

_

J

in the city.

A

FromHart Pentwater^

_

9

20

5

MlKNIKbERTBCH

*

French Welt

$3.00
©SEIOEi
any 5 or 6 dollar

It equals

GRAND RAPIDS.
<

!

shoe for style, durabilityand

comfort. Other advertised

Satisfaction guaranteed. 83.00 shoes are full of nails

GIVE HIM A CALL.

which hurt the feet, but these
shoes are entirely free from'

them.

a

Try

these Shoes

And you

wear no other.
For sale bv

'

09

•

D.

J.

will

HELDER,

From big Rapid*

^

FULL LINE OF

From Allegan

who always keeps on hand a

.

la.m.lp.m

^Ticketi to

KEPT IN STOCK.

Call.

large assortment of all

kinds

Family -Groceries

GUve Us a

paymoi t

THE GREAT

DKPAKT— Central Standard Time.
..

.
for

BEATS THEM ALL

39 Canal Street,

:

including Fancy Woolen Shirts. White
ARRIVE.
Shirts, Collars and Cuffs, Hats
From Chicago ....... ! 4*00
9 35 10 25
and Caps, Neckties, &<*.
;am
p.m. |p m.
From Grand Rapid* 9 23
9 19 11*50
a. n p.m
p.m p.m.
Tlie largest and finest assortmentof
From Muskogou and 9 29 2 05
5 00|fl*40
Grand Haven. a.m. p.m
p.m p.m.

BUTTONS

to

tw.

Photographer,

889

Traits Arriveami Depart from Holland as below

For ChlcEgo .......

Van

1

H. YOUNG,

nerNlilp.

Dated Holland, .•iifiuntUtli.Wl9.
I li.xn V V41 nr.v Rr.no ,

R’y

tim:e tablk.
Taking: Effect June

COTTONS, ETC.

6.

ae- ted

Grand Haven. Midi.

J.

I

Notice i» hereby gUen that th« partnerahip f
latelraxUti>gt«*w,«i. Ellen V Van .ten Barge
and Mr- Miini- Bur »oh. under the Arm Bam*
ofVa id-n Hnrg» *ud Biwtsch. w:t* rtinfolv.d on
tboHth ||*» of August *. D. Ide9. bv mutual oonseut A'l debt* oMng to Ui • gild t%rttt*nbip
aretob r»c lv.- 1 by Minnie R«rWh. and all demaud* ou the « .id co-part ». r*b p i re to be rr»-

29

and be convinced.

Holland. Mich., March 15,1888.

SATEENS.
PRINTS,

iitore of

Dlftsolufiuti of Co-par

JACOB BAAR,
learn our prices

Bros.,

HOLLAND.

or address,

Dress Goods, Chicago « West Michigan

At the

buy
and draw

I also

de- up deeds and mortgages for
Jewelry parties at my office. Call on,

and Plated Ware.

OF

GINGHAMS,
DAMASKS,

prices

to our stock all tlie latest

signs and novelties in

Van Duren

I

so has a

NEW STOCK
—
—

Title.

have the only set of Abstract
books in Ottawa county
kinds in a satisfactorymanner
and am prepared to furnish
and on short notice.
abstracts of all land titles in
the county, promptly and at
We sell goods cheaper than
prepared to do repairing of

Call on us and examine our goods,

8

' At the City Bakery you will now find
a fresh stock of Candies and Caramels.
milk;!
Try
_

porridge,

And

BEHOLD.

.

Know.
new

The

Specialty.

i

Ten Good Thing*

Eighth Street.

But go to

0.

III.

—

i ,

first-class

on

.

_

HARDWARE STORE,

JEWELRY STORE

We guarantee satisfaction.

Business College.

eveuts- For

But everything kept in a

J

stock,

PARSONS’

—

batches, tlocks,
Jewsry, Silverware,

Mr. Van Pelt, Editor of the Craig,
Mo., Meteor, went (o a drugstoreat
Hillside,Iowa, and a»ked the physician in attendanceto give him a dose
of something for cholera morbus and
looseness of the bowels. He says: “I
Kalamazoo, Michigan
felt so much better the next morning
The only Collegein the U. 8. that runs a reguthat I concludedto call on the physi- lar Bank of Real money In connection with the
cian and get him to fix up a supply of College. The practical it atem on which the Inthe medicine. I was surprised, when stitution ia conducted is increasingita patronage
everyyearfroniallpartsofibe
country.Shorthe handed me a bottle of Chamber- hand and typewriting thoroughly taught by ex
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea periencedteachers. Sei.d for Journal. 22 lyr
Remedy. He says he prescribesit
regularly in his ,
practice
and ----finds it
..... ..

i

audible exclamation1Amiin Urn nwdle
slips into the fleshy part of the hand,
which induces a very' audible dash from
the operator, The recording angel
knows wnat fa going on inside of him
and debits liim with every item. He
sews hard.

to select the

many

agenta. or to

HENDERSON BROTHERS,

the

w^dVw.’

But he cannot sew so. He runs

!

|

him

best stock and to suit
customers.

w

all

points In the United State* B

w. A. GAvETT. AaGst, Gan. Pass. Act.
J. F. RKKKIE, Gao. Past, and Tkt A«t
A. CARPENTER, Traffic Managar.

CH^u
ST.10UI8.M0

atlanta.»a.OAIUSTEX.

Meyer, Brouwer

&

of

footwear.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE NEWS.
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